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Instrumentation Software HigM»erformance Interchangeable 
Instrument Drivers 
New IVI" drivers build on 
VXlplug&play so you can interchange 
instruments in test systems without 
Circle 499 modifying software. 
NATIONAL INSTRUMENTS - THE LEADER IN COMPUTER - BASED MEASUREMENT & AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS VOL. 4. No.1 
LabVIEW"" - Version 5.1 Delivers Superior 
Productivity through Powerful Technologies 
If you need instrumentation test systems and the latest 
computing technologies combined in one easy-to-use 
package, then you need LabVIEW 5.1. LabVIEW 5.1 
improves application development by streamlining the 
creation of WetH:lnabled applications. You can use the new 
modular application architecture to create smaller 
executables, to gain greater system performance, and 
·~~r;ll . . 
,i .~ 
~
decrease memory usage. LabVIEW 5.1 also extends its use of ActiveX (COM) technology to 
seamlessly integrate the math and interactive analysis capabilities of The MathWorks 
MATLAB and National Instruments HiQ". 
Visit www.natinst.com/ labview to order your upgrade todayl Circle 500 
LabVIEW RT Brings 
Real-Time Control to 
Standard Windows PCs! 
For applications that need reliable PCbased control, 
National Instruments LabVIEW RT and the RT Series 
data acquisition boards combine the industry-leading 
National Instruments LabVIEW and data acquisition 
technologies with new real-time components to deliver 
maximum development productivity and flexibility for 
control applications. National Instruments leverages 
industry-standard tools to bring real-time to 
measurement and automation applications. 
Circle 501 
LabWindows,CVI 
Version 5.0 -
High-Speed Test 
TestStancr - A Complete Test 
With rapid C code generation and complete 
debugging tools, you'll build better systems 
faster! The new LabWindows/CVI state-caching 
instrument driver architecture provides faster 
test program execution for GPIB and VXl-based 
systems. And, you can also use these 
LabWindows/CVI libraries in Visual C/ C++. 
New for LabWindows/ CVI 5.0 
• New Wizard Tools automate instrument 
driver development 
• Control extemal software applications with 
ActiveX automation 
And much morel Circle 502 
Executive Environment 111Ei i!Ji 
National Instruments TestStand is a ready-to-run. ;; 
customizable test executive for organizing, controlling, 
and executing your automated prototype, validation, or 
production test systems. TestStand uses a flexible, 
modular architecture with which you can integrate with 
existing systems and implement features particular to your test platform. And because 
TestStand is designed for test, it has built-in tools to make this integration faster and easier. 
Circle 503 
Instrumentation Ubraries 
for Use in Visual Basic 
Use ComponentWorks· 2.0, a suite of ActiveX 
controls, to develop high performance test and 
measurement systems. Integrate GPIB, serial! 
RS-232, VXI instruments, and data acquisition 
boards with intuitive ActiveX controls. Customize 
applications using highly configurable user 
interface controls and sophisticated mathematical 
analysis routines. Leam more at 
www.natlnst.com/ cworks 
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Call today for a FREE evaluation Software Showcase CD 
or for more Information on these new products 
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MATHEMATICA 
NOW SHIPPING! 
Introducing a 
New Gene • lion 0 
• as' umerl's 
with dependability and integration that only Mathematica can provide 
WOLFRAM 
RESEARCH 
(h e c k 0 U t Mat hem otic a 4 and see the beg inn in g 0 f gig a N U mer i c s'" 
www.wolfram.com/mathematica4/ntb or 1·800·WOLFRA 
Wolfram Research, Inc.: www.woIfrom.com;infoOwolfrom.com; + 1-217-39~700 
Wolfram Research Europe Ltd.: www.woIfrom.co.uk; info@wolfrom.co.uk; +44-j0)1993-883400 
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OK, so not everything 
in this world has to be blue • • • 
But if you want the most-reliable self-locking nylon patch -
from the company that developed the technology over 
50 years ago - then think blue. NYLOKID TRUE BlUE®. 
Only Nylok offers the TRUE BLUE® nylon self-locking patch, pellet or strip for internally and 
externally threaded fasteners. 
Nylok's unique methods of applying its TRUE BLUE® self-locking element assure precise thread 
coverage and can provide smooth, 3600 coverage where required. 
With no extra washers or other locking parts to assemble, part and in-p.lant savings combined 
are often as much a 20-40 percent. And NYLOJ<® TRUE BLUE® self-locking fasteners are adjustable 
and reusable . 
While yellow is nice for fruit and children's toys, when it comes to 
self-locking, the only color to ask for is blue - TRUE BLU~. 
15260 Hallmark Drive 
Macomb, MI 48042 
(800) 791-7101 e FAX (810) 786-0598 
www.nylok.com 
e-mail: sales@nylokfastener.com 
Manufacturing Facilities: 
California: 313 N. Euclid Way, Anaheim, CA 92801 • (714) 635-3993 
Canada: 77 Hale Rd., Brampton, Ontario L6W 3J9· (905) 456-0710 
Illinois: 6465 Proesel Ave., Lincolnwood, IL 60645· (847) 674-9680 
Michigan: 15260 Hallmark Drive, Macomb, M148042· (810) 786-0100 
New Jersey: 11 Thomas Rd. S., Hawthorne, NJ 07507 • (973) 427·8555 
LOK 
. FASTENER CORPORATION 
Worldwide leader in coating threaded fasteners ... 
specializing in self-locking, sealing and masking 
NYLOKe and TRUE BLUE· are trademarks of Nylok Fastener Corporation. 
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Astro-Med Industrial Park. West Warwick, Rhode Island 02893 
Phone: (401) 828-4000 · Toll Free: 1-877-867-9783 · Fax: (401) 822-2430 
In Canada Telephone 1-800-565-2216 
E·mail: MTGroup@astro-med.com • Web Site: www.astro-med.com 
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'" Now engineers can buy the hard-
cover versions of the best-selling 
books, Finite Element Modeling 
in Engineering Practice and 
Linear and Nonlinear Finite 
Element Analysis in 
Engineering Practice, at a spe-
cial clearance price. Engineers 
can save even more by taking 
advantage of a combo deal 
including both hardcover books 
for $119 (Over 56% off the retail 
price). 
These books are reference text-
books for real-world professional 
engineers and students. Their 
creative, easy-to-read mixture of 
FEA theory with real hands-on 
examples helps engineers gain 
insight into mastering the once 
difficult concepts of Finite 
Element Modeling and Linear and 
Nonlinear Analyses. Dozens of 
drawings, charts, graphs, equa-
tions, tables and other visual aids 
help make these books stand out 
from other "heavy and boring" 
engineering texts. 
Key topics covered in Bool< ,. Finite Element 
Modeling in Engineering Practice' 
"What is Finite Element Analysis?" • ~ow to perform static 
and dynamic analyses • The type of analysis that is most 
appropriate for your problem • What type of element is the 
best for your application • How to combine different types of 
elements • How to model cracks, holes and discontinuities· 
When and where you should use a finer mesh • How to iden-
tify modeling errors • How to tell if your results are accurate 
and interpret them 
Key topics covered in Book II Linear and Nonlinear 
Finit Element AnalYSIS in Enginee' Practice. 
Analyzing thermal strains • Modeling gap elements • Composite 
material analysis using the finite element method • Micro-
mechanics analysis of Laminae • Basic concepts of stability the-
ory as applied to buckling analysis • Modeling aspects for buck-
ling analysis • Basic steps of nonlinear computation • Sources 
and type of nonlinearity explained through simple numerical 
examples • Plasticity, viscoelastic and viscoplastic theories • 
Geometric and boundary nonlinear problems • Nonlinear solu-
tion techniques 
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PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
Wolfram Research unveils 
the newest version of 
Mathematica. 
16 
ON THE COVER 
Horn-shaped spirals open along the directions of 
the faces of a dodecahedron in this image created 
with Mathematica· technical computing software 
from Wolfram Research, Champaign, IL. The latest 
version of the software, Mathematica 4, is this 
month's Product of the Month. For more informa-
tion on the new version's enhancements and 
features, see UpFront on page 16. 
(Image created by Michael Trott, courtesy of 
Wolfram Research) 
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,,-~ ___ When s a ic is al work, your employees aren'l. 
8 
Static may be an everyday fact of lije, but 
affects your business, it's a fact you'd give anything to avoid. 
That's why companies around the wortd depend on Staticide. 
Staticide is the most effective and longest lasting topical anti-stat 
available for your floors, carpets, electronic and plastic sulfaces, 
computer screens-even yourself! 
When Staticide is at woll your employees will be too. 
Call today for your free sample. 
Siallcide. BecaUSe SO much IS al slake. 
ACL !tatll:Tde~ IS()'9002 
Specialists in Static Control 't"£tR,;/2i~ I,IL 
http://www.aclstaticide.com • e-mail: info@aclstaticide.com 
1960 Eest Devon Ave., Elk Grove Village, IL 60007 
1-800-782-8420. 847-981 -9212. FAX: 847-981-9278 
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revolutionary 
Pivo oints 
Provide user friendly and ergonomically 
designed operator accessibility to control 
and monitor machines, process lines and 
automated assembly operations. 
Support 
multiple 
locations 
with a Mobile 
WorkStand 
solution. 
Computer accessibility while 
maximizing plant floor 
workspace. 
Bring computer 
peripherals directly to 
the "point-of-use". 
turn in 
industrial 
automation 
effciency. 
The economics 
of Ergotronics 
Time is money. 
Space is a premium. 
Efficiency is productivity. 
That's why Ergotron computer mounting 
systems maximize the effectiveness of 
computer hardware and the people who 
use it. We help you position plant floor 
computer networks where they work 
best. In terms of dollars per square foot. 
Time-motion efficiency. Accessibility. 
Even repetitive motion considerations. 
And when you take a closer look at 
Ergotron designs, you'll discover even 
more of the little things that make a big 
difference. 
Discover how Ergotron can increase 
your industrial automation efficiency. 
Just call 1-800-888-8458 for a Free 
consultation from our Efficiency Experts. 
Take a closer look. 
1.800.888.8458 
www.ergotron.com 
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CLEAN POWER. 
UNBEATABLE PRICE • 
... " 
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WHAT ELSE MATTERS? 
How about the fact that there are two new products 
in HP's E3600 Series of power supplies? 
Introducing the HP E3633A and HP E3634A. Now 
you can have power from 80 W triple output to 
200 W single output for a lot less than you'd 
expect to pay. Of course, the entire HP E3600 
Series gives you low noise and a stable output. 
And testing has never been easier or more 
repeatable-these HP programmable power 
supplies include GPIB and RS232 interfaces:' 
The HP E3600 Series of power supplies: More 
clean power, an unbeatable price, and everything 
else that matters. 
Want application information on 
power supply fundamentals? Visit 
our Basic Instruments Web site: 
http://www.hp.com/go/bi 
HP's E3600 SERIES 
PROGRAMMABLE POWER SUPPLIES 
Number of Outputs: 1, 3 
Power: 
Voltage: 
Current: 
Noise: 
BOW, 120W, 200W 
To 50V 
To 20A 
<3mVpp 
Programming: RS232 and GPIB 
$995-$1,195 Price: 
• US-list price 
-GAB, RS232 intMaces avaiablo at no addillonol charge 
fax us f", """" info<maJion atl-8()().&)().523I. document . 10616. 
UCau HP DIRECT at 1-800-452-4844, 
Ext 6222, for the power suppLy 
answers you need." 
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I Expanding Possibilities) 
CompuScope 1602 I I. 16 Bit, 2.5 MSls Sampling 
.. 75 dB Signal to Noise Ratio 
.. Upto8Meg 
On-board Memory 
,.. Multi-Card Systems 
of up to 16 Simultaneous 
Channels at 2.5 MSls 
'. 100 MBls Data Transfer 
Rate to PC Memory 
.. SDKs for DOS, 
WIN 95/98, WIN NT, 
MATLAB, LabVIEW 
GageScope for Windows 
World's Most 
Powerful 
Oscilloscope 
Software 
1233 Shelburne Road, Surta 400 
South Bur1ington, VT 05403 
Tel: 800-567-GAGE Fex' 800-780-8411 
e-ma I: prodlnIoOgage-appllad.com 
From outside U s. ca. 51~7447 or fax $14-4533-0770 
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Over the past thJU tkco.lks, rASA has gran~d m.ore than 1000 paknl licenses in virtually I!IlerJ area of 
technology. TM agmcy has a portfolio of 3000 patents and pnuiing appucatitmS availabk now 
for licmst I7y businesses and individuals, including thtst ruently pakn~ inwntitmS: 
Method for Surface Texturing 
Titanium Products 
(u.s. Patent No. 5,853,561) 
Invent or: Bruce A. Banks, John H. 
Glenn Research Center 
This patent discloses a method by which 
the urface of titanium and/or titanium 
alloy objects, having both simple and/or 
complex configurations, may be electrolyt-
ically textured with a pattern of uniformly 
configured "pock mark" pores or pits. 
Such a surface is particularly uitable for 
the bonding of graphite epoxy structures 
to titanium components such as may be 
required for metal termination of polymer 
matrix composite beams and/or other 
tructure commonly u ed in aero pace 
applications. The process employs an elec-
trolytic cell in which the object or objects 
to be textured are immersed in a sodium 
chloride and water solution in a metal 
container. The objects to be textured 
(anode) are electrically connected to the 
positive terminal of a DC power source 
and the metal container (cathode) is simi-
larly connected to the negative terminal of 
the power source. During the electro-
chemical process the electrolyte is agitated 
by an ultrasonic transducer. 
Two-Phase Quality/Flow Meter 
(u.s. Patent No. 5,861.755) 
Inventors: J. Steven Moerk, Robert C. 
Youngquist, and Rudy J. Werl ink, 
Kennedy Space Center 
The present invention deals with a two-
phase quality/flow meter that can mea-
sure the ratio (or "quality") of liquid to 
gas in, and the flow velocity of, a two-
phase flow stream by using capacitance 
measurements. It seeks to overcome the 
drawbacks of currently employed capaci-
tance-based meters by providing a device 
that eliminates the need for a high-fre-
quency oscillator circuit to measure 
capacitance changes. Thi type of device's 
oscillator is typically very sensitive to elec-
trical noise-induced errors. Furthermore, 
temperature and pressure changes affect 
the device's capacitance and are thus a 
source of error. Instead of the 0 cillator, 
this invention uses circuitry that accurate-
ly measures the time required to charge a 
probe capacitor to a thre hold voltage. 
Timer and counter circuits are employed 
to measure the elap ed time between the 
start of charging and the attainment of 
the thre hold value, re ulting in a digital 
value that is fed directly into a micro-
proce or and .is linearly proportional to 
the capacitance value. Another advantage 
i that the device generate a high-re olu-
tion digital value based upon analog mea-
surements without use of an expensive 
high-resolution A-to-D converter. In addi-
tion, this arrangement is extremely noise-
tolerant, since it does not rely upon fre-
quency changes to convert a capacitance 
measurement to a digital value. 
Ferroelectric Stirling-Cycle 
Refrigerator 
(u.s. Patent No. 5,867,991) 
Inventors: Anthony Jalink, Jr., 
Richard F. Hellbaum, and Wayne W. 
Rohrbach, Langley Research Center 
Stirling-cyde cryogenic refrigerators 
have problems, among them the deleteri-
ous effects of dead space, lack of controlla-
bility of flow rate, contamination of the 
working fluid, and vibration that is commu-
nicated to the delicate components being 
refrigerated. The invention addresses these 
factors, providing a cryogenic device that is 
suitable for cooling sensitive infrared detec-
tors to very low temperatures. It has a three-
pump configuration and pumping 
sequence, in which one pump serves as a 
compressor, one as an expander, and one 
as a displacer. The pumps are ferroelectri-
cally actuated diaphragm pumps that are 
coordinated by synchronizing the ferro-
electric-actuator voltages in such a way that 
the net effect of the displacer is to reduce 
dead space - that is, to circulate a greater 
fraction of the working fluid through the 
heat exchangers than would be po ible 
using the compressor and expander alone. 
In addition, the displacer can be controlled 
separately to make the fluid flow in the 
exchangers turbulent, to increase the rate 
of transfer of heat at the cost of greater 
resistance to flow, or laminar, to decrease 
the resistance to flow at the cost of a lower 
heat-transfer rate. 
For more information on the inventions described here, contact the approfrriate NASA Field 
Center's Commercial Technology Office. See page 14 for a list of ofJue contacts. 
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Lasers create crisp, permanent marks on plastics, wood, paper, met-
als, and countless other materials, so it's no wonder laser marking is 
the preferred method of product marking for many industries. Unlike 
other marking technologies, there are no messy inks to replace, no 
hazardous solvents to dispose of, and no tool wear. The only problem 
has been that, while lasers have always offered long-term cost sav-
ings, their initial price has often been too high for many companies' 
budgets. 
At Synrad, we set out to design a laser 
marking system that could be sold at a FEN I X 
price low enough to enable more compa- lAS E R loll AR K E R 
nies to switch to laser marking. Priced at 
just $15,900", our new Fenix laser marker offers all the features of 
other laser marking systems on the market - at a fraction of the price! 
Fenix marks alphanumencs, graphics, and more at speeds up to 180 
characters per second. 
• US List price. add 10% for international shipments 
The core of this compact, self-contained system is a 25 watt Synrad 
sealed C02 laser. Designed for rugged enVironments, a Synrad laser 
can be expected to operate for tens of thousands of hours With no 
maintenance requirements. Fenix operates from a standard. user-
supplied PC. It couldn't be more simple to set up - just connect it to 
the computer, plug it into the wall, and start marking! 
Synrad's own Windows®-based software, WinMark lite, provides the 
user-interface to Fenix. This intuitive, easy-to-use software enables 
users to perform most marking functions. For advanced applications 
such as serialization, bar coding, and automation, upgrade to the fea-
ture-packed Win Mark Pro™, and take full advantage of this flexible 
marking solution. 
The first truly affordable laser solution to industrial marking, Fenix 
brings all the benefits of a state-of-the-art laser system at a lower 
cost than you ever imagined. For more 
information on Fenix, call us at 
'I-aOO-SVNRAD'I , or look us 
up on the world wide web at 
___ .synrad. eorn/.enlx 
--- .---~ 
SYNRAD 
_.synrad.eomJfenlll 
C 1999 Synrad. Inc. 6500 Harbour Heights Parkway. Mukilteo. WA 98275 tel (425) 349-3500 fax (425) 485-4882 email synrad@synred.com 
For More Information CIrcle No_ 552 
NASA 
Commercial 
Technology 
Team 
NASA's R&D efforts produce a robust supply of promising technologies with applications in many 
industries. A key mechanism in identifying commercial applications for this technology is NASA's 
national network of commercial technology organizations. The network includes ten NASA field cen-
ters, six Regional Technology Transfer Centers (RITCs), the National Technology Transfer Center 
(NTTC), business support organizations, and a full tie-in with the Federal Laboratory Consortium 
(FLC) for Technology Transfer. Call (609) 667-7737 for the FLC coordinator in your area 
NASA's Technology Sources 
If you need further information about new technologies presented in NASA Tech Briefs, 
request the Technical Support Package (TSP) indicated at the end of the brief. If a TSP is 
not available, the Commercial Technology Office at the NASA field center that sponsored 
the research can provide you with additional information and, if applicable, refer you to the 
innovator(s}. These centers are the source of all NASA-developed technology. 
Ames Research Goddard Space Johnson Space Langley Resean:h Marshall Space 
Center Flight Center Center Center Flight Center 
Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno- Selected techno-
logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: logical strengths: 
Fluid Dynamics; Earth and Artificial Aerodynamics; Materials; 
Life Sciences; Planetary Intelligence Flight Systems; Manufacturing; 
Earth and Science and Human Materials; Nondestructive 
Atmospheric Missions; LlDAR; Computer Structures; Evaluation; 
Sciences; Cryogenic Interface; Sensors; Biotechnology; 
Information, Systems; Ufe Sciences; Measurements; Space 
Communications, Tracking; Human Space Information Propulsion; 
and Inteliigent Telemetry; Flight Operations; Sciences. Controls and 
Systems; Command. Avionics; Sensors; Dr. Joseph S. Dynamics; 
Human Factors. George Alcorn Communications. Heyman Structures; 
Carolina Blake (301) 286-5810 Hank Davis (757) 864-6006 Microgravity 
(650) 604-0893 galcom@gsfc. (281) 483-0474 j.s.heyman Processing. 
cblake@mail. nasa.gov hdavis@gp101.jsc. @/arc.nasagov Sally Uttle 
arc.nasa.gov nasagov (256) 544-4266 
Jet Propulsion sally.little@msfc. 
Dryden Flight Laboratory Kennedy Space John H. Glenn nasagov 
Research Center Selected techno- Center Research Center 
Selected techno- logical strengths: Selected techno- at Lewis Field 
logical strengths: NearlDeep- logical strengths: Selected techno- Stennis Space 
Aerodynamics; Space Mission Environmental logical strengths: Center 
Aeronautics Engineering; Monitoring; Aeropropulsion; Selected techno-
Flight Testing; Microspacecraft; Sensors; Corrosion Communications; logical strengths: 
Aeropropulsion; Space Protection; Energy Propulsion 
Flight Systems; Communications; Bio-Sciences; Technology; Systems; 
Thermal Testing; Information Process Modeling; High Test/Monitoring; 
Integrated Systems; Work Planning! Temperature Remote Sensing; 
Systems Test Remote Sensing; Control; Materials Nonintrusive 
and Validation. Robotics. Meteorology. Research. Instrumentation. 
Lee Duke Merle McKenzie Gale Allen LanyVitema Kirk Sharp 
(805) 258-3802 (818) 354-2577 (407) 867-6226 (216) 433-3484 (228) 688-1929 
Iee.duke@dfrc. merle.mckenzie@ gale.allen-1@ cto@ ksharp@ 
nasagov ccmail.jpl.nasagov ksc.nasa.gov grc.nasa.gov ssc.nasa.gov 
NASA-Sponsored Commercial Technology Organizations 
These organizations were established to provide rapid access to NASA and other federal R&D and 
foster collaboration between public and private sector organizations. They also can direct you to the 
appropriate point of contact within the Federal Laboratory Consortium. To reach the Regional 
Technology Transfer Center nearest you, call (800) 472-6785. 
Joseph Allen 
National Technology 
Transfer Center 
(800) 678-6882 
Ken Dozier 
Far-West Technology 
Transfer Center 
University of Southern 
California 
(213) 743-2353 
Dr. William Gasko 
Center for Technology 
Commercialization 
Massachusetts 
Technology Park 
(508) 870-0042 
J. Ronald Thornton 
Southern Technology 
Applications Center 
University of Florida 
(352) 294-7822 
Gary Sera 
Mid-Continent 
Technology Transfer 
Center 
Texas A&M University 
(409) 845-8762 
Lani S. Hummel 
Mid-Atlantic Technology 
Applications Center 
University of Pittsburgh 
(412) 383-2500 
Chris Coburn 
Great Lakes Industrial 
Technology Transfer 
Center 
Battelle Memorial 
Institute 
(440) 734-0094 
NASA ON-LINE: Go to NASA's Commercial Technology Network (CTN) on the Wortd Wide Web at 
http://nctn.hq.nasa.goY to search NASA technology resources, find commercialization opportunities, 
and learn abouf NASA's national network of programs, organizations, and services dedicated to tech-
nology transfer and commercialization. 
NASA Program Offices 
At NASA Headquarters there are 
seven major program offices that 
develop and oversee technology pro-
jects of potential interest to industry. 
The street address for these strategic 
business units is: NASA Headquarters, 
300 E St. SW, Washington, DC 20546. 
Cart Ray 
Small Business 
Innovation Research 
Program (SBIR) &. 
Small Business 
Technology Transfer 
Program (STTR) 
(202) 358-4652 
cray@mail.hq. 
nasagov 
Dr. Robert Norwood 
Office of Aeronautics and 
Space Transportation 
Technology (Code R) 
(202) 358-2320 
morwood@mail.hq. 
nasa.gov 
John Mulcahy 
Office of Space Flight 
(Code MP) 
(202)358-1401 
jmufcahy@mail. 
hq.nasa.gov 
Gerald Johnson 
Office of Aeronautics 
(Code R) 
(202) 358-4711 
gjohnson@aeromail. 
hq.nasa.gov 
BiliSmilh 
Office of Space Sciences 
(Code S) 
(202) 358-2473 
wsmith@sm.ms.ossa. 
hq.nasa.gov 
Roger Crouch 
Office of Microgravity 
Science Applications 
(Code U) 
(202) 358-0689 
rcrouch@hq.nasa.gov 
Granville Paules 
Office of Mission to 
Planet Earth 
(Code Y) 
(202) 358-0706 
gpauleS@mtpe.hq. 
nasagov 
NASAls Business Facilitators 
NASA has established several organi-
zations whose objectives are to estab-
lish joint sponsored research agree-
ments and incubate small start-up 
companies with significant business 
promise. 
Wayne P. Zeman 
lewis Incubator for 
Technology 
Cleveland, OH 
(216) 586-3888 
B. Greg Hinkebein 
Mississippi Enterprise 
for Technology 
Stennis Space 
Center, MS 
(BOO) 746-4699 
Joe Boeddeker 
Ames Technology 
Commercialization 
Center 
San Jose, CA 
(408) 557-6700 
Marty Kaszubowski 
Hampton Roads 
Technology Incubator 
(langley Research 
Center) 
Hampton, VA 
(757) 865-2140 
If you are interested in information, applications, and services relating to satellite and aerial data for Earth resources, contact: Dr. Stan Morain. Earth Analysis 
Center, (505) 277-3622. 
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GE Plastics 
We bring good things to life. 
Palm III'" by 3eom-
> Once again. everyone wants 
what nobody saw coming: The new 
JCam Palm III Connected OrganIZer. 
Everything that was good about I 
and II: only better. sleeker. The 
plastic: CYCOLOY· resin from GE. 
Everyone want what nobody saw coming. That's why 
you can't just break the mold. You have to hatter it-
",ith fre h ideas that drive out co ts, that ignite colo sal 
proce improvements. that boldly move new products to 
market fasLer than ever before. This i the curve that can 
become your edge. And with more resources and resins 
than any plastic supplier on Earth. we can'l wait to help 
you harpen yours. E-mail web.feedback@gep.ge.com. 
Visit www.geplatics.com/ palm3. Or call us for more 
information at 1-800-845-0600. 
'ICoI!I". ~..-an of 3Ccm 1:oq>amJon. Potm III q. trademarl< of 'ICoI!I CoI1>cntJOn ... iu __ 
cycoo.ov- q.1Igd12fed trodemalt of GeoelllI a""'i< Company 
For More Information Clrd. No. 547 
PRODUCT OF THE MONTH Spaceports 
of the Future 
ABA' Kennedy pace Center in 
M athematica 4 technical computing software from Wolfram Re- Florida i leading a major initiative to iden-tifY the technologie that "ill enable revolu-tionary " paceports" of the future. The goal i to 
develop the infrastructure needed to support the 
next generation of manned pace plane, which 
would take off and land much like a commercial air-
craft, and eventually, carry passengers. 
search, Champaign, IL, 
combine calculating cap-
abilities with a collection 
of visualization and tech-
nical publi hing tool. 
ew features include 
peed enhancements; 
direct import and ex-
port from over 20 tan-
dard data, graphics, 
and ound fLle formats; 
spell-checking and hyphen-
ation in the notebook interface; and 
extended HTML and TeX output capabilitie . The oftware 
offers upport for handling computations in specified algebraic 
domains, and features extended range and improved functions 
Kennedy has initiated ajoint-spon ored re earch pro-
gram called "Vi ion Spaceport." Current partners include 
ABA' Arne Research Center, Boeing, Command & 
Control Technologie, Lockheed Martin, Quantum 
Technology ervices, SAlC, and the University of Florida. 
NABA and the "Spaceport Synergy Team" will be looking for 
design ideas, partner , and inve tors. 
To find out how your organization can participate , be 
sure to attend a special workshop on ovember 1-2 at 
the Miami Fontainebleau Hilton, held concurrently 
with the NASA-sponsored "Technology 2009" national 
for data analy is. ew document-processing features make 
Mathematica 4 suitable for final simulation as well as proto typing. 
The software allows users with ordinary PCS or Macintosh sy terns 
to handle operations on large numerical matrices with a million or 
more elements, and perform calculations with million-digit accuracy. 
technology transfer conference. The initiative will be 
one of the main track of the workshop, which will 
focus on emerging bu ines opportunities in aero-
space, aviation, space-based manufacturing, 
and related technologies. 
To rece ive a brochure, e-mail joe @ 
abptuf.o rg or visit t he web site at 
www.techeast.net. You can visit the 
Vision Spaceport web site at 
For Mor. Information Circle No. 737 
www,viNionsp porl.org 
Fact or Fiction? .................................................................................................... . 
Futuristic propulsion drives that send spacecraft streaking 
acros the screen in the mega-blockbuster "Star Wars" sequel 
may jump from science fiction to science fact in the not-so-dis-
tant future. Scientists at ABA's Marshall Space Flight Center 
in Huntsville, AL, are developing 
propulsion technologies that are very 
do e to the "hyperdrives" used in the 
"Star Wars" movie . 
The "Star Wars" hyperdrive gets its 
boo t from fusion - an exotic propul-
sion technology being developed at 
Marshall. Fusion combines two or 
more atoms to form one heavier atom, 
releasing a tremendous amount of 
energy that can be used to drive a 
a variety of propulsion technologies, which will help us con-
quer the incredible challenges of interplanetary and even 
interstellar travel," explained Schmidt. "We're convinced that 
several of these technologies will likely transform the space 
travel seen in sci-fi movies into real-life 
experience. " 
According to Garry Lyles, manager 
of NABA's Advanced Space Trans-
portation Program at Marshall, laser 
propulsion and antimatter have long 
been the tuff of science fiction. "And 
now we're experimenting with them as 
viable options for space travel." 
pacecraft. The energy efficiency of 
fu ion compares to a car traveling 
7,000 miles on one gallon of gas. 
"Achieving the level of technology 
portrayed in 'Star Wars' is quite a chal-
lenge," said George Schmidt, deputy 
NASA Marshall engineer Bill Emrich examines one of 
the magnetic coils that will power the gas dynamic mirror 
fusion propulsion experiment. (Photo by Doug Stoffer) 
As far as when the e real-life tech-
nologies v."ill be in use, Lyles said no 
one really knows which of the tech-
nologies will open the space frontier. 
"What we do know is that we must 
push technology to achieve break-
throughs that are necessary to travel 
beyond our olar ystem." 
manager of Marshall's Propulsion Research Center. It will 
require overcoming the physical limitation of space itself in 
order to travel faster than the speed oflight. "We're examining 
For more information, visit NASA Marshall's web site at: 
www.17ISfc.nasa.gov; for information on the Advanced Space 
Transportation Program, visit: uTllrw.highwaJ2spacr.com 
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Nowyoucan 
acquire data directly 
into MATLAB. 
The new MATLAB® Data Acquisition Toolbox makes it easy to acquire data directly into 
MATLAB. This new toolbox allows you to communicate 
with a variety of data acquisition devices, including 
plug-in boards from National Instruments, Hewlett Packard 
VXI hardware, and PC sound cards. Acquire, analyze, 
The new MATUB Data Acquisirion Toolbox visualize, and model from within the familiar, industry-
lets you read data directly from acquisitlon 
hardware into MATUJI for analysis. standard MATLAB technical computing environment. 
Act now. Get a free technical example, as well as complete product specifications. 
~_"'-"IIt~ 
... MALIrII ........  ..... To get your free technical example call us now at 508-647-7000, or visit our 
Web site at www.mathworks.com/ntba. 
Call 508·647·7000 
or visit www.mathworks.com/ntba 
MATU.B and its 
add-on toolboxes 
provide support for 
data acquisition, 
signal analysis, and 
w. ~ • worldwide network of international rep.....,.,"-
Vuit our Wtb silt at ... ww.matbworkLcomlwr for more infor:rmtion. 
For More Informatfon Circle No. 521 
MATLAB~ 
a Analysis and Technical Graphics Software 
Origin is better than ever! 
• 
New Project Explorer: a tool 
that helps navigate through 
the hundreds of graphs and 
worksheets in a project file 
• New Data Masking tool: 
point and cl ick t o exclude 
data points from curve fitti ng 
OLE2 Server, export graphs 
in EPS, CGM, JPEG, TIFF, PDF, 
DXF, and more! 
Open and run Excel. drag 
and drop to create Origin 
graphs from Excel workbooks 
and Origin worksheets 
• Toolbar customization: add 
your own tool bar buttons that 
run your own scripts or DLL 
• Faster redraw: a graphics 
caching scheme makes it easy 
to manipulate complex 3D 
graphs 
- := 
a" .. ,. • .... + ~ . . .. lI'o ..... " , ~ t .... u ...... : .. . ... 
"Microcal's Origin 6.0 has the most comprehensive 
graphing engine of this collection; it supports the most 
graph types, the most data types, and the most 
customizations." 
- Dr. Barry Simon, Ph. D .• Desktop Engineering Magazine, 
April. 1999. 
"Origin provides superior graphing tools over other 
products I've used. The flexibility Origin offers in 
formatting graphs-object placement. manipulation of data 
points. extrapolation - are great." 
- Brett Moore. Director of Research. Advanced Warming 
Systems Inc. 
Mlcrocaf Call today! 1-800-969-7720 Microcal Software, Inc. 
_SoIIwM.Inc. One _ PIm. Northin'¢:n MA 01060 USA 
Tel US & Canada 1-800-969-7720 1nt1: J.413.586-2013 t1I:'2k 
Fax: 1-413-S8S<)126 &nat inI<@rioocaI.wm ~ ~ ~ 
C>1999. Ongln ind labTalk are trademarks of Microcal Software. Inc. ~ 
AU other brand and product names iJre trademarks of tnelr respective owners. 
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Reader Forum 
Reader Forum is devoted to the thoughts, concerns, questions, 
and comments of our readers. If you have a comment, a ques-
tion regarding a specific technical problem, or an answer to a 
question that appeared in a recent issue, send your letter to the 
address below. 
I read the feature "NASA Selects Top Inventions of the 
Year" in the May issue of NASA Tech Briefs (page 30). 
describing PET/-S (Phenylethynyl Terminated Imide 
Oligomers). I am looking for a strong sheet adhesive and 
wanted to know more about PET/-So Can you provide a con-
tact for more information? Thank you. 
Martin S. Kramer 
General Motors Powertrain 
Detroit. MI 
martinkramer@prodigy.net 
(Editor's Note: PET/-S was developed at NASA's Langley 
Research Center in Hampton, VA, by Paul Hergenrother, 
Joseph Smith, and Brian Jensen. You can reach the inven-
tors, respectively, at the following e-mail addresses: 
p.m.hergenrother@larc.nasa.gov,joseph.g.smith@larc.nasa.gov,· 
b.j.jensen@larc.nasa.gov) 
Your May issue featured a tech brief entitled "Biotelemetry 
Using Implanted Unit to Monitor Pre term Labor" (page 4S) 
by John W Hines at NASA's Ames Research Center. I'd like to 
thank Mr. Hines and his team for this development. My wife 
and I lost twin girls at 2S weeks, just one week after an ultra-
sound technician asked my wife if she was having contrac-
tions. Since this was her first pregnancy, she wasn't sure. 
This device could have saved our girls. The only problem 
would have been determining a conclusive reason for 
implantation of the device the first time around. Hopefully, 
the inventors will find a manufacturer and get through 
approvals in a timely manner! 
Tim Wolf 
trw90@usa.net 
I read with interest a tech brief in the May issue, "Compact 
Magnetic-Sensor Units for Detecting Mines" (page 38) from 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. If these devices work as 
described, they could save years' worth of time in the elimi-
nation of land mines in places such as Bosnia and Vietnam. 
Thanks for the information. 
Richard Teichgraeber 
Tactical Aircraft Systems 
Lockheed Martin 
Fort Worth. TX 
Post your letter to Reader Forum on-line at: www. 
nasatech.com or send to: Editor, 'ASA Tech Briefs, 317 
Madison Ave., New York, NY 10017; Fax: 212-986-7864. 
Please include your name, company (if applicable), 
address, and phone number or e-mail address. 
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ADVERTISEMENT 
Sealing and Bearing Solutions 
Turcon® Varilip® the High-performance Rotary Shaft Seal 
Combinations of high speed, high 
temperature andlor high pressure, cause 
conventional rubber-lip seals to wear out 
prematurely or fail suddenly. While a single 
requirement such as low friction may 
restrict the use of rubber lip seals , 
applications that combine several extreme 
operating conditions virtually eliminate the 
successful use of elastomeric seals. 
TurcontD VariliptD rotary shaft seals, made 
from high-performance polymers, offer an 
alternative to rubber lip seals for these 
difficult applications. In addition, higher 
performance and increased efficiency are 
now possible due to the TurcontD VariliptD. 
The TurcontD Varilip· offers universal 
chemical compatibility, exhibits very low 
friction, operates above 12,000 sfpm and 
produces leak-tight sealing. These seals are 
available in standard inch nominal and 
metric sizes in addition to a vast range of 
custom sizes and configurations. 
For an extra measure of performance and 
reliability in difficult operating conditions, 
without the problems of degradation, 
embrittlement and premature wear, the 
Turcon· Varilip· is a very effective 
alternative to rubber lip seals. 
Busak+Shamban. 800-767-3257. 
For More Infonnatlon Circle No. 5]1 
SEALS THAT GO TO EXTREMES 
For applications that run at high 
pressures, temperatures, and 
speeds, in aggressive media 
or other extreme conditions, 
Turcon® Variseal TW should be 
your first choice for engineered 
sealing solutions. 
Spring-energized Turcon® 
Variseal"" seals last longer, seal 
tighter, and have much lower 
friction than typical seals. 
TURCON~ VARISEAL'· 
For sales and technical 
assistance please call: 
800-767-3257 
www.busakshamban.com 
• Vacuum to above 100,000 psi 
• Temperatures from cryogenic 
to above 575°P 
• Universal compatibility with 
aggressive media 
• Low friction Turcon® with a 
coefficient (el) down to .04 
• Dry running with no 
lubrication required 
• Variety of spring loads for 
exact force and torque 
Busak+Sham8 
For More Information Circle No. 533 
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Three spring-energizer 
designs make the Turcon® 
Variseal"" more versatile. 
With a choice of three spring-energizer 
designs, engineer can now specify seals 
optimized for virtually any application. 
Inserted in a TurcontD engineered-
polymer jacket, these springs permanently 
energize the Variseal'" to maintain a 
positive seal over a long operating life. 
Each of the three designs-th.e Helical, "V" 
and Slantcoil CII Springs-offer decisive 
advantages for a variety of applications. 
o Helical 
C V-Spring 
o ~ Siantcoil® 
Choosing the right spring is a critical 
step in the design process. The Helical 
Spring applies the highest unit load. 
making it an excellent choice for static and 
slow- peed reciprocating applications. For 
high-speed reciprocating, or moderately 
fast rotary applications, the V-Spring is a 
better choice. This spring i also used for 
applications with abrasive environments 
where superior craping is critical . 
The SlantcoiltD Spring, which is designed 
for both rotary and reciprocating service, 
is unique in that its spring force is virtually 
constant over a wide deflection range. 
Because it compensates for tolerances in 
the gland and for wear, it helps to ensure 
an exceptionally long operating life. 
All three spring designs are available in 
a wide variety of sizes, spring loads and 
metal alloys to match the needs of each 
applications precisely. 
Busak+Shamban, 800-767-3257. 
For More Infonnatlon Clrc.le No, 532 
New England 
------~----------------------------~~~ 
Design 
~ ponsored by NASA Tech Brief and Rapid Product Development magazine, the second annual New 
~ England Design & Manufacturing Expo will take place September 20-22 at Bo ton' Hyne Convention 
Center. Exhibitors will showcase the late t products and ervice for design, proto typing, testing, and 
manufacturing applications. Special attractions will include the popular CAD and Rapid Prototyping 
Pavilion, highlighting an array of products and services to help engineer develop better products faster. 
More than 7,000 de ign and development engineers and managers attended the first New England Design 
& Manufacturing Expo and the concurrent events of Tech Ea t '98 - Technology 2008, Photonics East 
and Electronic Imaging International - representing a wide range of industrie , including computer, com-
munication , electronics, medical, and manufacturing. 
Following is a preview of some of the innovative products and services that will be di played by exhibitor at 
thi year's New England Design & Manufacturing Expo. For registration information, visit www.techeast.net. 
Booth 412 
HardZap~ beryllium canning mirrors from 
Hardric Laboratories, orth Chelm ford , MA, are 
de igned for high-power YAG and CO2 laser sys-
tem and diamond-rumed mirrors. Hardric wiJI in-
troduce a new HardZap mirror that is one-third 
lighter than standard beryllium mirrors. The com-
pany provides ultra-preci ion machining of all tan-
dard and many exotic materials for optic , aero-
pace, military. and other applications. Also 
featured will be demon tration of RMS/ surface 
tini h and dielectric coating on beryllium. 
Circle No. 781 
Booth 201 
The HBN e lie of anti-backlash nuts 
from Haydon Switch & Instrument. Waler-
bUl)'. CT, eliminates backlash between the 
leadscrew and nut interface. It i designed for the com-
pany' eXlernallinear actuator. The nuts incorporate a 
three-piece design and are self-compensating. They are 
made from elf-lubricating plastic or glass-reinforced re in, 
depending upon the application . A range of preloads from 
0.75 pound to 9.5 pounds is available. ~uts are available 
for 0.140" and 0.21 .. crew diameters; available lead are 
0.024, 0.048, and 0.096. Application include laboratory in-
struments. metrology equipment, and other equipment re-
quiring repeatable linear motion. 
Circle No. 778 
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Booth 404 
Madison Polymeric Engineering, Branford, 
cr. offer packaging products and medical 
foam , including foam plasti . Products in-
clude terilizable pres ure- ensiti\'e adhe iYe , 
foam and non-woven filter media, and foam 
po itioners in the fonn of wedge , head up-
ports, and donuts. Packaging products in-
clude corrugated and chipboard boxe and 
Booth 205 
Adhesive Prepregs For Compo 
ite Manufacturers (APCM), LLC of 
Plainfield, cr, i a leading epo 
adhe ive prepreg (pre-impreg-
nated) manufacturer that began in 
1992, and grew out ofa compan 
called McCann Manufacturing. 
Their products include two-part, 
low-vi co ity epo adhe ive 
in erts; urethane. polveth 'Iene. and EP foam in erts and die-cUls; 
plastic and metal shipping and torage case ; foam and plastic corru-
gated material handling tray ; and Kraft paper honeycomb insertS. 
die-<uts, and pallets. 
tern; unidirectional E-Glass epoxy 
prepreg ; woven epoxy prepreg ; 
and film adhe ive. 
Circle No. 786 
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ARRK Product Development Group, an Diego, CA, offer 
a wide range of capabili ties, including rapid prototyping, 
CAD/ CAM machining, fabrication, vacuum pre ure mold-
ing, rapid ca ing, pre-production injection molding, and 
complete model-making ervice. 
Booth 211 
ARTIS Corp., Worce ter, MA, spe-
cialize in real-time indu trial infor-
mation y tems. Production, inven-
tory, and labor tracking can be 
customized rapidly using the com-
pany's Real-Time Production Track-
ing Framework (RT-PTF) and Mi-
cro oft Access componen ts. 
Booth 202 
The Center for Technology 
Commercialization (CTC) , a 
non-profit company based in 
Westborough, MA, is ASA's 
Northea t Regional Technol-
ogy Tran fer Center (RITC) 
covering the ix New England 
State plus New York and New 
Jersey. Acting as a gateway for 
the tran fer of ASA and 
other federal technology to 
private indu try, crc i one of 
ix RITCs providing a nation-
wide network devoted to the 
common mi ion of assisting 
American indu try to improve 
its worldwide competitiveness. 
Circle No. 799 
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A1gram America of anuet, NY, 
is a manufacturing company with 30 
years experience in mold tool mak-
ing, injection molding, vacuum form-
ing, and as embly. Their focus i 
manufacturing tools for prototype or 
low- to medium-volume production 
for the aero pace, automotive, 
telecommunication, and medical/ 
laboratory equipment ector. 
Circle No. 785 
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Circle No. 798 
Booth 406 
Ceramco, Center Conway, H, is an 
OEM for ceramic components for welding, 
instrumentation. and high-temperature fur-
nace application . Low-pressure injection 
molding and CNC grinding enable produc-
tion of components in A1203. P Z mullite, and other oxide. Stock 
alumina bolts and nuts are available in 1/ 4-20 to 2-56 up to 1", and 
in metric from 2 mm to 6 mm. Length to 3" are cu tom. 
Circle No. 776 
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NU-CAST of Londonderry, H, produce high-strength castings de-
rived from computer-generated prototype pattern . Working with 
ASA engineering and technology, the company utilizes tereoli thog-
raphy (STL) , elective laser sintering (SLS) , laminated object manu-
facturing (LOM), computer-generated wood, and fused depo ition 
modeling (FDM) technologie . -CAST received the mall Busine 
Commitment to Excellence Award from the • ASA/ ew England Busi-
ne Outreach Center in Westborough, MA, for manufacturing the 
castings for ASA's Spartan 207 Inflatable Antenna Experiment (JAE) 
pace craft, and the Passive Aerodynamically tabilized Magnetically 
Damped atellite (PAM ). 
Circle No. 794 
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KINGSTON 
STORAGE. 
PROVEN IN NASA'S 
TOUGHEST TESTS. 
CE A 
... -
THE NASA SPACE SHUTTLE USES KINGSTON'S 
Data Express removable dnve enclosures in space 
for the same reasons you can rely on them for 
your mission-critical apphcauons here on eanh. Kmgston's 
Data Express dehvers ultimate rehability and flexibihty. Try our 
rugged DE200 for vinually every removable applical1on, 
including RAID. 
• Suppons high capacity 3 .5" standard and LP half-height dnves 
• Suppons ATIIDE and SCSI induding SCA and ULTRA 
• Lock-do .... T1 . all-sLeel carrier for shock and vibrauon applicallons 
• Key lock for enhanced secunty 
• Plauorm independent, bootable fTOm any computer system 
• Highly-rated mating connectors. up to 25K cycles 
• OplLonal hot swap. solenOId lock fearures available 
• Comprehensive 7-year warranty 
Call a Kingston- consultant today at (800) 259-9370 to find 
out more about Data o.-press DE200. Its one of the most 
versatile removables In the solar system 
S TOR AGE P RODUCTS D IV'S ION 
$oUIIL 
Kut_l<dmology c...pmy. 11600 '<Whope s. ... ,. F""","", v.u." CA 'I27oe. USA (71~) 4J3.18!1O. Fu (714) 418 .. 1841 C 1999 Kin""", Ttdmology ComponJ AD "'hI> .......... All <nd<marl<saocl 
rtplercd mdcmarb .~ tM proprn)' (I' thrlr ~vt 0'A-"1K'f'J 
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Invention Machine Corp., 80 [On, MA, offer a complete knowledge-based in-
novation product Line for research and development teams. emantic Knowledge 
Proce or i the first commercial! ' available knowledge proce ing } tern that 
emanticall tructure knowledge for use b profe ional in engineering, scien-
tific, and intellectual property fields. The software increase productivity in 
knowledge capturing and technical problem- olving. It enable engineering 
and manufacturing companie [0 captme technical knowledge from a range of 
ources to create a relevant Imowledge base. The Knowledge and Innovation 
Server provides Intranet acce s to more than 6,000 animated cientific effects, as well as one' own documents. 
A patent analyzer works via the Internet to the U.S. and Japane e patent offices. TechOptimizer is a suite of tool 
designed for the senior researcher. It tematicaUy generates concepts [0 olve tough engineering problems, and 
creates new, innovative products. It also provide powerful module for product and proce analy is, functional 
modeling, problem-solving, principle , and prediction analysis. 
Circle No . 790 
Metal Belts 
SIMPLE SOfJUTIONS 
Design Engineers count on 
Belt Technologies, Inc. for simple 
solutions to complex problems. If 
you're considering chain, cable, 
ballscrew, or rack and pinion drives, 
call us. There's no charge for design 
assistance ... and you'll be amazed 
at what metal belts can do! 
PRECISION POSITIONING 
Positioning accuracy to +/-.001" 
with repeatability to .005" 
SPECIAL ADVANTAGES 
Metal belts are ideal for automated 
assembly. Static free, thermally 
conductive, easily cleaned and inert. 
The simple choice for food and 
medical applications. 
11 Bowles Road • Box 468 • Agawam, MA 01001 USA 
TEL (413) 786-9922 • FAX(413) 789-2786 
For More Information Circle No. 405 
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Coherent Laser Group of 
anla Clara, CA, design and 
manufactures lasers and laser 
y tem for imaging, holography, 
inspection, material proces ing, 
meLrology, data storage, and 
printing. Products include high-
power laser diodes and bars con-
tinuoll wave laser, and pul ed, 
olid-state lasers. 
Circle No. 789 
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Founded in 1968, Armstrong Mold, 
East Syracuse, N, provides leading man-
ufacturers with traditional, hands-on pat-
tern-making. Through more than 25 
years of service, they've married those 
classic craft skills to today' most ad-
vanced technologies. They use both to 
serve pace-setting companies in indus-
tries such as aerospace, computer, auto-
motive, medical equipment, and 
telecommunications. Today, complete 
in-house resources and 160 employees 
provide proto typing and short-run pro-
duction services; short- to medium-run 
production in aluminum, zinc, and RIM 
polyurethane; and cast tooling for injec-
tion molding. 
Circle No. 787 
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Microway, King-
ston, MA, manufac-
tures Pentium- and 
Alpha-based work-
tations and cluster 
for high-speed nu-
meric processing, graphic engines, and 
servers. Microway's Linux-, UNIX-, and 
NT-based cluster employ MPI and PVM 
for efficient, parallel processing. Since 
1982, Microway (www.microway.com) has 
provided technical uppon to the NASA 
community. 
Circle No. 792 
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NERAC, Inc. of Tolland. cr, provides cus-
tomized information to thousands of companie 
throughout the oited States and Canada. tiliz-
ing a taff of industry-trained cientists and engi-
neers, NERAC' en1ces include competitive in-
teUigence; patent and trademark tracking; 
problem- olving updates; Table of Contents er-
vice; free full-image patents and applications 
from the U .. , Europe andJapan; document re-
trieval; and a variety of WeIr based emce . 
Ci rcle No. 793 
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Deltron Designs of Bethel, cr, special-
izes in industrial promotions. The com-
pany began as a merge between a manufac-
turer of Linear motion components and an 
advertising agen-
cy. The company 
de ign technical 
data sheets. bro-
chures. and puIr 
lication ads. They 
can provide Inter-
net semce with 
all the nece sary 
data properly dis-
played on the 
web sites. They also offer CAD design and 
interactive CD-ROMs. 
Circle No. 777 
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Project Schedulers, Cam-
bridge. ~iA, is the autho-
rized dealer and certified 
training organization for 
Primavera tern, a manu-
facturer ofWetrenabled, 
client/serYer, and desktop 
olutions for project man-
agement application . Proj-
ect chedulers was e taIr 
Booth 207 
Booth 402 
Olympus America. 
Melville, NY, will di play 
the SZXl2 extended-
zoom research stereo mi-
croscope; the BX30 re-
flected-light focusing 
mount; the OLY750 high-
re olution color video 
camera; and the DP] 0 dig-
ital micro cope photogra-
phy system that provides 
high-resolution, 1280 x 
1024 images in 24-bit 
color. Also featured will be the 
Encore high-speed video that lets users record and analyze ex-
tremely fast-moving events associated with high-speed indus-
trial equipment. Encore capture the images, digitally tore 
them, and play them back in slow motion. allowing users to 
study events and quickly identify problems. 
Circle No. 782 
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Oxford Polymers, New Britain, cr. has introduced PEKK (Poly-
etherketoneketone) Thermoplastic Re 'in. a melt-processible re in 
for applications requiring chemical. mechanical, and electrical 
performance at elevated temperatures. It is supplied in emi-crys-
talline or amorphous grades, and can be extruded, molded, and 
thermofomled in conventional equipment. Pellets and powder 
are available. as well as cu tom compounded products such as 
those containing glass or fiber. Properties include stiffnes of 
500,000 psi. electrical insulation, chemical resistance, a continu-
ous semce temperature rating of 250·C, and a glass transition 
temperature range from 155 to 165·C. It can be exuuded over 
aluminum or copper wire plated with tin, nickel, or silver. 
Circle No. 780 
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High-performance electronic shielding g'dSkets 
are available from Omega Shielding Products, Ran-
dolph, N]. Manufactured from a variety of engi-
neered materials. the products offer low com pres-
ion forces. high endurance, and high electrical 
conducthity. A variety of configurations. urface 
finishes, and attachment methods are available. 
The company is introducing an edge-mouDl, per-
pendicular contact eries of products. 
Circle No. 775 
li hed in 19 3. and is one 
of the original Primavera 
marketing parmer. In ad-
dition. Proj ct chedulers 
offer a full range of train-
ing and con ulting en>ice, 
including needs analy i 
and full-loenice implemen-
tation support. 
Circle No. 795 
Localed in hburnham, !\fA, Woodland Energy was e tablished in 19 5 to market the 
products that evolved to satisfy the trail portable electrical needs of a family. Products in-
clude HUBERT, the Home Utilities and Boating Electrical Rechargeable Tran porter "1th 
attached olar array; PowerBox, a pick-up-truck-mounted tool box that incorporates a olar-
powered 120\~C/12VDC electric ource; the olar-Powered Electric Company - Portable 
( PEC-P); and ide\,\'inder, a portable electrified desk that is a two-part de"ice resting on 
the seat betw'een the driver and pas enger. 
Circle No. 797 
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olidWorks Corp. , 
Concord, ~1A. offers olid-
Works 99. the e\·enth 
major release of the 3D 
mechanical de ign oft-
ware. The new relea e con-
tain more than 150 major cu -
tomer-driven enhancemen and innovation in the areas of modeling, 
as embly de ign detailing. vi ual communication. data haring, piping, 
and heet metal. It provide ngineel with a comprehen ive migration 
path from 20 lO 3D modeling. The ofrware, originally released in 1995, 
was de igned as the first "''indow -native 3D mechanical d ign } tern 
for main tream engineers. 
Circle No. 783 
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The Army oldier & Biological 
Chemical Command. • atick. 1A. will 
be hO\v;ng te ting en;ce capabilitie , 
including wateljet capability, material 
te ting. equipment climatic chambers, 
and 3D anthropometric data acqui ilion 
and anal . i capability. 
Circle No. 796 
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The Z402 three-dimen ional printer 
from Z Corp. , omen~lIe, MA, builds 
parts in an office environment, provid-
ing engineer and manufacturer a 
mean of communicating and improving 
de igns in three dimen ions. It produce 
3D model layer-by-layer from powder 
thar is bound by a proprietary liquid . 
The proce s tarts with data in CAD file 
that define the part to be modeled. The 
system software slices [he CAD model 
inlO cross-sections tha[ can be between 
0.005 and 0.010" thick. The ystem then 
prints the cro - ections, one after an-
other, from the bottom of the model to 
the top. The 3D part can be infiltrated 
with variou material to improve 
strength and urface fini h . Maximum 
part size is 8 x 10 x 8", and powder com-
position is non-toxic tarch- and cellu-
lose-ba ed. 
Circle No. 784 
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Matra Datavision. Andover, MA, 
prO\ide engineering olution and 
eMce for the automotive, tooling 
de ign/ manufacluring and reverse 
engineering, and on umer prod-
ucts markets. The company offers 
consulting, deployment and imple-
mentation, education, and engineer-
ing en;ce to more than 6,000 
customers worldwide. 
Circle No. 791 
In addition to the exhibits, NASA Tech 
Briefs will be sponsoring short courses and 
workshops in Bostoll 011 such topics as Small 
Business Inllovatioll Research (SBlR), 
Rapid Prototyping & Tooling, alld Technol· 
ogy Marketing and Licensing. For more 
injonllatioll, visit www.techeast.net. 
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DC/DC Converters 
for Space Applications 
MN@mM_.@,- OUIIIIII (volts) Slle - IIlchcs (mm) Scrccllln!J Oilliolls Feilhlres 
Converter Power 3.3, 5.12 or 15 single 1.460 x 1.130 x 0.330 Class H* or K" Inhibit 
SMHF 15 WaIlS 12 or 15 dual (37.08 x 28.70 x 8.38) Red hard - 3 levels Synchronization 
Rang.d (s~ownl 
2.005 x 1.130 x 0.330 
(50.93 x 28.70 x 8.38) 
Converter Power 5, 12 or 15 single 1.075 x 10.75 x 0.270 Class H* or K* Inhibit 
SMSA SWaIlS 12 or 15 dual (27.31 x 27.31 x 6.86) Rad hard · 3 levels 
Riter Throughput 2.110x 1.115xO.400 Class H· or K* 
SFMC Current (53.59 x 28.32 x 10.16) Rad hard · 2 levels 
2.7 Amps 
Ranged loI>ownl 
2.91ox 1.115 x 0.400 
(7391 x 2832 x 10.16) 
. ,. Mll·PRf..lISW 
Interpoint - we've been building 
DC/DC converters for 29 years. www.interpoint.com/tba 
• Indusrryleader 
• Program Experience: 
Space Station Freedom 
Space Shuttle 
MIR Space Station 
Hubble Telescope 
and more 
Ask for your free space brochure or a complete catalog, 
• ISO 9000 facility 
• Class K, Mli-PRF-
38534 facility 
\~..., 
North America 
e-mail: power@intp.com 
800-822-8782 
(fax: 425-882-1!9l) 
Redmond, Washington, USA 
I CRANE.I 
For More Information Circle No. 575 
International 
e-mail: poweruk@intp.com 
+'14-1252-815511 
(fax: +'14-1252-81S5n) 
Reef, Hampshire, UK 
inierpoint 
A CRANE co. COMPANY 
Kennedy Keeps Track of Parts 
With Wireless Data Control Network 
Intermec controllers, repeaters, and base radios 
Intermec Technologies Corp. 
Everett, WA 
Tel: 425-348-2600 
www.intermec.com 
Thanks to a massh'e wireless local area network (I...fu"J) - the 
result of a six-year effOrt by Intennec Technologies - NASA 
easily can locate any piece of its Ground Support Equipment 
(GSE) in econds anywhere 
within the 47-square-mile 
Kennedy Space Center (KSC) 
facility U:l Florida. 
antennas was used. The re. ult is a lmique network prO\iding 
real-time online inventon auditing and tracking. The sy tem 
rrHe on Imemlec handheld computers wim integrated laser 
scanner to colleer data and send it to an IBM ES9000 main-
frame compmer over a token ring network. This will change 
oyer to ethernet in the near future . 
One of the challenges faced in constructing such a network 
was how to pro\'ide a radio frequency ignal over the large area 
that \~eas strong enough to provide a three- to five-second re-
ponse time. The solution included nine Intennec Model 91 0 
controller, 65 Model 9183 repeaters, and nine l\lodel 9181 
ba e radios, all operating at 900 i\lliz. The repeater were set to 
repeat the RF signal four times, rather than me typical maxi-
mum of three times, providing the breadth of COy-
erage needed to achieve the desired response time. 
United Space Alliance 
(USA) , NASA's prime con-
tractor for me Space Shuttle, 
needed immediate, real-time 
information for each piece of 
NASA's 300,OOO-item GSE 
inventory stored in 100 
buildings at KSC. This equip-
ment includes everything 
from torque wrenches, to the 
orbiter support braces used 
to hold the shuttles in place 
while machinists repair and 
refit the crafts. NASA's old 
The shuttle launch structure sits on a cement 
base that rises 80 feet off the ground and 
spans about 200 feet across. The structure 
contains five Intermec repeaters that listen. 
receive radio transmissions, and repeat the 
information to be picked up by the next 
repeater. (Photo by Lonal V. Harding) 
Another challenge was the diversity of construc-
tion materials used in the nearly 100 building" at 
KSC.The Vehicle Assembly Bui.lding (VAB) alone, 
which covers eight acre and 129,428,000 cubic 
feet, has no "dead" spots where radio transmission 
is lost. "The accomplishment of thi installation is 
exu-aordinary," said Pat Carlton of USA, a first-line 
operations manager for me VAB. ''If you've never 
been to Kennedy Space Center, men it's hard [Q 
explain what a big place this i . Knowing that we 
have the capability to find the equipment we need 
wimin seconds is truly impressive." 
The launch pads also presented a hurdle, with 
80-foot-thick concrete from top to bottom, and 
200 feet across. Another chalJellge came with the 
Orbiter Processing Facility, a pressurized build-
ing that was not suitable for drilling holes . A batch collection system had 
about 40 percent accuracy in locating equip-
ment. Now, with the radio frequency data collec-
tion (RFDC) installation, USA staff can pinpoint 
the location of 98 percent of me Ground 
Support Equipment in a few seconds. That 
means nearly $1 million in annual sayings as a 
result of reduced downtime due to delays in 
locating equipment. 
Prior to the RFDC installation , the mainte-
nance crew relied on memory to locate me 
equipment. Now, each time a piece of equip-
ment is moved , a USA worker 'uses a handheld 
Jnlermec computer with built-in scanner to 
read a bar code and input the current location 
of the item. This enables USA staff to locate a 
piece of equipment by typing in the mode1 
number. They also can type in a pecillc room 
number and the handheld will list all the 
equipment found at that location. Infonnation 
is transferred via radio signal from the hand-
held computer to a repeater or radio that typi-
cally is attached to a wall or structure high 
abo,'e m e ground. The repeater liste ns, hears 
the message, and repeatS it so mat the next 
repeate r can do th e sam e and pass along 
the information. 
A USA technician is shown in one of the four 
High Bay areas in the Vehicle Assembly Building 
at Kennedy. He's using a handheld computer to 
read the bar code on the Forward Bipod Strut 
Fixture. the contact point where the yellow 
external fue l tank connects to the shuttle. 
(Photo by Lonal V. Harding) 
team scouted to locate an 
existing bole on the out-
side of the building where 
cable already was being 
routed into the facility, 
which would alIow them to 
feed antenna into the 
building through an exist-
ing opening. 
The initial site survey took 
over tw'O weeks. The first 
phase of installation includ-
ed over 30 buildings and 
took four montll to com-
plete. Phase two included 
me buildings of NASA's 
major contractors, as well as 
the shuttle landing facility, 
Ce n tral Instrumentatio n 
Facility, the Orbiter Pro-
cessing Facility labs, and the 
inside of Launch Complex 
Pads A and B. The next 
s tage of install a tion is 
expected to take fou r to six 
To relay the RF signals, the 47 square mi1es of KSC were co\'-
ered 'with yagi (directional) antennas configured in a tar pat-
tern. For bui1ding interiors, a combination of yagi and omni 
weeks. This phase will in-
clude, among other con tractors, mose supplying equipment 
for the International Space Station. 
For More Information Circle No. 741 
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~.::;. Commerci~~ization 
~ J Opportunities 
Three-Phase Sine-Wave Generator 
This is an inexpensive digital/analog circuit assembled from 
CMOS integrated circuits and other components. It is de-
signed for use as a ource of polyphase excitation in studies of 
the propagation of traveling waves in plasmas. 
( ee page 38.) 
Microwave Heating of Fibers for 
Chemical Vapor Deposition 
A microwave-cavity applicator has been developed for coat-
ing multiple fibers by chemical vapor deposition. Multiple 
fibers, either elecrrically conductive or nonconductive, can be 
coated simultaneously. 
(See page 40.) 
Polycrystalline Tb/ Dy for Magnetostrictive 
Actuators 
Studies have shown that with suitable processing one can 
produce polycrystalline Th/Dy alloy for use in magnetostric-
tive actuator . The advantages over the single-crystal version 
are lower cost and, in most cases, elimination of the preload 
springs. 
(See page 44.) 
Push/ Pull Magnetostrictive Linear Actuator 
A proposed "kinematic inchworm" type linear actuator 
would move a mass as large as 2 kg along rails, with positions 
controllable in increments as small as 50 nm. Applications can 
be in interferometer, scanning tunneling microscopes, and as 
translation stages for inspecting integrated circuits. 
(See page 47.) 
Experiment on Reducing Drag on 
an Aerospace Launch Vehicle 
Roughening of the fore body reduces base drag but not over-
all drag. The benefits of using surface roughness are nonin-
tru ivenes (minimal heating), mall weight penalty, mechani-
cal simplicity, and low cost. 
(See page 50.) 
Miniature Turbomolecular Pump for 
High Vacuum 
This pump would be a prototype of high-vacuum sources for 
a new generation of miniature, portable mass pectromelers 
and other cientific instruments. The pump would evacuate at 
a rate of about 3 L/ and would weigh about 11 02 (312 g). 
(See page 52.) 
Small H~rid Rocket Engines Fabricated via 
X-Ray Lithography 
The proposed rocket engines would bum specially haped 
hollow cylinders of olid fuel. These engines would exploit a 
vortex flow phenomenon. The vonex-combustion-engine con-
cept may prove useful in improving fa iI-fuel power stations, 
boilers, retorts, gas-fired home furnace , and turbojet engines. 
( ee page 53.) 
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SL-G S 
The Most Complete Dynamic 
Graphics fOI Process Control 
Applications 
• Easy Drawing Tool Customization 
• High Performance Map Navigation 
• Java Code Generation for Dynamic Graphics 
• AcciveX, Java Bean Components 
When building a complex, mission-critical applicatWn. you 
wouldn't think of building your own d4tabase for handling data. 
With SL-GMS, there is 710 need to develop YOltr own solutWn to 
graphical display and interaction problems. Let SL-GMS manage 
all thl! graphics for you. You concentrate on the application. 
SL-GMS 
Iss96n 
embedded 
Ina hIgh. 
performance 
operator 
stat/on 
displaying 
complex 
graphical 
screens. 
Conflgurable Drawing Tool 
Design complex, reusable, hierarchical symbols defining both graphics and 
dynamic behavior, using a powerful, state-of-the-art drawing rool, SL-GMSDraw. 
For OEM or System Inregrator use, the drawing [001 is provided in library or 
OLL form and can be modified, enhanced, and embedded in a proprierary 
system to provide your own look-and-fed and darasource linkage. 
Hlgh·Performance Run-Time Engine 
The Run-Tune Engine, provided as a library or OLL. contains all the logic" 
necessary to display complex dynamic graphics and to define user interaction. 
The graphics can be constructed using the drawing tools or created on the fly 
from an applicarion database. MFC-comparible C++ C1assa supplied for easy 
integrarion inro Windows applications. Graphics displayed using Win32. 
On UNIX, VMS, and QNX" it is based on X Window/Motif. 
Hlgh·Performance Mapping Libraries and Tools 
Fast display and navigarion of mulri-Iayered maps obtained from a variety of 
standard map formatS or OXF files. Generate dynamic graphics symbols from 
informarion in your data- base and overlay them 00 derailed map backgrounds. 
A Unified SolutIon for Component or Network Applications 
SL-GMS ActivcX and Java Bean componentS arc provided. These can be used as 
is or cusrorniud for specific behavior or daruour=. They are easily inco'P"r.ued 
into common frameworks. such as Visual Basic, VISual Cafe, and HTML pages. 
Pure Java Code Generation 
An SL-GMS dynamic grapbics display can be convc:n~ to source code for a Pure 
Java applet, and run in a browser, such as Net:scape 3.0/4.0 or Interner oplorer 
3.0 I 4.0. The darasoura for the appler can be CUSlomiud for your applicarion. 
Performance and Portability 
SL-GMS is highly compaer and pomble. \(!UlIS on Windows NT and Wmdows 
9), along "ith mOST varieties of UNIX. including SUN, HP.IBM. and otbers. 
The run-rime engine is available on VMS and QNX-. 
Call: 415/927·1724 
http://WWW.51.com 
el999 Sherrill-lubinsl<i Corporation. 
All trademarks mentioned are property 
01 their respective companies. 
Sherr( II-Lubinski 
SL Corporation 
Suite 110 Hunt Plaza 
240 Tarnal Vista Boulevard 
Corte Madera, California 94925 
For More Information Circ.le No. 407 29 
tJ Robust and Efficient Generation of Cartesian Meshes for CFD 
This algorithm is suitable for component-based flow geometries. 
Ames Research Center, MoffettField, California 
An algorithm for the robu t and effi-
cient generation of Carte ian me hes 
for computational fluid dynamics 
(CFD) ha been developed. The algo-
rithm generates a me h for computing 
the flow in a region bounded by olid 
components that have pre cribed sizes, 
shapes, positions, and orientation, and 
that may be moving with respect to 
each other. 
Some background information is 
prerequisite to a summary of the algo-
rithm . Unlike ome other computa-
tional grids, Cartesian me he are not 
body-fitted. The cells of arte ian 
mesh are hexahedral (more pecifi-
cally, right parallelepipeds) and some 
cell can extend through surfaces of 
solid components in the computational 
domain. Therefore, part of any Carte-
sian-me h-generation aJgorithm must 
include identification of cell that in-
tersect solid surfaces and the flagging 
or removal of cells that are completely 
inte rnal to the solid objects and thus 
not in the flow field. The remaining 
cells are then con idered general vol-
ume mesh elements. 
Fundamentally, in Cartesian ap-
proaches, one trades the case-specific 
problem of generating a body-fitted sur-
face me h for the more general problem 
of computing and characterizing inter-
ection between hexahedral me h cell 
and body urface . Thu , all difficultie 
as ociated with meshing a given geome-
try are re tricted to a lower-order mani-
fold that con titutes the wetted urface 
of the geometry. 
nlike the urface cell of a body-fit-
ted mesh, the cells of a Carte ian 
me h that intersect the surface are de-
scribable without de cribing the ur-
face it elf. In other words, the de crip-
tion of the surface is no longer 
needed to re olve both the flow and 
the local geometry. Therefore , efforts 
to de cribe the surface can be focused 
uniquely on the task of resolving the 
geometry, while computations that in-
volve me h cells are devoted to a de-
scription of the flow. Of course, accu-
rate representations of boundary 
conditions in cells that intersect ur-
faces are e sential to uccessful Carte-
sian chemes. Thi conclude the 
background information. 
The present algorithm implements 
a two-pha e trategy: In the fir t 
phase, intersections among all com-
ponents are found and u ed to com-
plete the description of the wetted 
urface, so that all surface-inter ect-
ing Cartesian cells found subse-
quently are guaranteed to be exposed 
to the flow field. The remaining 
me h-generation problem can then 
be treated a if it were a ingle-com-
ponent problem. In the econd pha e , 
the volume me h i generated. 
The component-inter ection part of 
the algorithm i a robu t geometry-ori-
ented subalgorithm that, among other 
thing , accommodates the urface tri-
angulations commonly u ed to de-
cribe the surface of solid compo-
nents. Thi ubalgorithm utilize 
adaptive precision arithmetic, and it in-
clude a tie-braking routine that auto-
matically and consi tentJy re olves geo-
metric degeneracies. The worst-ca e 
computational complexity of the inter-
ection ubalgorithm is of the order of 
MogN, where N is the number of trian-
gles describing the geometry. 
The volume-mesh-generation part of 
the algorithm take the intersected ur-
face triangulation as input and gener-
ate the mesh through divi ion of hexa-
hedral cell of an initially uniform 
coarse grid. This approach preserves 
the ability to refine the me h to differ-
ent degrees in different directions, con-
sistently with the local geometry, 
thereby making it po sible to avoid gen-
erating exce sive number of Carte ian 
cell in three dimen ion . The mesh-
generation ubalgorithm has linear 
asymptotic computational complexity, 
A Cartesian Mesh Around an Attack Helicopter. containing 5.81 x 10' cells. was generated by the algorithm in a computation time of 320 seconds on a 
moderately powerful engineering computer workstation with a central processing unit running at a speed of 195 MHz. 
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..J~ j\ ISK 
DC/DC CONVERTERS 
FOR HIGH-RISK 
ENVIRONMENTS. 
When it comes to devices used in hostile 
radiation environments typical of space and 
weapon systems, we take the risk out of your 
We Build 
Peace-ol-Mind 
Into Every 
Product 
DC/DC Converter 
design. Our two 
new lines of DCIDC 
Converters can 
withstand a total 
dose of> lOOK rad( i), with a 2:1 design margin. 
The high level of radiation tolerance 
in the new ART and ARB Series comes from 
Lambda Advanced Analog's thorough research 
and careful component selection, along with 
extensive testing and radiation 
performance analysis. 
These products are 
compliant to M11·PRF-38534 
Class H with full Class K 
processing. Furthermore, our 
facility is certified to MJ1. PRF-38534 
and IS09OOl. 
For More Information Circle No. 538 
Plus you can count on Lambda 
Advanced Analog's proven 
design expertise, production 
heritage, and technology 
leadership in hybrid microcircuits 
for military and space applications. Our DC/DC 
Converters have performed reliably in some of 
the toughest space environments. 
For high-level confidence in high-risk 
environments - thanks to products that stand up 
to the challenge of extreme radiation - talk to 
Lambda Advanced Analog. Call (408) 9884930, 
fax (408) 988-2702, or visit www.lanll:: aaacom. 
with memory requirements that total 
approximately 14 word per cell. The 
figure depicts part of a me h generated 
b the algorithm. 
This W01"k was done by M. J AJlosmis 
and J E. Melton of Ames Research Cen-
ter and M. J Berger of the Courant Insti-
tute. For further information, access the 
Technical Support Package (T 'P) free on-
line at www,nasatech.com under lhe In-
formation ciences category. 
This invention is owned by :A ,and a 
patent application has been filed. Inquiries 
concerning nonexclusive or exclusive license 
far its annmerdal develtJpment should be ad-
dressed ta the Patent Counsel, Ames Research 
Center; (650) 604-5104. Refer to ARG-14275. 
o FoilSim: Software for Teaching About Airfoils 
Interactive graphical displays help students perform simulated flow experiments. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
FoilSim i a computer program that 
calculate and graphically depicts in-
formation on flow of air around air-
foils of various hapes. Although it is 
u eful primarily as a teaching tool to 
enhance mathematical and scientific 
curricula, it wa derived from "real-life" 
flow-computing software of engineer-
ing quality. To make the underlying 
flow-computing software useful in edu-
cation, it wa augmented with a graphi-
cal u er interface that enable tudents 
to manipulate the features of the pro-
gram ea ily and that guides the stu-
dents through the learning proce . 
The tearn that designed FoilSim com-
bined the highly technical knowledge 
of scienti ts with the understanding of 
experienced educators to generate a 
product that is not too complex to be 
under tood by tudents, yet it provide 
an entertaining and interactive way for 
students to explore sub tancial mathe-
matical and cientific concepts. 
FoilSim generates an interactive di -
play, called the Airfoil View Panel ( ee 
figure ), which contains a simulated view 
of a wing being tested in a wind tunnel 
with air moving past it from left to right. 
tudents can change the position, ori-
~ F oilSim ~1iI ~ 
file Options Help 
slugs/cu ft 
Air oil Input Panel 
Airspeed 
Altitude 
Angle 
Thickness 
Camber 
Area 
Lift 
100 
1,000 
9.0 
0.6 
0.3 
1 
Reset 
• mph 
-;--;:=::::====---:. feet 
__ .&--_____ ~. sq ft 
pounds )( Activate Probe 
Save Data I Print Data I Units: English I Lessons 
Surface Pressure 
S peed at Surface 
• Lift vs.: 
Angle 
Thickness 
Camber 
• Airspeed 
Altitude 
Area 
Help Exit 
FoilSim Generates an Interactive Display that shows aspects of the flow around an airfoil. Through the controls in the display, the user can explore the ef-
fects of design parameters like thickness, curvature, and angle of attack. 
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AEROSPACE SEALING TECHNOLOGY 
VISIT 
GREENE, TWEED ONLINE AT: 
WWW.GTWEED.COM 
"www.gtweed.com will be the premium site for 
information on seal and thermoplastic component 
technology," says Marketing Manager, Nick 
Hart le. "It has already been recognized as 
informative, easy to use and worth going back to 
by a number of key industry groups. " 
How Is The Site Structured? 
Gtweed.com covers 
all the industry 
sectors that 
Greene, Tweed 
excels in. It includes 
corporate 
information, site 
map, registration 
area, human 
resources and 
search function. 
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-
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To get an overview, check out the site map. 
Applications 
This section provides an in-depth look at each system 
in Aerospace and Defense in detail explaining Greene, 
Tweed's capabilities and recommendations for: 
• PFCUs - Primary Flying Controls 
• Engines - Engine 
systems 
including 
fuel system 
• Landing Gear 
• Secondary jUtility 
• Brakes 
• Defense 
systems 
~--
.,JIw -
.,JIw--
Benefits 
• The latest, most up-te-date information 
• Access anywhere in the world for consistent information 
• Useful design information such as: 
• MIL-G-5514 and AS4716 
• Failure analysis 
• Installation procedure 
• Material datasheetsjcapabilities 
• Rapid contact details for immediate response 
• On-line Engineering Application Form (EAF) 
for rapid response 
• Print off the latest literature, part number, and technical 
details. No more waiting for catalogs in the mail. 
• A complete view of Greene, Tweed 's capabilities in 
terms of design, service, quality and technology. 
• Recommended design configurations for systems such 
as PFCU, Engines, Brakes, and Landing Gear will ensure 
designing based on the latest knowledge of material 
and configurations. 
Design Tools 
Specific section dealing with design related information. 
This area covers: 
• Installation recommendations 
• Material properties 
• Failure analysis 
• MIL-G-5514 and AS4716 standard tables 
• Gland design recommendations 
• Surface finish recommendations 
• Conversion factors 
• Compatibil ity of elastomers and thermoplastics 
This is the hub of the site and will provide aerospace 
specific design information to allow aerospace design 
engineers rapid access to highly relevant information. 
ASTN Backcopies 
ASTNs are available here. 
These hold archive data related 
to Aerospace design issues. 
This site Is best viewed 
using Microsoft Intemet Explorer 
with a screen setting of 800 x 600 
and a color choice of l&bit. 
Download DXFs 
DXFs are avail able to al low insertion of our configurat ion 
into your design drawing, thus eliminat ing t he need to 
rec reate and chance of mistakes. 
PDFs & Downloads 
All Aerospace configurations are covered in this sect ion. 
To view requ ires GttAaobat< 
Readtr 
Links are provided to Adobe 's site to enable download of 
the viewer. These can be printed in color or black and 
wh ite. New releases will be posted immediately. 
Downloads are available for: 
• ALTYMID'" 
• ARLON'" 
• ACT'" 
• AGT'" 
• ACGT 
• ACGTL 
• HPGT 
• ENER-CAP'" 
• ENER-CAP'" HP 
• GROOVED 
ENER-CAP'" 
• VENTED CAP 
• BACKUP RINGS 
• ADVANCAp™ 
• ENERLIP'" 
• ENERLIP'" HP 
• MSE'" 
• BEARINGS 
• EXCLUDERS/ 
SCAPERS 
• RSA'" 
• CSA 
• MIL-G-5514 TABLE 
• AS4716 TABLE 
• MATERIAL 
SUMMARY 
ATTENTION AEROSPACE MARKETING: 
Please add my name to your circulat ion li st 0 
I have an applicat ion please contact 0 
Please send fu ll Aerospace Information 0 
Latest press re lease informat ion, new product releases, 
personnel information, j ob postings, announcements of 
internal shifts/ promotions and re levant news will be 
added to this section. 
Registration 
Register onl ine now and we will send you .. . . 
A MOUSEPAD AND POCKET MICROSCOPE 
We will keep you up to date on the latest developments 
via email. 
Site Map & Search 
Get around easily ; use this function to check out all the 
features. 
No Internet Access? 
If you do not have access to the Internet, just call 
or e-mai l us, and we will send you our website on CD-Rom. 
Visit www.gtweed.com. 
Register and email 
the web master or Nick Hartle, at 
nickh@gtweed.com 
with comments or suggestions for inclusion. 
GREENE. TWEED" CO. 
2075 Detwiler Road. P.O. Box 305 
KulpsvIlle. PA 19443. US4 
Tel: + 1 (215) 256 9521 
Fax : + 1 (2H) 256 0189 
GREENE. TWEED" CO. 
Aerospace & Defense D'VISIon 
1555 Bustard Road, Stme 130 
F8J<:+ 33 (1) 30 734575 
GREENE, TWEED" CD. GmbH 
Nordnng 22, CJ.65719 Hofheim. Germany 
Tel: + 49 (0) 61 9292 9950 
F8J< :+ 49 (0) 61 929003 16 
GREENE, TWEED & CO. Pte. LTD. 
196 Pandan Loop 
Name __________________________________________________ __ P.O. Box 217. Kulpsville . PA 19443-0217. USA 
Tel: + 1 (215) 256 9521 
Fax :+ 1 (215) 412 2980 
#04-21 Pantech Industrial Park 
Singapore 128384 
Tel: + 65 7762801 
Position __________________________________________________ __ 
Company ______________________________________________ __ 
Telephone ______________________________________________ __ 
Fax ________________________________________________ __ 
Email ________________________________________________ _ 
Webaddress __________________________________________ __ 
GREENE. TWEED" CO. 
ADVANTEC DIvision 
7101 Patlerson Drive, P.O. SOK 5037 
Garden Grove. CA 92846 USA 
Tel: + 1 (714) 8930903 
Fax :+ 1 ( 714) 3731763 
GREENE. TWEED" CO. LTD. 
Flnch Close. Noumgham. Na7 2NN 
Umted Kingdom 
Tel: + 44 (0) 115986 6555 
Fax :+ 44 (0) 115 986 6235 
GREENE, TWEED " CO. FRANCE SA. 
19 rue des Beaux Solells 
8P 4090sny 
95527 CerIY Pontoise 
Cedex. , France 
Tel: + 33 (1) 30 73 54 44 
F8J< :+ 65 7760235 
GREENE, TWEED" CO. JAPAN 
4F. Furoinro-Mita Building 14-5 
Mua 2· Chome, Mmato-Ku, TOkyo 108 
Japan 
Tel: + 81 (3) 3454 1050 
F8J< :+ 81 (3) 3454 1040 
Internet: 
htfp:/ / www.gtweed.com 
Back copies of aU ASTNs are 
available at www.gtweed.com 
I 
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Fast Fax Information Form 
Fax: (413) 637-4343 
Fax this form for quickest processing of your inquiry, or use the on-line LeadNet 
Service at www.nasatech.com. 
Name: 
Company: 
Address: __________________________________________________________________________________ ___ 
C~/~p: ____________________________________________________________________ ___ 
Phone: Fax: 
e-mail: 
Circle the numbers below to receive more information about products and services 
featured in this issue. 
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to a new e-mail newsletter from NASA Tech Briefs, featuring exclusive technology and business news as well as 
previews of upcoming iSSues. To qualify. simply complete the survey below and fax this page to (413) 637-4343. 
Your response will be kept completely confidential and will be used for statistical purposes only. This survey is 
optional and not required to order product information above. 
1a. Are you involved in advising, recommending, specifying. or approving the purchase of computer-aided 
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4 . Please list any additional CAD packages you are considering purchasing in the next 12 months. 
o Check here to receive your free subSCription to the new NASA Tech Briefs e-mail newsletter. (Please be sure to 
fill In your e-mail address at the top of this page.) 
entation and shape of the wing b mov-
ing lider control in the display to vary 
the parameters of altitude, angle of at-
tack, thickne , and curvature. Other 
parameters that can be varied are the 
wing area and the air peed. The oft-
ware di plays plots of pressure or air-
speed above and below the airfoil sur-
face. A imulated probe monitors 
airspeed and pressure at a particular 
point on or close to the surface of the 
airfoil. The software calculates the lift of 
the airfoil, enabling students to learn 
factors that influence lift. 
Interactive le son that accompany 
the program prompt students to engage 
in problem solving and di covery. The e 
le ons include: 
• Factor That Affect Lift 
• How Lift Change 
• Flow Field Detail 
• The Lift Coefficient 
• Baseball Les on 
In Baseball Les ons, tudents learn 
more about aerodynamic b controlling 
conditions of a baseball pitch, including 
altitude (location), speed, and spin. 
The overall reaction from FoilSim 
users has been overwhelmingly positive. 
A high-school teacher reported that all of 
hi tudents were u ing FoilSim and were 
beginning to "appreciate the process of 
experimenting." A tudent obtained a su-
perior rating for a science-fair project 
that incorporated FoilSim. Parents, flight 
instructors and engineer, each having a 
different reason to use FoilSim, have all 
expre ed their delight with the program. 
This UJOTfi was done l1y T(jm Benscm, Bruce 
Bream., and Beth Lewandowski of Glenn Re-
search Center; John EigtmaUQ and Ruth Pe-
tersen of RMS Information Systems; Roger 
Stcmn of Fairview Pam City Schools; Darryl 
Palmer, Jr., of C/eueln,nd tate University; and 
Carol Gatica of Thigpen and Associates. F&r 
further inf~tion, visit the FoiLSim web site 
at http://www.grc. nasa.gav/Other_ Groups/K-
12/ aerosim/. 
LEW-16711 
@Program Generates 
Graphics To Help 
in Planning Space 
Flights 
34 
Take a good look at the Monitor ZScreen® and see for yourself why it is 
so highly regarded by professionals for GIS/Mapping, Medical Imaging and 
Molecular Modeling applications. Delivering Stere03D visualization capabilities, 
it is ideal for softcopy photogrammetry, 3D geological modeling and mapping, 
satellite imagery and seismic surveys as well as intravascular ultrasound imaging 
and macromolecule analysis. 
Utilizing lightweight, passive eyewear, the 
Monitor ZScreen is excellent for multiple MONITOR ~-::>CSCREEN_ot 
display environments and small group ./.--!; 
design collaboration. And with the 
Monitor ZScreen, screen segmentation is a 
thing of the past - you can count on seeing a clean, artifact-free view in vivid color. 
Extensive hardware compatibility, stereo-ready application software compatibility, 
and immediate availability in quantity, mean you can visualize a whole new world. 
Take a good look at the benefits the Monitor ZScreen offers: 
Increased productivity 
High-resolution Stere03D visualization 
for GIS/Mapping, Molecular Modeling and 
Medical Imaging Applications 
Cost-effective Stere03D for small-group 
collaboration STEREOGRAPHICS· 
Special Offer! Buy a Monitor ZScreen now 
and get 5 pairs of polarized eyewear FREE - a $250 value! 
Call 800-783-2660 or visit us at www.stereographics.com 
Special offer expires September 30, 1999. • Contact us at sales@>stereograp/lics.oom 
=:~~:-~~~=.oo~-'==-=7~~~ 
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For More Information Circle No. 408 
Data can be presented as 
overlays on world maps for 
quick analysis. 
Goddard Space Flight Center, 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
The Mission Planning Graphical Tool 
(MPGT) computer program provides a 
mouse.<friven graphical representation of 
data on 'a spacecraft and its environment, 
for use in planning a space flight. MPGT is 
designed to be a generic software tool that 
can be configured to analyze any specified 
Earth-orbiting spacecraft mission. 
The data are presen ted as a series of 
overlays on top of a two- or three-dimen-
sional projection of the Earth. As many 
as six spacecraft orbital tracks can be 
drawn at one time. Position data can be 
obtained by either an analytical process 
or by use of ephemeris files. If the user 
chooses to propagate a spacecraft orbit 
by use of an ephemeris file, then files in 
Goddard Trajectory Determination Sys-
tem (GTDS) format must be supplied. 
The MPGT user's guide provides a com-
plete description of the GTDS format so 
that the user can create the files. Other 
overlays include ground-station antenna 
masks, solar and lunar ephemerides, cov-
erage by the Tracking Data and Relay 
Satellite System (TDRSS), a field-of-view 
swath, and orbit number. From these 
graphical representations, an analyst can 
determine such spacecraft-related con-
straints as communication coverage, in-
fringement of interference zones, avail-
ability of sunlight, and visibility of targets 
to instruments. 
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It's Going To Be HOT 
In Miami This November 
HOT Technology 
The Technology 2009 National Technology Transfer Conference is coming to the Southeast for the first 
time! See the best new inventions from federal laboratories, universities, and leadlng-edge companies ... 
an Incredible wealth of new business Ideas and ready-made solutions to your engineering problems. 
HOT Contacts 
At the second annual Small Business Tech Expo, meet the experts who can help you turn innovative 
ideas into profitable products. Find financing and marketing resources, investment opportunities, 
and partners to launch your next venture. 
HOT Products 
Visit the Southeast Design & Manufacturing Expo and discover the latest tools to help your engineering 
team meet its design, proto typing, testing, and production challenges. 
Plus: A special NASA workshop on emerging business opportunities in aerospace and aviation ... 
spaceports, advanced launch vehicles, next-generation information technologies, space-based 
manufacturing, and more. 
All in one place, at one time ... 
I I ( 
November 1-3, 1999 . Miami Beach . Fontainebleau Hilton 
Sponsored by 
TECH BRIEFS !~ . - • .I 
The presentation of time and geo-
graphical data as graphical overlay on a 
world map makes po sible quick analy-
se of trends and of parameter related 
to time. For instance, MPGT can di play 
the propagation of the po irion of the 
Sun and Moon over time, shadowing of 
sunri e and sun et terminators to indi-
cate day and night for spacecraft and the 
Earth, and color coding of spacecraft-
orbit tracks to indicate day and night for 
spacecraft. In the case of the three-di-
men ional di play, the u er specifie a 
vector that represents a position in the 
universe from which the Earth i to be 
viewed. From the "viewpoint,» the user 
can zoom in on, or revolve about, the 
Earth. The zoom feature is also available 
with the two-dimensional display. 
MPGT also provides alphanumeric data 
on spacecraft orbit tracks, celestial bodies, 
and TDRS positions. The user can scroll 
through the spacecraft and celestial data; 
that is, can propagate data into the future 
or past. The program contains data files 
of world-map continent coordinates, con-
tour information, antenna-mask coordi-
nates, and a sample star catalogue. 
ince the overlays are de igned to be 
mi ion-independem, it i not nece ary 
to modify the oftware in order to satisfy 
requirements for various spacecraft. All 
overlays are generic, with communica-
tion-zone contour and spacecraft termi-
nators generated analytically on the basis 
of pacecraft-altitude data. Interference-
zone contour are pecified by the user 
through text-edited data files. Spacecraft-
orbit tracks are specified via Keplerian, 
Carte ian, or Definitive Orbit Determi-
nation System (DODS) orbit vector. Fi-
nally, all overlays related to time are 
based on an epoch upplied by the user. 
A user-interface subsystem enables 
the user to alter any system parameter 
through a series of pull-down menus 
and pop-up data-entry panels. The user 
can specify, load, and save profile data 
files; control graphical presentation for-
mats; enter a DOS shell; and terminate 
the operation of the system. MPGT in-
cludes a menu option for printing all 
graphical images by use of any printer 
compatible with the HALO Professional 
software. The user-interface subsystem 
automatically checks for errors in, and 
validates, all input data from either a 
file or ke board entry. A help facility i 
al 0 provided. 
MPGT includes a utility ubprograrn, 
called howMPGT, »which displays screen 
image that were generated and saved by 
previous use of MPGT. Specific sequences 
of images can be recalled without having 
to reset profile-related parameters. 
MPGT is written in FORTRAN, C, and 
Macro Assembler for use on IBM-PC-
compatible computers running MS-DOS 
ver ion 3.3 or higher. ecessary hardware 
include 620KB of core (random-access) 
memory; Enhanced Graphics Adapter or 
Video Graphics Array; 1.5MB of either 
floppy- or fixed-disk storage capacity; a 
1.44MB, 3.5-in. (8.89-cm) floppy-disk 
drive, and an 8087,80287,80387, or com-
patible processor. The software supports 
the use of a mou e, which is optional. 
This program was written by Lisa Mazzuca, 
James Jeletic, and Stan Watson of Goddard 
Space Flight Center. For further informa-
tion, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Information Sciences category. 
GSC-J3669 
@ Software for Viewing Results of Computational Simulations 
This program aids visualization of data from large-scale parallel processing. 
John H. Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
Parallel Visual 3 (pV3) is an interactive 
computer program that provides se-
lected displays of data generated in nu-
merical simulations - especially simula-
tions that involve parallel processing. 
pV3 was originally designed to aid in the 
visualization of numerical results from 
computational fluid dynamics (CFD) cal-
culations on wlstructured as well as 
structured computational meshes, but 
can al 0 be used to display data from 
other calculations and to display inter-
mediate computational results for diag-
nosis of simulation software. 
Parallel processing is used to reduce sig-
nificantly (relative to serial processing) the 
time needed to perform complex numeri-
cal imulations of engines for purposes of 
design or analysis. Parallel processing is be-
coming common in industries (aerospace, 
automotive, financial, and oil-exploration) 
that rely heavily on computational simula-
tions. As a result, there is a need for new 
software tools that designers and analysts 
can use to interact with computational sim-
ulations while the computations are in 
progress. pV3 is an innovative visualization-
aiding software tool that satisfies part of 
that need. pV3 enables the viewing, steer-
ing, and under tanding of results of a sim-
36 
ulation while the re-
sults are being gener-
ated in a distributed 
parallel computing 
environment. 
pV3 was developed 
to support work in the 
emerging field of par-
allel application pro-
grams, as part of the 
participation of Glenn 
Research Center in the 
High Performance 
Computing and Com-
munication (HPCC) 
project. HPCC began 
This Image of the Interior of a Turbofan Engine was generated by pV3. 
Images like this one are used to display results of Navier-Stokes compu-
tations of flow in the engine. 
to develop large-scale simulations that ex-
ceeded the computing capacity of any cur-
rent single shared-memory computer. The 
ability of pV3 to make visible all the data 
generated by distributed computers made 
it po ible for HPCC and derivative pro-
jects at Glenn Research Center and in in-
dustry to perform simulations that they 
were unable to perform before. 
The figure presents an example of an 
image of the interior of a turbofan en-
gine that contains 5,000 airfoils, gener-
ated by pV3. Optionally, a display con-
taining images like this one could 
www.nasacech.com 
comprise still or moving pictures. Such a 
display could not be generated by any 
other currently available software run-
ning on any currently available distrib-
uted computing hardware. 
This work was done by R Haimes of Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technowgy and Gre-
gory J. Follen of the Computing and Interdis-
ciplinary Systems Office at Glenn Research 
Center. For further information, access the 
Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com under the Information 
Sciences category. 
LEW-16712 
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-$ Special Coverage: Graphics & Simulation 
Intergraph Qnp., Hunts-
ville, AL, has released 
SmanSketch® 3.0 2D 
desi.gn, drafting, and 
diagramming software. 
Formerly called Imag-
ineer™ Technical and 
Imagination Engineer™, 
SmartSketch features 
an inlUitive user inter-
face, WorkSman Tech-
nology, 46 industry 
olution templates. and more than 7,500 indusuy-standard symbols. 
The software can be used alone or in a complementary role with 
MicroStation and AutoCAD, and fits within existing schematic, dia-
gramming, conceptual, production, and business drawing workflows. 
The ymbol library includes 1,000 process symbols such as valves, 
tanks, and heat exchangers; computer network symbols; and 300 
mechanical symbols. 
For More Information Circle No. 731 
FacePlate 4.0 simulation graph-
ics software and component 
libraries from Altia, Colorado 
Springs, CO, enables embed-
ded systems engineers to create 
graphic front panels for their 
simulation models. The soft-
ware seamlessly connects to all 
leading system simulation tools, 
and assists with debugging, opti-
mizing, and regression testing. 
U ers need not have programming or graphic de ign experience. 
The design process begins by assembling drag-and-drop graphics 
components from libraries. A finished design can be connected to all 
major s tern simulation software programs by clicking on signal 
names. The from panel exhibits the final product's proposed behav-
ior and provides a working representation of how it will look when 
finished. The oftware's libraries include components such as but-
tons, knob, meters, LED, and strip charts. 
For More Information Circle No. 734 
3D View™ CAD/ CAM 
model visualization soft-
ware from Actify. San 
Francisco, CA. is a Win-
dows 95/9B/NT tool for 
~ie.....ing CAD models with-
out requiring a full-fea-
tured CAD system. It 
enables visualization. mark-
up, and real-time c~ 
sectioning and dimension-
ing of GATlA TM. Solid-
Works™, Mechanical Desktop®, and other ICES, VDA. sn.. DXF, VRML, 
and ISO G-Code files. 
Other fearures include multiple real-time rendering option. web 
publishing capabilitie , user acti\;ty tracking. and office document 
publishing. U ers can hare prototype models via e-mail using the 
software's compre ed file formaL Three-dimensional models also 
can be insened into technical reports and presentations. 
For More Information Circle No. 732 
SigmaScan Pro(Pi 5.0 image 
analysis and data manipu-
lation software from SPSS, 
Chicago, n.., allo\\'S users to 
rudy the struClUre and size 
of visual information by 
transforming images into 
statistic, understandable 
graphs, and scien tific con-
clusions. The software fea-
tures a Vi ual Basic-based 
macro language that auto-
mates image enhancement, measurement, and analysis routines. 
Users can apply 140 in-cell computations directly within an }.fSTM 
Excel formatted worksheet Information from color images can be 
gained by altering the hue and saturation, changing the gamma cor-
rection value, or inverting the color values of images with the click of 
a button. Image analysis can be improved by saving or converting 
images to different types, or pasting and splicing images from one 
type to another. 
For More Information Circle No. 735 
DataViews Corp., Northampton, 
MA, has introduced HMI-CO 
for VlSio Technical, an add-on 
graphics tool that rums static 
Visio drawings into dynamic 
graphics. It allows engineers 
using VlSio Technical drawing 
software to add a Human-
Machine Interface (HMI) to 
existing process control dia-
grams such as piping and instru-
mentation diagrams. and process flow diagrams. 
The software provides seamless integration with Visio Technical, 
and allows users to incorporate more than 20 predefined dynamic 
effects, including foreground and background color, blinking. fill, 
and rotation. U ers al 0 can connect to custom data source such as 
PLCs and network elements. Once a Visio drawing is turned into an 
HMI interface with HMI-GO, it can be deployed as a standalone or 
client/server application using Web browsers. 
For More Information Circle No. 730 1/" ___ ::~!~~;.:.:: 
, ~ software that enables users ~ of any CAD/CAM system to 
\
.....:--, simulate len major molding 
processes. Solid. urface. or 
, ~ wireframe models can be 
~ used to simulate conven-
~ ... -- IINIII tiona1 injection molding, 
gas-assist injection molding, injection/compr ion molding, co-
injection molding, reactive injection molding. rubber molding. resin 
transfer molding. microchip encap ulation, blow molding, and ther-
moforming. 
The software features Mesh Expre TW \199.7, which translates con-
ventional plastic designs from an STL file to midplane FEM. Also 
included is STL ExpertTM ,~9.7. which allow users to view, measure. 
refine. and correct solid surface models in STL ftle formaL It also 
converts model from ICES or other finite-element mesh formats into 
STL models. 
For More Information Circle No. 733 
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• Three-Phase Sine-Wave Generator 
A circuit generates three-phase sine waves with excellent amplitude and phase symmetry. 
John H. Gknn Research Center, Cleveland, Ohio 
A variable-frequency, three-phase, 
sine-wave generator circuit ha been 
designed for use as a source of 
polyphase excitation in studies of the 
p ropagation of traveling wave in plas-
rna . Thi circuit, combined with three 
power-amplifier channels and three 
high-voltage transformers, is used to 
power the plasma apparatu that i 
used in the studies. 
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The circuit ( ee figure) internally 
generates three ymmetrical square-
wave voltage with preci ely 1200 phase 
difference, each quare wave contain-
ing on ly odd harmonic. Three 
witched-capacitor, ix-pole But-
terworth low-pa filter (UIO, 
11, and 12) remove the har-
monics but pass the fundamental 
sine-wave component. 
The operating-frequency range 
of the circuit, 10 Hz to 10 kHz, i 
covered in three decade ranges. 
A Zener-stabilized voltage-con-
trolled oscillator (VCO) function 
as a variable-frequency oscillator 
and cover just over one decade, 
while a witch-selectable fre-
quency-divider chain (U2, U3, 
and U4) provide frequency-range 
election by decades. 
The operating frequency is 
1/ 120th of the witched-capacitor 
filter clocking frequency. This 
frequency-division ratio is set by a 
fixed frequency-divider chain 
( 5, U6, U7, and U8). Ina-
much as this ratio is constant, the 
low-pa s-filter cutoff frequency 
automatically tracks the operat-
ing frequency. 
Decade counter/ decoder U8 
generate set and re et pul es in 
the proper sequence for flip-
flops U9A, U9B, and U9C. In 
turn, these flip-flops generate 
symmetrical quare-wave volt-
ages. Once each cycle, AND gate 
U7 re ets counter/ decoder U8 to 
count zero after U8 reache a 
count of six. 
The amplitude of the sine-wave 
voltages generated by thi circuit 
is proportional to the amplitude 
of the square wave at the filter 
input. The quare-wave voltages 
are symmetrically clamped by 
diodes D 1 through D6. The peak-
to-peak voltage swing is limited by 
the total dc voltage developed at 
the outputs of operational ampli-
fiers U13A and 13B. Amplitude 
This Three-Phase Sine-Wave Generator is an inexpensive digital/analog circuit assembled from complementary 
metal oxide/semiconductor (CMOS) integrated circuits and other components. 
control A2 ets the bias on the op-
erational amplifiers, thereby set-
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For More Information Circle No. 409 
ting the quare-wave amplitude and ulti-
matel the ine-wave amplitude. Con-
trolling the amplitude in thi way en-
sure that the amplitude of the three 
ine waves track each other accurate I 
over a wide range of amplitude etting. 
Becau e dc control of amplitude and 
frequency i u ed in thi de ign, the fre-
quency- and amplitude-control compo-
nents ( I, I , and A2) can be located re-
motely without affecting the quality of 
the three-phase ine-wave ignals . 
This work was done by R Ziemke of Glenn 
Research Center. For further infonnation, 
access the Technical upport Package (TSP) 
free un-line at www.nasatech.com under the 
Ekc/runic Components and 'Ystems category. 
Inquiries concerning rights for the commer-
cial use of this invention should be addressed 
to liSA Gknn Research Center, Commercial 
Technology Office, Attn: teve Fedor, Mail 
Stqp 4-8, 21000 Brookpark Road, Ckve-
land, Ohio 44135. Refer to LEW-16696. 
• Microwave Heating of Fibers for 
Chemical Vapor Deposition 
Multiple fibers, either electrically conductive or 
nonconductive, can be coated simultaneously. 
i1SA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A microwave-cavity applicator has been 
developed for coating multiple fiber by 
chemical vapor depo ition (CVD). A pro-
totype of the applicator was used to de-
po it silicon carbide onto carbon fiber; 
the design of the applicator can just as 
well be optimized for coating fibers made 
of other materials, and for depositing 
coating materials other than SiC. 
There are two conventional techniques 
for CVD on fiber. In one technique, a 
fiber is pulled through a chamber that 
contains CVD reagent gases. The fiber en-
ters and leaves the chamber through mer-
cury electrodes that also serve as gas seals. 
The fiber is heated to the reaction tem-
perature by an electrical current applied 
through the mercury electrode/seals. 
The disadvantage of this technique are 
that it is limited to electrically conductive 
fibers, each reaction chamber can accom-
modate only one fiber at a time, and the 
toxicity of mercury poses a hazard. In the 
other conventional technique, a fiber i 
heated in a waveguide-type microwave ap-
plicator. Although this technique is not 
limited to electrically conductive fibers 
and does not involve mercury, it, too, is 
limited to one fiber per applicator, and 
the waveguide applicator is in trinsically 
energy-inefficient because its proper op-
eration depends upon absorption of a 
substantial portion of the incident mi-
crowave power in a dummy load. 
The present microwave-cavity applicator 
overcomes the disadvantages of the appli-
cators used in both conventional tech-
niques: It can be used to coat multiple 
fibers, the fibers can be electrically conduc-
tive or non conductive, there is no need for 
mercury, and microwave energy is utilized 
more efficiently than in the older wave-
guide/ dummy-load microwave-applicator. 
www.nasatech.com 
The enhancement in energy efficiency 
i achieved by use of a resonant microwave 
cavity and by positioning the fibers in the 
cavity so as to cause only a small deviation 
of the electromagnetic field from the 
empty-cavity normal mode while cau ing 
the fibers to absorb a large fraction of the 
microwave power that enters the cavity. 
The positioning is especially critical for 
coating fibers of carbon and other lossy 
materials; typically, such fibers hould be 
placed near an electric-field node. 
The figure is a simplified drawing of 
the applicator. The major structural 
component is a circular cylindrical mi-
crowave cavity. Microwave power is sup-
plied through a coaxial transmission 
line and coupled into the cavity by a 
coaxial rod antenna. 
The electromagnetic field in the 
chamber is excited in a close approxima-
tion of a TMoNo mode, where i a posi-
tive integer. (The mode would be purely 
~. '0, were it not for the small pertur-
bations introduced by the objects de-
scribed below.) The TMoNO mode is ax-
isymmetric; therefore, to expo e 
multiple fibers to identical microwave 
conditions, one need only take care to 
position the fibers and other objects sym-
metrically about the axis of the cavity. 
The cavity contains multiple (four in 
the example of the figure) reaction 
chambers in the form of tubes made of 
quartz or other low-lo dielectric mate-
rial. The reaction chambers are placed 
at equal angular intervals and nominally 
at the same radius. In operation, reagent 
gases are made to flow through the reac-
tion chambers while the fibers are 
pulled through the reaction chambers 
and heated to the CVD reaction temper-
ature by the microwave field. 
ABA Tech Briefs, August 1999 
Efficient utilization of the incident 
microwave power depends critically on 
good impedance matche from the 
transmission line through the antenna 
to the partially filled cavity, then to the 
fibers. The length of the rod antenna 
can be adjusted for an impedance match 
from the transmission line to the cham-
ber. The fibers must be po itioned at an 
optimum radius, which is nearer or far-
ther from an electric-field node, de-
pending on whether the fibers are more 
or less lossy. lots in the end plates of the 
cavity accommodate adjustments in the 
radial po irions of the reaction cham-
bers and thu of the fibers. 
This wark was done by Hmry W. Jackson of 
Aero Service Corp. and Martin Bannatz and 
Gordon Hoover of Caltech fur NASA's Jet 
To Pulley and -----I 
Feed Spool 
Viewing Hole-
Propulsion Laboratory. Fur further infor-
mation, access the Technical uppart Package 
(TSP) .free an-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Electronic Components and Systems 
categor),. 
In accurdance with Public Law 96-517, 
the con/ractur has elected to retain title to this 
invmtion. Inquiries concerning rights fur its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Technology &purting OffICe 
JPL 
Mail top 122-116 
4800 Oak Gruue Drive 
Pasaclena, CA 911 09 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NP0-20458, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Brief: issue, and the 
jlage number. 
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Rber Motion - ~ 
SectlonA·A 
Fibers Are Pulled Through Reaction Chambers filled with CVD reagent gases in a resonant microwave 
cavity. The microwave field heats the fibers to the CVD reaction temperature. Although four reaction 
chambers are shown here, more or fewer could be included. The curved mirror and lens can be used 
for optical monitoring of the process. 
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For More Information Circle No. 410 
~ Program Estimates Loads in 
Launch Vehicles 
Ver ion 1.4 of the Launch Vehicle Loads Analy i for Pre-
liminary De ign (VLOAD 1.4) computer program calculate 
in-flight launch-vehicle tructural load (that is, spacecraft-
launching rockets) for preliminary de ign . The program can 
al 0 be used to calculate tructural loads in upper tages and 
planetary-tran fer pacecrafL 
VLOADS compiles and analyze launch-vehicle information 
uch as aerodynamic coefficients, mas propertie ,data on pro-
pellants, and engine thru ts, to calculate di tributed shear 
load , bending moments, axial forces, and vehicle line loads as 
functions of X tation (po ition along the longitudinal axi of 
the vehicle). If the launch vehicle include boos tel or wing, 
then VLOADS also compute interface load. 
An attractive feature ofVLOAD i that its source code is 
in Visual Ba ic for Applications and ha been integrated 
into an easy-to-use Microsoft Excel u er interface. VLOADS 
use the individual worksheets in its Excel workbook a 
input and output data file, in a manner similar to the way 
in which traditional FORTRAN and BASIC programs have 
used text files as input and output file . Becau e VLOAD 
has been integrated into an Excel workbook, it is much ea -
ier for the u er to edit the input data , run the program, and 
view the results. 
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The major trength ofVLOAD i that it enable rapid analy-
i of tructural loads in launch vehicle during the prelimi-
nary-de ign phase of de\'elopmenL Thus, VLOAD offel an al-
ternative to the time-con uming and expen ive chore of de-
veloping finite-element models for detailed analy i ofload . In 
preliminary de ign, much remain unknown about the details 
of the configuration to which the launch vehicle will mature. 
It becomes necessary to make orne implifying assumptions to 
initiate the proce s b which loads can be calculated for pre-
liminary design and analy is of tructures. VLOADS imple-
ments a two-degree-of-freedom mathematical model for calcu-
lating the distribution of axial force, shear force, and bending 
moment along the length of the vehicle. The model essentially 
treats the launch vehicle as a rigid beam; vibrations are not 
considered. The method of ection is employed to determine 
the shear, moment, and axial load. Rotational acceleration in 
the pitch plane is assumed equal to zero, so that the urn of 
pitching moments equal zero. 
VLOADS was developed as a Visual Basic macro in a Mi-
crosoft Excel 5.0/ 95 workbook program on a Power Macinto h 
computer. VLOAD has also been implemented on a '486-dass 
personal computer using version 7.0a of Microsoft Excel for 
Window 95, and on a '5 6-class personal computer running 
Window T 4.0. The tandard distribution medium for 
VLOADS i one 3.5-in. (8.89-cm), 1.44MB, MS-DOS-format 
diskette. VLOAD was developed in 1996. The program is 
copyrighted work with all copyright vested in ASA. 
This program was written by Paul L. Luz and Jerry B. Graham of 
Marshall Space Flight Center. 0 fUlther documentation is available. 
M.FS-27332 
@ Software for Detecting Anomalies and 
Responding to Faults 
The Automated Test Monitor computer program provides 
for continuou monitoring of the operations of a complex sys-
tem (e.g., a spacecraft). This program implements a rigorous 
analytic (instead of an ad hoc) technique that prescribe ex-
actly how to express requirements for the operation of the sys-
tem, and how to construct and implement a oftware subsystem 
that can detect violations of the requirements. Thus, the pro-
gram provide a theoretical and computational framework that 
is potentially applicable to monitoring of a variety of systems. 
Run-time monitor oftware icon tructed (hereafter, "moni-
tor" for short) that can be embedded in the software that con-
trol the operation of the ystem to be monitored. In the gen-
eration of the monitor, correctne propertie are expres ed as 
linear temporal logic (LTL) formulas, then a procedure i gen-
erated from the formulas. The system-control software i then 
modified manually to provide the oftware analog of in tru-
mentation that informs the monitor of events in the system 
that can cause changes in LTL correctness propertie . The 
monitor responds whenever it detects an event that violates a 
specified correctne s property. The response of the monitor 
can be u ed to activate a ub ystem to re pond to the fault that 
caused the violation . 
This program was written by Francis Schneider of Caltech for 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory_ For further information, access 
the Technical Support Package (TSP) free on-line at WWULnasatech.com 
under the Software category. NPO-20585 
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CAD Solid Model Assemblies to Mechanical Event Simulations 
and Faster Stress Analyses with Algor's New Kinematic Elements 
-- --------
Algor's Release 12 introduces 2- and 3-D kinematic elements, which produce massive speed gains in processing for a 
Mechanical Event Simulation or static stress analysis. Kinematic elements can be used in place of regular (flexible) ele-
ments when an area of the model is relatively rigid when compared with regions of stress interest. Kinematic elements 
can be constrained or loaded with force, traction, pressure or gravity. Because these elements have mass and can trans-
mit forces, they can produce motion and stress in flexible elements. Engineers, therefore, can import CAD solid models 
or assemblies and specify which parts are to be modeled as kinematic or flexible elements, as appropriate. This means 
that for the first time engineers can run a virtual experiment on complete CAD solid models or assemblies using 
Mechanical Event Simulation on desktop computers. 
Kinematic elements can interact with impact walls and other parts of an assembly 
made of kinematic or other element types. Engineers can set up test runs of 
Mechanical Event Simulations by modeling the entire assembly with kinematic ele-
ments and processing for motion only. This means the engineer can study the motion 
of the event to see if it works prior to adding regular (flexible) elements for the detailed 
stress analysis. 
Kinematic elements can dramatically speed up processing runs for regular linear 
static stress analysis when Significant parts of the model are relatively rigid. 
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Polycrystalline Tb / Dy Alloy for Magnetostrictive Actuators 
The cheaper polycrystalline version gives about 60 percent of the single-crystal magnetostriction. 
r,tlSA' Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
Re earch has hown that with uitable 
proce ing, one can produce a pol crys-
talline ver ion of a terbium/ d pro ium 
alloy uitable for u e in a magnetostric-
tive actuator for generating mall mo-
tion . Prior to this research, only the in-
gle-cry tal version had been u ed, and 
that in only a limited number of applica-
tions. One advantage of polycry talline 
Tb/ Dy i that it co ts much Ie than doe 
the single-cry tal version. A second ad-
vantage of the polycrystalline material i 
that the preload spring , which are nec-
e ary in mo t ingle-cry tal application , 
can be eliminated in many cases. 
Magneto trictive actuator are attrac-
tive for generating motion at cryogenic 
temperature, where piezoelectric actua-
tors lose much of their effectiveness. 
The Tb/ Dy alloy exhibits a large magne-
to triction at low temperatures, with the 
ratio of Tb to Dy chosen so that the 
ani otropy i minimized for the temper-
ature range of operation. 
The raw polycry talline material i pro-
duced by casting. To obtain sufficient ac-
tuation performance (see figure) that re-
sults in aturation magnetostrlcuon , 
which is 60 percent of the saturation mag-
neto triction of ingle-crystal 
Tb/ Dy, it i necessary to orient 
a ub tantial fraction of the 
cry tal grain by a uitable me-
chanical treatment. Experi-
ments have hown that by 
rolling the cast material and 
5.OOO,----r--,..---,.--...,----:::::::I;;;::::--t 
ubjecting the rolled material 
to multiple heat treatments, 
one can achieve a degree of 
cry talline orientation that re-
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2.500 3.000 ults in 60 percent of the mag-
neto triction of single-cry tal 
Tb/ Dy; even at thi reduced 
level, the low-temperature ac-
tuation performance of poly-
cry talline Tb/ Dy is sti ll about 
50 time that of a piezoelectric 
material. 
Magnetostriction Was Measured in specimens of Tb/Oy at a 
temperature of 77 K. Rolled TblOy performed somewhat bet-
ter than did as-cast TblOy. Experiments have shown that opti-
mized thermomechanical treatment can produce an even big-
ger increase in magnetostriction, up to a major fraction of the 
magnetostriction of single-crystal Tb/Oy. 
This TJ.XJT"k was done fly Robert Chave, Chris-
tian Liruiensmith, Jennifer Dooley, Brent Fultz, 
and Marius Birsan oj CaUech Jor NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For Jurther inJorma-
tion, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Materials category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-51 7, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights Jor its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting OJfice 
JPL 
Mail Stop 122-116 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 911 09 
(818) 354-2240 
ReJer to NP0-20273, volume and number 
oj this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
.. Extruding Tb /Dy for Magnetostrictive Actuators 
Extrusion would yield the required crystal orientation and would be suited to mass production. 
r,tlSA' Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A proce that i undergoing develop-
mem would be used to mass-produce 
textured polycry talline rod of a ter-
bium/ dyspro ium alloy for cryogenic 
magneto trictive actuators. The folling-
and-heal-treatment proce s de cribed in 
the preceding article yields a high de-
gree of cry tal orientation, but is uitable 
for mall batche only. The developmen-
tal proce i expected to be inexpen ive 
to provide greater uniformity in larger 
batche in a mass-production etting. 
The proce exploits an establi hed co-
extrusion technique in which a tube is 
filled with a material, then the tube and its 
contents are redrawn to a maller diame-
ter. The uniform tretch of the tube and its 
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contents yields a high degree of orienta-
tion of crystals along the axi of the tube. 
Fir l, the unoriented polycry talline 
Tb/ Dy i encased in a tube of316L stain-
les teel. Then the filled tube is drawn 
through a die sized to increase the 
length of the tube by a factof of 4. Fi-
nally, the tube i plit to remove the poly-
cry talline Tb/ Dy rod. The degree of 
parallel alignment and long-axi orienta-
tion of the cry tals in the drawn rod is 
ufficient for an effective magneto tric-
tive actuatof. 
This work was done fly Robert ClIave, Jen-
nifer Dooley, Brent Fultz, and Marius Bir-
san of Caltech Jor NASA's Jet Propulsion 
Laboratory. For Jurther inJormation, access 
www.nasalech.com 
the Technical Support Package (To:P) free 
on-line at www.nasatech.com under the Ma-
, tmals category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, the 
contractor has elected to retain titk to this in-
vention. Inquiries concerning rights Jor its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail top 122-116 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
ReJer to NPO-20277, volume and number 
of this ASA Tech Brief issue, and the 
page number. 
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Magnetostrictive Micropositioner for 
Cryogenic Applications 
This nonbackdriveable mechanism generates small increments 
of motion with long overall travel. 
'ASA 's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A magnetostrictive linear-translation 
mechanism has been designed to func-
tion as a micropositioning device at any 
temperature from ambient down to the 
temperature ofliquid helium (about 4 K). 
Still undergoing development at the time 
of reporting the information for this arti-
cle, this magnetostrictive micropositioner 
is a prototype of micropositioners for a va-
riety of room-temperature and low-tem-
perature applications in which there are 
requirements for high stiffness, incre-
ments of motion < 1 Ilm, and long travel 
(through concatenated multiple mall in-
crements) . Such micropositioners could 
be used to make fine position adjusonents 
in diverse scientific and industrial instru-
ments; for example, they could be used to 
drive translation stages in scanning tun-
neling microscopes or to move optical el-
ements that must be located at long but 
precise distances from each other (as in 
telescopes and interferometers). 
Magnetostrictive micropositioners that 
act in "inchworm" fashion were reported 
in "Magnetostrictive Actuators for Cryo-
genic Applications~ (NPO-19218), NASA 
Tech Briefs, Vol. 20, o. 3 (March 1996) , 
page 84. Magnetostrictive microposition-
ers that exploit a combination of 
stick/ slip and inertial effects were re-
ported in "Magnetostrictive Inertial-Re-
action Linear Motors~ (NPO-20153) , 
NASA Tech Briefs, Vol. 22, No. 6 (June 
1998) , page 6b. The presenl rnagne-
tostrictive micropo itioner hare orne 
characteristics with the inchworm and in-
ertial-reaction types; like an inchwonn 
actuator, it is nonbackdriveable and self-
braking (it retains its position when 
power is not applied), and like an iner-
tial-reaction actuator, .it exploits a com-
bination of stick/ slip and inertial effects. 
However, the present mag-
neto trictive microposi-
tioner features a distinct 
design that addresses 
major issues of lubrication 
and energy efficiency that 
arise in a cryogenic envi-
rorunent 
solenoid. The superconductivity of the 
solenoid minimizes electric power dissi-
pation, thereby con aibu ting to energy ef-
ficiency and to reduction of waste heat 
(which must be removed to maintain a 
cryogenic environmen t) . 
The reason for choosing a magne-
tostrictive (instead of, say, a piezoelec-
tric) actuator to obtain small increments 
of motion is that magnetosaictive actua-
tor function throughout the desired 
temperature range and even work better 
as temperature decreases, whereas 
piezoelectric actuators tend to become 
inoperable in cryogenic environments. 
Tbo.,..DYo.26 was chosen because it ex-
hibits a large magnetostrictive effect in 
the intended operating-temperature 
range; for example, application of a 
magnetic flux density of 1,000 G to a 20-
mm-long Tbo.7..DYo.26 crystal produces a 
stroke as large as 0.1 mm. The use of a 
single crystal of magnetostrictive mate-
rial conaibutes further to energy effi-
ciency and reduction of waste heat, in 
that relative to polycrystalline mass, a 
single crystal wldergoes much less heat-
ing when magnetosaictively flexed. 
The magnetosaictive crystal is con-
nected to a linear-ta-rotary clutch: The 
solenoid is driven with a sawtooth signal, 
causing the crystal to repeatedly extend 
slowly and snap back rapidly. The motion 
of the crystal drives a pendulum that is 
lightly spring-loaded against a drive shaft. 
The low extension of the crystal causes 
the shaft to rotate through a small incre-
ment of angle in one direction . However, 
the force of the snap-back acceleration is 
greater than the force of friction between 
the pendulum and rhe drive haft, 0 that 
the shaft does not rotate in the opposite 
direction. The cycle then repeats, pra-
The prime mover in this 
micropositioner is a linear 
actuator that comprises (a) 
a single cry tal of the mag-
neto trictive rare-earth 
alloy Tbo.H DY0-26 ur-
rounded by (b) high-tem-
perature-superconductor 
A Magnetostrictive Inertial-Reaction-Motor Rotary Drive is com-
bined with a threadless rota ry-ta-linear dutch to obtain axial mo-
tion of the shaft. with very small steps. self-braking. and capabil-
ity of operation in a cryogenic system. 
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ducing another increment of haft rota-
tion. Of cour e, the shaft can be made to 
rotate in repeated increments in the op-
po ite direction b reversing the polarity 
of the drive waveform. 
By use of a little known but high! reli-
able rotary-to-linear clutch, the rotary mo-
tion of the drive haft is used to obtain 
lengthwise motion of tile haft. The rotar -
to-linear clutch includes ix mall bearings 
that are spring-loaded again t the drive 
haft in two groups of three bearings each. 
The axe of the bearing are kewed 
lightly from the axi of the haft, so that 
each incremental rotation of the shaft 
causes the shaft to advance lengthwise by 
an amount that depends on the skew 
angle and the diameter of the shaft (2 pm 
of advance per degree of rotation in the 
present de ign). The rotary-to-linear 
clutch provides the de ired self-braking 
and nonbackdriveability, and the spring 
loading affords compliance needed to tol-
erate change in temperature. 
At the time of reporting the informa-
tion for thi article, there were no lubri-
cants uitable for long-term cryog nie 
liding mechanical contacts like tho e of 
lead crews in conventional linear actua-
tor . The u e of roLling-contact bearing 
in the pre ent magneto trictive micro-
positioner obviate the is ue of lubrica-
tion of liding contacts. The rolling con-
tacts are lubricated with mol bdenum 
disulfide, which i a proven low-temper-
ature olid lubricant for ball bearing . 
In a te t at room temperature, thi 
magnetostrictive micropositioner wa 
found to be capable of producing linear 
position increments of about 1 pm. 
With further refinement, it hould be 
possible to achieve increments as small 
a 0.1 pm. The overall travel i limited 
only by the length of the dlive shaft; a 
typical overall travel of 10m i easil 
achieved . 
This work was done I7y Robert Chave of 
Callech for NASA's J et Propulsion Labo-
ratory. For fUTther infomUltion, acces the 
Technical UPPOTt PaduJge (TSP) free O1I-lille 
at un.uUJ.lIasalech.com under the faterials 
categar),. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractol· has elected to l·etain ti tie to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail top 122-116 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-20270, volume and number 
of this ASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
• Magnetostrictive Filter-Wheel Drive 
This drive could be operated at any temperature from ambient down to near absolute zero. 
NASA s Jet P.ropulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
The figure shows a prototype of a mag-
netostrictively actuated mechanism that 
would rotate an optical filter wheel for a 
high-performance infrared camera or 
telescope. Typically, a high-performance 
infrared instrument and its filter wheel 
are operated inside a cryogenic system. In 
conventional practice, the filter wheel is 
turned by use of a stepping motor in a 
warmer location. The mechanical con-
nection between the tepping motor and 
the filter wheel is de igned to be as ther-
mally isolating as possible, but it still leaks 
appreciable heat into the cryogenic sys-
tem. In contrast, the magnetostrictive 
drive can be operated with minin1al heat 
leakage because it can be mounted inside 
the cryogenic system along with the filter 
wheel and infrared instrument. Moreover, 
in comparison with a stepping-motor 
drive, the magnetostrictive drive is sim-
pler, Ie s expensive, and more reliable. 
The magnetostrictive drive is an iner-
tial-reaction motor; that is, a motor that 
exploits a combination of stick/ slip and 
inertial effects. A linear actuator in fric-
tional contact with an armature (in this 
case, the wheel) is excited by a sawtooth 
ignal, causing one end of the actuator to 
repeatedly accelerate lowly in one direc-
tion, then rapidly in the reverse direction 
back to the starting point. Because of the 
frictional contact, the armature move 
with the end of the actuator during the 
initial low acceleration. However, the 
force of the reverse acceleration i 
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greater than the frictional force between 
the actuator and the armature, so that 
the armature doe not snap back along 
with the actuator. The cycle then repeats, 
producing another increment of arma-
ture motion (in this case, an increment 
of rotation of the wheel). By reversing 
the polarity of the awtooth waveform, 
one can reverse the direction of motion. 
In this case, the linear actuator i a mag-
netostrictive rod connected to a friction 
pawl that makes contact with the wheel. 
When no power is applied to the actuator; 
fiiction holds the wheel in position. The 
magnetostrictive material is a terbium/ dys-
prosium alloy, which exhibits a large mag-
neto triction at cryogenic temperature. 
To minimize the heat load of the cryogenic 
system, the magnetostrictive rod can be 
driven by use of a uperconducting 
solenoid. For an operating temper-
ature of about 77 K (liquid-nitro-
gen temperature) , one would have 
to use a solenoid made of a high-
tern perature su perconductor. 
In ate t at a temperature of77 K, 
the magneto trictive drive was 
found to produce rotation with an-
gular increments as small as an arc 
second and with a lew rate as high 
as 1.5 r/ min. Inasmuch as the mag-
netostrictive rod generates a longer 
stroke at lower temperature, it 
This work was done I7y Robert Chave and 
Christian Lindensmith 0/ Caltech for NASA's 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory. For further in-
formation, access the Technical upport Pack-
age (TSP) free on-line at un.uUJ.lIasatech.com 
under the Materials categor),. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning 1ights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail Stop 122-116 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-20275, volume and number 
of this ASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
hould be po ible to achieve a 
greater slew rate at the typical liq-
uid-helium temperature of 4 K 
The Magnetostrictive Filter-Wheel Drive is a robust, reli-
able inertial-reaction motor that contains only a few mov-
ing parts. When operated in a cryogenic system, it con-
tributes minimally to the heat load. 
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Push/Pull Magnetostrictive 
Linear Actuator 
"Inchworm" motion would be achieved by a combination of 
magnetostriction and magnetic clamping. 
NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A proposed "kinematic inchworm n-type 
linear actuator would move a mass as large 
as 2 kg along rails, with lengthwise position 
controllable in increments as small as 50 
nm. The actuator could be operated in mi-
crogravity or in normal Earth gravitation 
and at any temperature from ambient 
down to cryogenic. The actuator could be 
used, for example, to position an optical as-
sembly precisely on a long interferometer 
arm, as a translation stage for a scanning 
tunneling microscope, or as a translation 
stage for inspecting integrated-circuit chips. 
The figure schematically illustrates the 
proposed actuator as it would be used to 
move a stage along two parallel outer rails. 
The stage would include two chassis con-
nected lengthwise by a magnetostrictive 
device, which would comprise a Th/Dy-
alloy rod surrounded by a drive coil. The 
kinematic relationsh.ip between the outer 
rails and the stage would be established by 
free legs and alignment legs on the two 
chassis. A noncontact inner rail made of a 
magnetic material would lie between the 
two outer rails. Each chassis would contain 
an electromagnet coil above the magnetic 
rail; this coil could be energized to provide 
a clamping force and an associated fric-
tional force that would prevent the chassis 
from sliding along the outer rails. 
Referring to the figure, a cycle of op-
eration to move the stage one increment 
of distance to the right would comprise 
the fo lJowing steps: 
1. Coil 1 would be energized to clamp 
the left chassis in place. 
2. The drive coil would be energized, caU£-
ing the magnetostrictive rod to lengthen 
sligh dy, thereby pushing the righ t chassis 
both chassis would have moved one 
increment to the right. 
The cycle could be repeated as many 
times as needed to move the stage a re-
quired distance to the right By simply in-
terchanging coils 1 and 2 in the sequence, 
one could obtain motion from righ t to left. 
The size of the increment could be 
controlJed by varying the current applied 
to the drive coil. Position feedback could 
be used for precise control of motion. 
For operation in a cryogenic system, it 
would be best if the drive and electro-
magnet coils were made of superconduc-
tive material to minimize waste heat It 
would be especially desirable to use su-
perconductive coils with persistent-cur-
rent switches if electromagnetic clamping 
were to be used to hold the stage once it 
reached the desired final position. 
This wark was done by &bert Chave, Chlis-
tian Lindensm.ith, Jlmnifer Dooley, BrlmtFultz, 
and Manus Birsan of Caltech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For jurtherinforma-
tion, access the Technical Support Package 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Materials category. 
In acwrdance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
com.mercial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail Stop 122-116 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadlma, CA 911 09 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NP0-20272, volume and number 
of this ASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
a short distance to the right r------------- ---------, 
The power would have to be 
applied to the drive coil grad-
ually enough nol to generate 
sufficient inertial force to 
overcome the friction holding 
the left chassis in place. 
3. Coil 2 would be energized to 
clamp the right chassi in 
p lace. 
4. Coil 1 would be deener-
gized, leaving the left chassis 
free to slide along the rails. 
5. T he drive coil would be 
deenergized, causing the 
magnetostrictive rod to 
shorten slightly, thereby 
pulling the left chassis to 
the righ t. At this point, 
ASA Tech Briefs, August 1999 
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- Improved Magnetostrictive Valve for Use at Low Temperature 
Careful design provides for low heat leakage and low dead volume. 
l1SA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
An improved magnetostrictive valve 
for remotely controlling a flow of liquid 
helium has been developed. Heretofore, 
flows of liquid helium have been con-
trolled by use of valves with mechanical 
or gas connections to actuators in 
warmer locations. The connections act 
as heat-leak paths. In contrast, the de-
ign of the present valve is optimized for 
operation at liquid-helium temperature 
(below 4.2 K) , 0 that the entire valve 
can be maintained at or slightly above 
liquid-helium temperature to minimize 
leakage of heat into the liquid helium. 
A valve with some similarities to the 
present one was described in "Magneto-
strictive Valve for Use at Low Temper-
ature" (NPO-19480) , NASA Tech Briefs, 
Vol. 21, 0.2 (February 1997), page 14b. 
The poppet in this valve, as in the previ-
ous one, is a ball contained in a passage 
between an inlet and an outlet. In this 
case, the ball is made of 440C and is of 
high sphericity [root-mean-square devia-
tion < 5 llin. (0.127 llffi)]. The valve seat 
is made of superclean, fine-grained 316L 
steel and is initially lapped to optical flat-
ness. In a later stage of fabrication, the 
ball is used to "coin" the seat. 
As in the previous valve, the actuator in 
this valve is a magnetostrictive device com-
prising a rod of terbium/ dysprosium alloy 
surrounded by a solenoidal drive coil that 
generates the magnetic field needed for 
actuation. The Th/ Dy alloy was chosen 
because it exhibits a large 
magnetostriction in the 
intended cr ogenic opera-
tional temperature range. 
The Tb/ Dy rod is 
mounted in such a way as 
to provide for removal 
and installation of differ-
ent drive coils. To mini-
rnize generation of heat in 
the cryogenic environ-
ment, a superconductive 
drive coil can be used. For 
temperatures up to 77 K, 
one can use high-tempera-
ture superconductor; for 
liquid-helium tempera-
ture, one can u e a super-
conductive Nb/ Ti alloy. 
This Laboratory Setup was used in the first successful operation of a 
liquid-helium valve with a magnetostrictive actuator driven by a 
high-temperature-superconductor solenoid. 
Stainless filters containing subrnicron 
pores are inserted in the inlet and outlet 
ports of the valve to prevent particulate 
contamination and thereby prolong the op-
erational life of the valve. The "dead" vol-
ume in this valve is only 6 pL on the outlet 
side. In tests at a temperature of 77 K, the 
valve withstood 300 actuations, with no sign 
of helium leakage. The valve was also tested 
at 4.2 K for several actuations with no sign 
of helium leakage. 
This work was done by Robert Chave, 
Christian Lindensmith, Jennifer Dooley, 
Brent Fultz, and Marius Birsan of Caltech 
for NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. 
For further information, access the Tech-
nical Support Package (TSP) free on-line 
at www.nasatech.com under the Materials 
category. 
In accordance with Public Law 96-517, 
the contractor has elected to retain title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting Office 
JPL 
Mail Stop 122-116 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 911 09 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NP0-20271, volume and number 
of this NASA Tech Briefs issue, and the 
page number. 
• Magnetostrictive Heat Switch for Cryogenic Use 
This switch would be superior to both gas-gap and externally mechanically actuated switches. 
NASA '5 Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A magnetostrictively actuated heat 
switch has been proposed for use in a 
variety of cryogenic equipment, in-
cluding adiabatic-demagnetization re-
tend to exhibit both poor isolation in 
their "open" states and low 
"closed " /"open" heat-transfer ratios. In 
the case of externally mechanically ac-
tuated switches, the mechanical con-
nections between the switches and the 
outside environment are heat-conduc-
tion paths, along which heat leaks into 
frigerators, calori- ,---------------------------------------------------------------------------------, 
meters, and cool-
ers for high-per-
formance infrared 
cameras. Hereto-
fore, the heat switch-
e in uch equip-
ment have gener-
ally been of two 
types: gas-gap and 
externally mechan-
ically actuated. The 
gas-gap switches 
are limited to long 
cycle times and 
48 
Contact Pad Doubly Stainless-Steel Tube 
(Made '-n,emlal-C:::onduction Lead to Cooler 
Superconducting Solenoid 
The Heat Switch Would Be Closed or Opened by exploiting the magnetostrictive effect to make or break a mechanical contact 
along the main heat-conduction path. 
www.oasatech.com NASA Tech Briefs, August 1999 

Making an 
Innovative Connection 
A custolller-frien(lly terlninal block addresses 
autolllation physical-layer needs. 
T he trend to more flexible and fea-ture-packed electronic end prod-ucts affects virtually every segment 
of the electronics industry. In particular, 
this trend is having an impact on the 
industrial automation and proce con-
trol indu trie , where customers world-
wide demand, and reward tho e suppli-
ers that provide, flexibility in control 
and automation products and the re ult-
ing system in tallation. 
While product features and adapta-
tion often result from oftware engi-
neering, new mechanical packaging and 
hardware engineering approaches can 
address the inevitable and often con-
flicting physical-layer issues that con-
front the varied users of automation and 
control products. 
In automation systems there are 
many method of ystem interconnect. 
Whether they are directly attached to a 
given device, or at a sublevel wiring 
interface, discrete wires provide the 
most flexibility for system installation 
and expansion. The traditional barrier 
strip has given way to the compact ris-
ing-cage clamp or European-type termi-
nal block, especially for PC-board-based 
products (Figure 1). These PC-board-
mount terminal blocks permit many 
variations of wire-to-board connection 
to suit pecific mechanical packaging 
and electrical ignal and power need. 
The den ification trend in field-wired 
products, and the trend toward packing 
more and more components into small-
er and mailer paces, began in Europe 
and spread to orth America, making 
these blocks the world tandard for 
compact wire-to-board field-terminable 
connection . 
Pluggables Preferred 
To maximize system uptime, newer 
automation products frequently incor-
porate pluggable terminal blocks 
(Figure 2) . System installer and cus-
IIa 
tomers prefer pluggable terminal 
blocks becau e they provide an easier 
way to in tall , repair, and expand an 
in tallation. 
For installation, the pluggable termi-
nal block can be prewired, free of the 
intended device, easing the installer's 
effort in often difficult and cramped 
work environments. The installer can 
then mount the various automation 
devices and plug in far fewer individual 
connections, each containing multiple 
discrete wires. When a ystem error 
requires physical-layer work, checking or 
replacing an I/O, PLC, motor drive, or 
other automation device can be a rela-
tively lengthy task. Pluggable terminal 
blocks can shorten system downtime. 
The dilemma facing users of PC-
board-mounted terminal blocks, plug-
gable or fixed, is that they sometimes 
conflict with the wiring requirements 
and practices in the cu tomer' local 
Figure I. Klslng·cage clamp terminal blocks. 
www.nasatech.com 
area. In Europe, a di crete wire may be 
tripped of insulation and directly in ert-
ed into the terminal-block wire entry for 
the circuit. Sometimes wire ferrule are 
used over the conductor to provide a 
robust connection prior to installation 
in the terminal block. As long as the 
in tailed wire and wire-fixing mecha-
nism of the in tallation are protected 
from a direct touch of the customer' 
finger-by using rece sed wire-entry and 
screw tunnels-the installation is gener-
ally acceptable. 
The practice and codes in the U .. 
and Japan, however, often require the 
attachment of spade or ring-lug termi-
nals to the discrete wire before its in tal-
lation in a device. This wire-lug combi-
nation i physically incompatible with 
the generally accepted rising cage-clamp 
PC-board terminal block: the wire and 
its lugjust won't fit. In addition, the U.S. 
installer, often an electrician by trade, is 
Electronics Tech Briefs, August 1999 
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Wideband Digital Data Recorder 
lIep· - video/analog/digital data 
Sony digital data 
recorders give you incredible 
performance and superior 
reliability in lightweight, 
compact configurations that 
fit almost anywhere. 
Our SIR-1000 eries captures 
critical analog and digital data (or 
analog and synchronized video 
data with our optional video card) 
at speeds up to 160kHz and 24 
Mb/sec for as long as 2 full hours 
(32 hours max. at lower band-
widths). Utilizing the Advanced 
Intelligent Tape standard they can 
store up to 25 Gbytes (non-com-
pressed) on a single AIT canridge. 
For situations demanding 
lower bandwidth, but equally 
rugged performance and reliability, 
Sony provides the PC200AX series. 
These ponable, DAT-based 
digital data recorders have band-
width from DC to 20kHz, can 
be configured up to 128 channels, 
and allow recording times up 
to 6 hours. 
For Moft Information (Irde No. 527 
Compact Sire: 
13.4' wide, 
10.2" deep, 4S' high 
And with 
their easy-to-use 
Windows -based 
software, Sony digital 
data recorder make your data as 
easy to analyze as it is to record. 
So, if you only have one chance 
to get it right, get the digital data 
recorder that won't let you down. 
Call u at 1-949-770-8400, or visit 
us at www.sonypt.com. 
ICP is a registered trademark of 
PCB Piezotronics, Inc. 
Son Precision Technology America, Inc. 20381 Hermana Circle Lake Forest CA 92630 
figure 2. Pluggable tenninaJ blocks. 
more comfortable with this larger- ized 
discrete wire and lug combination 
found in traditional barrier trips, which 
pre ent a large wire-fixing crew to the 
installer. A more standard- ized crew-
driver, and so one that is more readily 
available, i usable as standard proce-
dure or in a pinch with wiring sy terns 
using large screws that accommodate 
the lug-on-wire wiring practice. 
Furthermore, the technician in 
Europe i often an electrician elsewhere, 
meaning that pocket-size miniature 
screwdrivers are not the norm in many 
local cu tomer areas. Thus a terminal 
block that is acceptable for European 
use i often not practical in North 
America. This has led to omewhat 
unique automation products for major 
markets, as well as to special sublevel 
wiring-adaptation arrangements for pe-
cific application . This is often an expen-
sive situation for the electronic automa-
tion de igner and manufacturer, as well 
as the in taller or cu tomer utilizing the 
flexibility of di crete-wire system . 
An Innovative Solution 
An innovative and patented terminal 
block from PCD (Figure 3) provides a 
olution to thi problems. This terminal 
block, called the FlexiPlug™, incorpo-
rate both the indu try- tandard plug-
gable terminal-block PC-board header 
geometry and the familiarity of the tra-
ditional barrier trip in one package. 
Because the FlexiPlug incorporate larg-
er EM-type crews than the ri ing-cage 
clamp terminal block, wire can be ter-
minated with lugs prior to in tallation. 
The in taller/ electrician can ea ily 
access each circuit with a larger 1/ 4" flat-
2a 
blade or #2 Philips crewdriver, and the 
wire or lug i trapped with an individual 
pre ure plate for a robust connection. 
This solution allows automation (or 
imilar field-wired) electronic products to 
now be designed and produced with the 
tandard 0.200" pitch PC-board header, 
ones that can simply plug in the terminal 
block mo t suited for the installation. 
While some customers may till prefer the 
rising-cage clamp terminal-block plug, an 
increasing number are welcoming the 
FlexiPlug large-screw tri-barrier plug for 
their electrician-friendly in tallations. 
At present up to #12 AWe tranded or 
solid wire can be used with the FlexiPlug 
terminal block, which i L-recognized 
at 15 A/ 300 . few as two or as man 
as 24 circuits are available in an offi et 
two-tier configuration that offers ease of 
pluggability. The plug de ign incorpo-
rate latching tab to engage the PC-
board header hroud and provide lock-
ing cre\ for pecific in tallation that 
require removal with tool , or that are 
likely to experience high vibration or 
unusual mechanical wire load . Thi 
innovative terminal-block design offers 
both the electrician and the technician a 
choice of how be t to connect to a device 
containing a common PC board. 
ow any new di crete-wired product 
can be produced with a ingle PC-board 
layout and then configured either at the 
hipment tage or by tho e in the field-
ystem integrator and di tribution- ale 
channel . For exi ting discrete-wired 
products, thi plug choice permits a 
user-friendly product enhancement 
without incurring tooling co ts. 
Ease of installation and maintenance 
are often significant considerations for 
the automation and proce control 
specifier, installer, and customer. 
Product designers and manufacturers 
that address the e installation detail, 
from the very vi ible software interface 
through to the ometimes overlooked 
wiring interface, differentiate their 
products and company by creating a 
more practical and easy-to-u e product. 
For m01l1 information, contact Doug Ritchie, 
director of sales and marketing and the author 
of this article, at PCD Inc., 2 Technology Dr., 
Peabody, MA 01960; (978) 532-8800. ext. 
245; fax: (978) 532-6800; wurw.pcdinc.com; 
e-maiL· dritchie@pcdinc.com. 
f'lgure 3. The PlexlPlug IncoJ1>orate the pluggable terminal· block PC-board header geom· 
etry and the traditional barrIer strip. 
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Customs Deliver 
Flexibili 
TAMURA offers a broad, up-to-date 
product line of single in-line (SIP), 
case and open style DC-DC converters. 
Output power ranges from O.3VA to 
1O.0VA with models for a wide variety 
of circuit functions. 
DC to DC to 10 Watts. 
Tamura quality c ircles the electron world. 
Fine tune your 
local DC power: 
• Increase or decrease distributed voltage 
• Polarity reversing 
. 5,12,24 and 48VOC inputs 
• 1 to 3.5VOC battery input 
• Single and dual outputs 
• 48VOC input - quad outputs 
• Isolated and non-isolated outputs 
TAMURA HAS IT ALL. 
For world-class manufacturing, reliability and 
responsibility, go to the source. Partner with 
TAMURA and you'll get it all. Send your 
requirements today or fax (909) 676-9482. 
MICROTRANe 
is a registered trademark of Tamura Corporation 
TAMURA CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
POSTAL BOX 892230 0 TEMECULA, CA 92589-2230 0 909/699-1270 0 FAX: 909/676-9482 
For More Information Clrcl. No. 480 
Measuring 
Success 
in Billionths of a Second 
A designer confronts a 
timing problem in the design of a 
parallel processing module. 
n the world of digital ignal proce -
ing (D P), timing is everything and 
ucce i measured in nano ec-
ond . This was the experience of 
Rick Pray, founder of RPA Electronic 
De ign LLC in Binghamton, NY. RPA's 
con ulting busine s is focused principal-
lyon DSP, video, and graphic sy tern , 
as well as orne embedded control and 
field-programmable gate array (FPGA) 
design. Almo t every design that the 
firm i hired to do requires maximum 
performance from the hardware, but in 
D P, practically everything is geared 
toward speed. Critical timing parame-
ter must be met throughout in order to 
maximize performance, and this means 
an absence of wait states. 
Last year one of RPA's clients present-
ed the company with a timing problem 
in the proce ing modules that plug into 
motherboard to build bigger, faster par-
al lel proces ors. The challenge was to 
put a lot of static random acce memo-
ry onto the bus of a digital ignal proce -
or, within a very limited amount of 
space, while maintaining zero wait-state 
access. That meant that the proce sor 
could not waste any bu cycle doing 
reads or writes to memory. It all had to 
happen in a single clock cycle. 
The difficulty lay in the fact that every 
RAM has a certain amount of capaci-
tance as ociated wi th its I/O pin, and in 
this customer's case it was 6 to 7 pico-
farads. Though not much by itself, once 
36 or more of these chip are placed on 
the ame bus, one mu t multiply that 
capacitance by 36, and the re ult is in 
the 200-picofarad range. That i enough 
to delay high-speed ignals by everal 
nanoseconds. 
Rick PrDY Df RPAA EI.ctrrHI/cs o.slg" fou"d D" I",,_tl .. D"SfRr to D tlm/"g probl.m for D 
mDdul. fDr tI (DSt pDrDU., proc.sS(Jr. 
4a www. nasatech .com 
The design's dilemma was that the it-
uation created too long a duration in 
the proce or acce time to the memory 
chip . All addres lines had to be fully 
table before the leading edge of the 
proce or's write enable strobe come 
along. But becau e of the cumulative 
capacitive loading of all the chips on the 
design, the tabilization of the addre s 
was delayed from when it would normal-
ly occur. In e sence, the write trobe's 
leading edge was coming too oon. 
What was needed was a part that could 
delay the leading edge of the write 
strobe until after the addres es had et-
tied without extending the end of the 
write trobe. In order to tay at the zero 
wait state, no time could be added to the 
entire cycle. The end of the write cycle 
had to be maintained exactly where the 
processor had put it before. 
In earch of a solution, Pray E-mailed 
his requirements to several pulse gener-
ator manufacturer . Most of them said 
they could give him any pulse width he 
wanted, but with a delay of no Ie s than 
6 or 7 nano econd . But the de ign 
could not tolerate that: it had to be 3 to 
5. But one company, Engineered 
Components Co. (EC2 ) of San Luis 
Obi po, CA, aid it could help. 
Pray had fir t heard of thi supplier 
when he worked for a company that 
de igned real-time graphic terns for 
flight imulator that required high-
speed emitter-coupled logic designs. 
Every piece of an algorithm was per-
formed in a ingle clock cycle, in order 
to produce very fast proce sing. EC2 
parts were utilized throughouL 
Pray called an engineer at EC2, who 
agreed to take one of their existing mod-
ule and adapt it to RPA' design 
requirements. After two da of ex peri-
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Don't Just Simulate Your Design. 
CMOS Amplifier 
Here, PSpice Optimizer is minimizing amplifier power 
consumption within bandwidth and gain constraints 
by varying bias current and transistor dimensions. 
What could be better than 
simulating your design with the 
world's most popular analog and 
mixed-signal simulator? 
Optimize It. Optimizer to fit the performance 
measures to a curve. 
OrCAD PSpice analyzes Maximize Circuit Performance 
Automatically With PSpi~ Optimizer.TV DC, AC, noise, transients, thermal 
effects, voltage/current relationships, 
device noise contribution • and the impact of component 
variations. With its complete analysis package, generous library 
of 12,000 parts and intuitive Windows. interface, it's no wonder 
that OtCAD PSpice is used by over 30,000 engineers worldwide. 
Optimizing it automatically. 
With OrCAD PSpice- and PSpice Optimizer, select the 
parameters to be tuned and one or more circuit performance 
measures you'd like to target. Optimizer drives multiple PSpice 
simUlations, intelligently modifying the variables between 
each run. Sophisticated algorithms handle up to eight parameters 
and eight constraints, calculating the ideal values as well as 
showing you the tradeoffs in your design. You can even direct 
DICAD. 1JId OrtAD PSpiC' lit rtgilUrtd .. Id ... "" lIId Olllimlm I, I D'ldlllWl< <Ii Ott:AD. lnt. 
All OthIrlTod .... rb Ifl pI'09fIIYoItht~_crivl"""" 
Squeeze the ultimate in performance from your designs, 
too. Visit www.orcad.com/pspice or call OrCAD DIRECf at 
1-800-671-9508. 
EDA for the Windows NT Enterprise 
OreAD. 
For Mo ... Information Clrcl. No. 482 
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Compare Intusoft's ICAP/4 features: 
Intusoft's .YQur ICAPJ4 SPICE 
YES! 1. 
• Based on SPICE 3F.S with XSPICE extensions? 
• Convergence Wizard? 
• Failure, Worst Case, EVA, RSS, and Sensitivity analysis? 
• Design validation and verification? 
• Conflgurable schematic? 
• Integrated with OrCADiI),s Capture™? 
• Integrated with Protelil),s Advanced Schematic™? 
• Integrated with Vlewloglcil),s VlewDraw™? 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Spacial Power and RF SPICE Model Ubrerles? 
Over 450 different Model Types; over 14,000 Totel Parts? 
SPICE modeling tool? 
Predictor-corrector, latency, & full gear algorithms? 
Interactive parameter sweeping? 
ActlvaX/Vlsual Basic Interface and script language for SPICE? rJ 
Simulation Templates? ~ 
Develop your own models using C code/AHDL? I3f' _ 
Test program development Including Fault Dictionary 
and ATE Pseudo-Code generation? 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o 
If you're using Pspice®, Electronic Workbench®, 
or Hspice®, the answer is "Probably Not." 
That's because no 
other SPICE tool 
can match ICAP/4's 
proven IsSpice4 
simulation technology. 
Simply put, ICAP/4 is the 
EDA leader in analog & 
mixed signal simulation. 
To learn more, download a FREE working 
evaluation version and FREE Spice models at: 
www.intusoft.com 
We'll help you pass the test. 
--
-
--intusoft 
PO Box 710 San Pedro, CA 90733-0710 
310-833-0710 phi 310-833-9658 fax 
email: sales@lntusoft.com 
www.intusoft.com 
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menting. re\\iring. and te ring EC deli -
ered a prototype. 
The module that EC2 built now 
allowed RPA to meet the timing pecifi-
cation on dela}ing the leading edge of 
the write trobe by 3 to 5 nano econd . 
The pulse width of the device al 0 put 
the trailing edge of the trobe exact! 
where the proce sor normall put it any-
wa . Overall, the duration of the write 
trobe was about 9 nano econds. Thi 
permitted the correct delay of the lead-
ing edge of the trobe until the addre 
ettled, and put the trailing edge exactly 
where it was upposed to be, without 
extending beyond a single clock cycle. 
Pray wired the component onto hi 
experimental board, and it immediately 
solved all of the timing problems. Since 
then, the product has pas ed qualifica-
tion and em'ironmental te ting, and the 
customer has gone to production with 
the design. which gave the cu tomer a 
zero-wait- tate memory olution that 
none of their competitor have. 
For more information, contact Engi-
neered Components CO. (EC) at 800-235-
4144; www.engineeredcomponents.com or 
www.e/.com; or RPA Electronics DesilfTl 
LLC at 607-771-0393; rick@rpaeng.com or 
www.rpaeng.com. 
NASA Spinoff. an annual publication, 
features stories on the successful transfer 
and application of NASA-generated 
technology to Industry-asslsting them 
In the development of new commercially 
available products and services. 
If your organization has used NASA 
technology In the development of a 
commercial product and you wish your 
success story to be included in a future 
issue of NASA Spinoff, please 
contact us at: 
zrulhOltl.nasa.gov 
or call Zoe Rush at: 
(301 ) 621~242 
For a free copy of the latest Spinoff, 
visit www.naaatech.com 
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Managing Wire Harness Design Information G 
New automated data-centric systems are replacing manual methods of wiring harness design. 
Linius Technologies, Westborough, Massachusetts 
Wiring is a major deliverable in just wrap , shielding, and overbraid. Co- mechanical, and manufacturing data 
about all electromechanical equipment. ordinating uch large amounts of man- and di play it in a wiring-centric manner. 
From airplane to emiconductor capital ually entered data is a daunting task. The maturity of today's mechanical and 
equipment, the key component tying Incorrectly terminated wire , poorly electrical CAD tool has created an 
together all of the technological innova- estimated lengths, or mi routed wire opportunity to combine their data and 
tions in the e machines is the wiring. bundles can cau e week of production complement their existing automation 
Until recently wiring sy tern design has delays, or worse, a field failure . capabilities with new tools focu ed on 
merely been an afterthought, the last Software packages that automate the wire harness design. 
task accomplished after everything else de ign of wiring ystem need to provide A thorough review of the outputs gen-
has been completed. But as the level of a mechani m to pull together electrical , erated to manufacture a wiring sy tern 
complexity of these machines ,-- ----------- ----- -, yield a list of the input require-
Information increases, so does the complexity of Merglr ments. Typical harness and cable doc-
the wiring. Shrinking market win- Connectlvtty umentation includes a parts list, a 
dows and increased competition are Parts Selection wire-by-wire connectivity list, wire 
causing a re-evaluation of all product Alnmbly Dimensions lengths, and wire bundle descrip-
Will Bundll llngthl development processes, and as a Will hadll Dllmilin Fully Dellned tions. This output data represents a 
result, old manual methods for wire 11 ... 1 hlllgrltyJEMI ~ Will Him ... ' merger of electrical, mechanical, and 
harness design are being replaced by WurUur Cablll manufacturing inputs as shown in Weight 
new automated data-centric systems Coli Figure 1. 
such as Linius Technologie ' EMbassy Minulicturablllly The most basic electrical input is 
software. FlnllAlnmbly the wire-by-wire connectivity list. It is 
A complex wiring system can con- typically generated from a schematic 
tain hundreds to thousands of con- WIring Development Proclil or wiring diagram, or can be created 
nections, miles of wire, and thou- in a tabular format. This represents 
Figure 1. Fully defining a Wiring System requires reconcilia-
ands of related parts such as tion of a variety of electrical, mechanical, and manufactur- only a fraction of the electrical input, 
splices, terminals, seals, plugs, tie ing inputs. however, as there are many other fac-
Sa 
SAHYO 
Let's keep it simple. 
Instead of thinking 
about which battery 
to spec - just 
think SANYO. 
5ANYO has the right 
battery to meet the 
cost! performance 
criteria for your 
application. 
50 let 5ANYO do 
it - and you can 
get back to your 
core business. 
" 'z..e:r:-. 
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Data Accumulation Storage Data Manipulation 
Mechanical 
• 
Desifn 
• • • • 
Evalua ion 
Electrical Verification 
Manufacturing Manufacturing 
Documentation 
Figure 2. A Wiring-Centric Database facilitates the accumulation and manipulation of all the necessary data. 
tors to consider. For example, connectors 
and associated wire tenninating hard-
ware must be chosen, current and voltage 
requirements must be considered as wire 
size is selected, and signal compatibility 
and maximum length constraints are 
evaluated to ensure proper insulation 
and shielding are added when needed. 
The key mechanical input is the assem-
bly geometry, and this must be merged 
with the electrical input. Since connectors 
must be properly located within the hous-
ing, connector selection will have an 
impact on the mechanical space. Suf-
ficient space must be allocated in the 
assembly for the wire bundles, as the diam-
eter of all the wires and cables must also be 
accounted for. Wire and bundle lengths 
are created by considering the point-to-
point wire connections in conjunction 
with the available space for the wire paths. 
..:.0 
~ , 
~ 
~ 
LI·lon 
Finally, manufacturing constraints 
must be considered in order to minimize 
cost, maximize quality, and create an 
easy-to-manufacture harness. Com-
ponent availability and tooling require-
ments must be considered. The ease 
with which the wiring can be manu-
factured and assembled into the hous-
ing also affects the final delivery 
schedule. 
Without software to correlate all 
these dependencies and centralize 
the harness data, the process is 
extremely tt:dious and error-prone. 
As a result, the only way to check con-
sistency is through manual methods, 
and any design changes must be 
made in multiple locations. The 
entire process can be automated by 
using the EMbassy database, which 
was created specifically to store 
<c» 
-.r 
-
... ~ 
'1 
... 
~ , ~ 
"- < 
.... 
" 
NI·MH NI·Cd 
wiring-system data coupled with focused 
applications to enter and manipulate 
this data . 
A wiring design system must provide 
both accumulation and storage methods 
for the multidisciplined data as well as 
access or manipulation of it through 
applications targeted at specific tasks in 
the process (see Figure 2). During the 
accumulation step, the designer loads all 
relevant inputs into the database, using 
specially designed interfaces and appli-
cations that facilitate gathering the data 
that is important to the wiring system 
design. This includes the 3D mechanical 
structure, the electrical connectivity, ini-
Figure 3. A Virtual Prototype of t he wiring system 
is creat ed and verified in the context of the 3D 
model. 
Lithium 
A} ______ _ A) ______ _ A) ______ _ A.~) ____________ __ 
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tial parts data, and any design constraints 
that have been identified thu far. 
Once the initial inputs have been 
gathered, the data can be u ed to 
design and pecify the entire wiring y-
tern. Specific application can be devel-
oped for each task: de ign, evaluation, 
verification, manufacturing, and docu-
mentation. Wiring de igners u e the 
applications to create a virtual proto-
type of the wiring ystem by drawing the 
wire bundles in the context of the 3D 
structure (Figure 3) . This virtual proto-
type eliminate the need to manually 
measure a hardware prototype. Since 
all the data is centrally located, options 
Less Is more . 
Less parts, less assembly steps, less 
assembly time - all yield more productivity 
and more cost reductions. To achieve this, 
designing for assembly (DFA) is critical. 
PEM4I products are made for DFA. Just 
punch or drill a hole and press a PEM 
fastener into place. PEM self-clinching 
fasteners install permanently into thin 
sheets. There are fewer parts and fewer 
total pieces to handle during assembly 
which translates into cost sayings. We 
also offer threadless and multi-function 
fasteners to further meet your DFA needs. 
can easily be evaluated. De ign con-
straints uch a maximum wire length 
or bundle diameter can be defined as 
the design progre e , and then the 
design can be verified to en ure that all 
guideline have been met. 
After the wiring ystem has been fully 
pecified, the data can al 0 be manipu-
lated for the downstream function of 
manufacturing and documentation 
(Figure 4). A 2D repre entation of the 
hame is u ed for incoming inspection, 
field ervice, and the creation ofharne s 
manufacturing fixtures. Becau e all of 
the data i stored centrally, the e output 
documents will update automatically 
These include SNAP-
TOP- (shown in photo 
above) standoffs which 
eliminate the need for 
screws, locating pins for 
quick alignment of mating 
parts, p.e. board fasten-
ers and many others. 
For automated installation, our line of . 
PEMSERTER4I presses quickly install PEM 
fasteners, further reducing assembly time. 
Clinch it with P . ~ 
• FASTENERS & PRESSES 7 ~~~ 
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PENN ENGINEERING & MANUFACTURING CORP. ' PO Box 1000' Danboro. PA 1891&-1000 W 
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when the de ign change . All views of 
the completed tern will remain in ync 
when the de ign change . The ame i 
true for reports uch as bill of materials, 
wire lists, and weight and co t e timates. 
The centralization of all the data asso-
ciated with the wiring system keeps all 
a pects of the de ign proce in yoc. 
The environment i as ociative, 0 a 
de ign change only need to made in 
one location and it will propagate to all 
appropriate areas. Furthermore, it also 
enable enhanced automation of the 
development proces and additional 
automated verification capabilitie u ing 
data from multiple di ciplines. 
Centralized data torage al 0 pro-
motes design reuse and enhanced 
automation. An intelligent reusable 
library can be built that stores relation-
ships between objects. When a compo-
nent is added, all of the associated com-
ponents are automatically as igned. For 
example, when a connector is cho en, a 
list of appropriate wire-terminating 
Figure 4. Associative Manufacturing Documen-
tation is created automatically. 
hardware is provided, and wires can be 
automatically terminated. 
Calculations requiring input from 
multiple disciplines are also easily 
enabled. Resistance or impedance calcu-
lations can use material- pecification 
and wire-length data to determine if the 
initial specifications for the electrical sig-
nal the wire is carrying have been met. 
All the data required to calculate total 
weight and co t is now centrally located, 
making the calculation a simple byprod-
uct of the design process. 
By automating the wire harness process 
through EMbassy's centralized data stor-
age and specialized applications, the 
design cycle is shortened, quality is 
improved, and engineering and product 
costs are reduced. More specifically, to 
summarize, the benefits are the e: 
• The reliance on a hardware prototype 
is eliminated by the combination of 
the mechanical assembly with the elec-
trical connectivity; 
• Detailed electromechanical calcula-
tions that require the combination of 
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LITERATURE 
ADVERTISEMENT 
OMNETICS 
CONNECTOR 
CORP. 
Omnetics designs and 
manufactures a full 
line of micro- and 
nano-miniature con-
nectors. landard and 
CUStom single, two-row, 
and circular configura-
tions available on 
0.025" and 0.050" centerlines. These mil-spec con-
nectors are suitable for applications in military, 
aerospace, medical, instrumentation, and test. 
Capabilities include prototyping through high-vol-
ume production. Omnetics Connector Corp., 
7260 Commerce Circle East, Minneapolis, MN 
55432-3103; Tel: 612-572-0056; Fax: 612-572-3925. 
Omnetics Connector Corp. 
For More Information Circle No. 490 
COOLlt 
with Master Bond 
Thermal Conductive 
Epoxy 
-Room temperature or heat cure 
-Highly electrically insulative 
-Excellent vibration & shock 
resistance - High peel and shear 
strength -Thermal conductivity: 
10Btulhr/ft2/in/°F - Low shrinkage 
-Convenient packaging 
For information, call or write: 
Master Bond Inc., 154 Hobart St. 
Hackensack, NJ 07601 • 201-343-8983 
www.masterbond.com 
Master Bond Inc. 
Adhesives, Sealants & Coatings 
For More Information Circle No. 464 
electrical, mechanical, and manufac-
turing data are easily perfonned; 
- Additional time can be pent evaluating 
options and verifying design rule , rather 
than gathering and reconciling data; 
- Efficient and consistentproce control 
can be attained, ince data is entered 
and managed on a computer; and 
- Communication among departments 
improved, since all groups have 
acce to the arne common data 
repo itory. 
For 71lOT/! inJormation, contact A my Bunsu~ 
t~ autlwr oj this hmJ and managp oj techni-
cal applications at Linius Technologies, 276 
Turnpike Road, Westborough, MA 01581; 
(508) 61fr9360;Jax (508) 61fr9362; e-mail: 
abunszel@linius.com; www.linius.com. 
Supplementing 
Overvoltage Protection 
POWER SOURCES 
A new technique prevents power-supply overvoltage resulting 
from improperly connected remote sense contacts on loads. 
Elgar/Sorensen Co., San Diego, California 
Low-voltage high-current loads requir-
ing precision voltage regulation are 
served by power system that sen e volt-
age remotely at the load. This creates 
the risk of an overvoltage (OV) condi-
tion at the load if the remote sense con-
tacts are incorrectly connected. A new 
technique to supplement standard OV 
protection addresses this risk. 
Previous upplemental protection 
doe not protect low-voltage high-cur-
rent loads. One must program a supple-
mental OV threshold high enough at 
the output tenninals to accommodate 
the expected Ohms-law (IR) voltage 
drop in the cable, which re ults in a 
threshold value that exceeds the maxi-
mum voltage the load can safely tolerate. 
Load voltage can rise to damaging levels 
before protection acts. As one example, 
a load is not protected if remote ense 
contacts are horted together. 
A new supplemental method to pro.. 
teet the load acts by monitoring voltage 
drop in the output cable. A measure-
ment circuit subtracts the remote ense 
voltage from the power ystem' output 
to determine a value for cable voltage 
drop. The power system is shut down if 
the measured drop violates a safe-operat-
ing area (SOA). The SOA is determined 
adaptively by measuring output current, 
and scaling it to repre ent the allowed lR 
voltage drop in the cable. For scaling to 
be effective, the output cable provided 
with the power system must have imped-
ance characteri tics that are defined in 
the manufacturer's specification. 
When shorting the sense contacts 
together to produce a fault, the supple-
mental circuit sees a remote sen e volt-
age measurement of zero volts. The cir-
cuit's measurement value for cable volt-
age drop now equals the output termi-
nal voltage. The power supply shuts 
down when this value exceeds the cable 
www.nasatech.com 
SOA by more than the allowed design 
margin, which is well within a safe limit 
for the low-voltage load. When open-cir-
cuiting either one or both sen e leads, 
the condition pre ents itself to the cir-
cuit in the same way as shorting the 
sense leads together. This is because a 
large-value resistor shunts these leads at 
the circuit interface. Protection is iden-
tical to the case with shorted sense con-
tacts. Within the specified common-
mode voltage range, this protection i 
effective against conditions of open, 
horted, or polarity-reversed remote 
sense leads. The protection thre hold is 
always below levels that would damage 
the load, since the maximum allowed 
cable IR drop is below the load-damag-
ing level by design. 
To avoid generating fault ignals due 
to inductive voltage drops on the cable, 
the supplemental circuit activates an out-
put shutdown only if an SOA fault per-
sists for more than one millisecond. This 
is simpler than adjusting the SOA to 
include an inductance characteristic. It 
al 0 has the benefit of improving noi e 
immunity. One disadvantage is that it 
creates a dependency on the perfor-
mance of the output's slew rate. System 
performance mu t limit the voltage 
increase that can occur within the one-
millisecond delay. Fortunately, for loads 
that typify the system's output ftlter 
capacitance in parallel with load re is-
tance, the power system slew in current 
mode as it powers up, and the slew rate 
Electronics Tech Briefs, August 1999 
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Block diagram of a sense circuit. 
decreases as load voltage increases. 
Slewing near SOA limits is slow enough 
not to present a problem during the 
delay time. 
Early testing was done on everal varia-
tions of the supplemental protection cir-
cuit to study the effectiveness in two sys-
tem configurations. The configuration 
employed short cables with low imped-
ance, terminated using load resistance in 
parallel with large filter capacitance. The 
second configuration substituted long 
cables, in conformance with system 
design specifications. Resistors were sized 
to accept full-rated supply current at pro-
gram voltage. The power supply was pro-
grammed to regulate program voltage at 
the load; then output was enabled. 
Testing was repeated for all nine antici-
pated cases of misconnected sense lead 
termination, and maximum transient 
voltages seen at the load were recorded. 
In-regulation testing was performed only 
on the econd configuration by removing 
either sense lead from the energized 
load. The second configuration was also 
tested using higher-value load re istance . 
Re ults showed that the supplemental 
protection circuit worked within its 
expected parameters in every case tested. 
Voltage at the load during any tartup test 
never exceeded 110 percent of the cable 
OA maximum limit with improperly ter-
minated sense contacts, and the power 
system shut down as expected. During 
the second te t, when either sense con-
tact was opened, load voltage overshot 
only minimally, then decreased LO zero. 
All tests with improperly tenninated or 
opened sense leads resulted in protection 
of the load from damaging transient volt-
ages, and a prompt hutdown of the 
power supply output with the appropriate 
fault flag being indicated. 
Electronics Tech Briefs, August 1999 
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SUMMED 
This solution is a good fit for low-volt-
age high-cWTent load applications. It is 
also a good candidate to use in place of 
the earlier protection method for applica-
tions where maximum cable impedance 
can be controlled. Since the new method 
does not depend on programmed over-
voltage thresholds, there is less opportu-
nity for user error to defeat the supple-
mental protection. Effective OV load pro-
tection is delivered against what is per-
TEST FOR 
\lIQ.LATIQttQf 
CABLESOA 
TO PERSISTAHCE 
IIMEB 
ceived as an important fault condition: 
misconnection of the remote sense leads. 
This supplemental overvoltage protec-
tion scheme is used on selected Sorensen 
programmable DC power supplies. 
Far mare information, contact Don 
Novotny, marketing manager far Elgar/ 
Sarensen Co., 9250 Brown Deer Road, San 
Diego, CA 92121; (619) 450-0085; (800) 
525-2024;fax: (619) 458-0237. The authar 
of this bmf is Ray Maroon of Elgar/Sorensen. 
For More Information Circle No. 465 
NE PRO UCTS 
PRODUCT OF THE MONTH 
Electronics Cooling Design Software 
Fluent Inc., Lebanon, NH, announces the 
release of its Jcepak TN g.O computational fluid 
dynamics (CFD) software for thermal analysis 
and electrortics design. Fluent says that with 
Icepak 3.0's design, modeling, and imulation 
capabilities, the engineer can build a computer 
model of a product or system design, and then 
vinualIy prototype it, testing it under reaJ-world 
conditions so that he can verify designs or make 
changes. The new ,,,,rsion has parametric capa-
bilities, so the user can automate the software to 
upports easy access 
For More Information Circle No. 750 
Single-Board Computer 
Cetia Inc., Burlington, MA, 
introduces the PowerEngine6, 
calling it a new generation of 
single-board computers. Cur· 
rently featuring on-board 
PowerPC 75OC, it is available in ingle- or duaJ.proc~ 
sor configurations. Celia says the unit will also fully 
suppon Motorola's next-generation PowerPC proc~ 
sor, the G4 with the A1tivec vector unit, scheduled for 
shipment later this year. The PowerEngine6 is available 
in three configuration : commercial (standard tem-
perature range). extended temperature, and a fully 
ruggedized version. The extended version supports 
applications from -20 through +65 · C. The fully 
ruggedized conduction-cooled version extends tem-
perature range from -40 through +S5 · C. 
For M ..... Information Circle No. 752 
Woven Glass 
PTFE Laminates 
Rogers Corp., Rogers, 
cr, introduces the 
ULTRAlAM'" 1000 
series of woven glass 
reinforced PTFE lam-
inates intended for use with high-frequency and high-
performance printed circuit boards. The new series' 
materials malCh the dielectric constant and loss tan-
gent characteristics of other woven glass PTFE lami-
nates. They are available in up to 4ft.-x-1 (}.ft. sheets, 
and in 12-in.-x-lS-in., 24-in.-x-lS-in., and 24-in.-x-3lHn. 
izes. Standard thicknesses include 0.200 in., 0.031 in., 
and 0.062 in . for dielectric constants of 2.171, 2.50, 
and 3.0. These configurations are targeted to common 
antenna and amplifier applications. 
For More Infonnatlon Circle No. 755 
MTE Headers 
and Receptacles 
AMP Inc., Harris-
burg, PA, has broad-
ened ilS mas ter-
mination economy 
(MTE) product line 
by adding headers and receptacles in color for desktop 
Pentium- personal computers. Both are available in 
black, green , natural, blue, and yellow, and come in 
a ,,,,rtical four position at 0.100 centerline. The 
receptacle utilize latches with polarization and 
can accommodate #2f>.3OAWG. The headers utilize 
lalChe with retentive po ts and use special PCB ori-
entation. The connector can serve as designation 
for auxiliary, CD, and telephony, as well as other 
application . 
For More Infonnatlon Circle No. 758 
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Diode-
Pumped 
Laser 
Marker 
G I Lumonics, 
Wilmington, 
MA. makes available the DM888 diode-pumped laser 
marker, which it says offers high-throughput prod-
uct identification and proces traceability mark-
ing for semiconductor manufacturing. Because 
the DMSSS 's 20-W d:YAG laser is fully Q-
switched, the company says, it can mark the most 
challenging materials, including plastics and 
ceramics. Its precision-calibrated fie ld measures 
lOS mm square. The high-capacity internal water 
cooling eliminates the need for external cooling 
or chilled water systems. 
For More Information Circl. No. 753 
High-Voltage 
Flyback 
Transformer 
Datatronics Inc., Romo-
land, CA, says that its 
Model 4253 series high-
voltage transformers provide a cost-effective means 
of driving high-impedance loads requiring up to 
7500 V rms. The company says the high-voltage sig-
nal is virtually corona-free, an achievement it attrib-
utes to state-of-the-art encapsulation techniques and 
other leading-edge manufacmring processes. The 
Model 4253 provides primary-to-secondary isolation 
of up to IS kV DC. The company sugge ls applica-
tions for defibrillators, medical and industrial lasers, 
ion generators, cathode-ray tube transformers, trav-
eling-wave tube transformers, and more. 
For Mor. Infonnatlon Orcl. No. 7~ 
Quad DSP Board 
Blue Wave Systems, 
Carrollton , TX, design-
ed its new VME/ C6420 
digital signal process-
ing (DSP) board for 
defense applications such as radar, sonar, FUR, and 
other processor-intensive areas uch as digital radio 
research, next-generation mobile telephony base sta-
tions, and test equipmenL The board is available 
with a choice offour imegrated C6201 flXed-point or 
four C6701 floating-point D Ps. A high~peed mttlti-
pon crossbar enables up to four 200-Mbyre/s imul-
taneous on-board point-to-point links to be set up 
dynamically, connecting the D P , MPC860 
· PowerQUICC· control processor, PMC I/O, VME 
interface, and expan ion ports. 
For More Infonnatlon Circl. No. 759 
www.nasatech.com 
Low-Cost CMOS 
OpAmps 
Burr-Brown Corp., 
Tucson, AZ, offers a 
new OPA353 series 
of low-co t CMO 
operational ampli-
fiers that it sa has 
high~peed operation, rail-to-rail input and output, 
exce1lent AC characteristics, and low noise. The series 
comes in single, dual , and quad versions, all in micro-
packages. Burr-Brown recommends the OPA353 op 
amps for driving sampling A-to-D converters, cell-
phone power amplifi r control loops, and video pro-
ce ing. The series is unity-gain stable and operates on 
a single supply as low as 2.5 V. Bandwidth is 44 MHz, 
slew rate is 22V/ I'5, and noise is 5 nV/ sq.rt.-Hz. 
For More InformAtion Circle No. 751 
Undershoot 
Hardened Bus 
Switches 
Fairchild Semiconduc-
tor, outh Portland, 
ME, has added an 
undershoot hardened bus swilCh family to its product 
line. The FSTU switches are designed with integrated 
circuitry that senses undershoot levels in exce of-2 
V on any I/ O data pon and provides a bias-voltage 
override to maintain the switch in the isolation state. 
Their purpose is to isolate peripheral and network 
interface cards from their PCI or CompactPCI bus 
during live insertion . Currently tllere are three such 
switches: the FSTU6800, a I ~it switch that offers 
precharged outputs; the FSTU6800A with high~peed 
enable; and the l~it FSTU3384. 
For More Information Orcl. No. 754 
Logarithmic 
Amplifier 
The Model 384 logarith-
ntic amplifier from Analog 
Modttles, Longwood, FL, 
provides high ... peed signal com pre ion of input ig-
nals from microvollS to volts with what the company 
calls exceptional linearity. The Model 384 has a 12-ns 
pulse response rise time and a 9O-dB dynamic range, 
offering high-bandwidth logarithmic compression for 
both positive and negative input signals from DC to 30 
MHz. The company says the surface-mount construc-
tion (2.65 in. Lx 1.60 in.W x 0.55 in. H) , ±12-V input 
power, and PCB-mount connectors make the Model 
384 uited to such applications as nondestructive test-
ing equipment that requires high dynamic range, fast 
response, and a compact form factor. 
For More Infonnatlon Circl. No. 757 
Low-Profile 
Enclosed 
Switcher 
Astec America 
Inc., Carlsbad, 
CA, makes avail-
able a low-power switcher, Model LCf4~E, designed 
to address the needs of networking product manu-
facturers. IlS low-profile design enables it to fit in I U 
rack configurations. It accepts universal AC input 
(S5 to 264 V AC and 120 to 370 V DC) and has triple 
DC outputs of 5, +12 V, and -12 V. The unit upplies 
47 W of output power with 12 CFM forced air. The 
switcher's footprint i 3.2 in. x 6.2 in . x 1.5 in. high. 
De igned for quick assembly, it includes an on/ off 
swilCh, an IEC320 inlet, and a Molex output con-
nector on f>.in . Oying leads. 
For M ..... Information Circle No. 760 
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the affected cryogenic chambers. In 
contrast, the proposed magnetostric-
tively actuated witch would feature 
short cycle times, low heat leakage, 
high i olation in the "open" state, and 
a high "do ed" ropen" ratio. 
As shown in the figure, the main 
thermal contact in the switch would be 
made or broken by making or break-
ing, respectively, the mechanical con-
tact between (I) the moving end of a 
rod of magnetostrictive material and 
(2) a fixed contact pad. The magne-
tostricllve material would be a ter-
bium/dysprosium alloy, which ex-
hibits a large magnetostrictive effect 
at low temperature. The use of a poly-
crystalline form of this alloy would 
eliminate the need for a return spring 
that must be used with the single-crys-
tal form of the alloy, enabling a reduc-
tion in the weight and complexity of 
the switch. The magnetic field needed 
for actuation would be generated by 
use of a superconducting solenoid 
made of blTi alloy. 
In operation, the superconducting 
solenoid would generate no waste heat. 
The entire switch, including the mag-
neto trictive actuator and supercon-
ducting solenoid, would be mounted at 
the cold stage used for temperature 
control. By using superconducting 
leads to the cold stage, the heat leak to 
the cold stage would be minimized. The 
switch would be mounted on a stainless-
steel tube with a doubly re-entrant de-
sign that provides good thermal isola-
tion in a small space; the estimated 
open-state thermal conductance of the 
assembly i 15 IlW/K.. 
This worit was done I7y Robert Chave, 
Christian Lindensmith, Brent Fultz., and 
Manus Birsan of CaUech for NASA's Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory. For further infor-
mation, access the Technical Support PacJw.ge 
(TSP) free on-line at www.nasatech .oom 
under the Materials category. 
In accordance with Puhlic Law 96-517, 
the contractor has eucted to main title to this 
invention. Inquiries concerning rights for its 
commercial use should be addressed to 
Technology Reporting OffICe 
JPL 
Mail Stop 122-116 
4800 Oak Grove Drive 
Pasadena, CA 91109 
(818) 354-2240 
Refer to NPO-20274, volume and number 
of this ASA Te h Brief issue, and the 
page number. 
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• Market Leader: Hardigg manufactures more than one half 
of all rotationally molded shipping cases sold in the US 
• Over 295 commercial off the shelf standard sizes 
• Quick as a Jack Rabbit delivery capability 
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;99 Cases 
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Experiment on Reducing Drag on an Aerospace Launch Vehicle 
Roughening of the forebody reduces base drag but not overall drag. 
Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, California 
Current propo ed hape for ingle-
stage-to-orbit vehicles like the Lockheed-
Martin X-33 and VentureStar reu able 
launch vehicle have extremely large base 
areas when compared with previou hy-
personic-vehicle designs. As a result, 
base drag - especially in the tran onic 
flight regime - is expected be very 
large. The unique configuration of the 
X-33, with its very large base area and 
relatively low fore body drag, offers the 
potential for a very high payoff in over-
all performance if the base drag can be 
reduced significantly. This article pre-
sents results of a base-drag-reduction ex-
periment that was performed in the X-
33 Linear Aerospike SR-71 (LASRE) 
flight program. 
The experiment was a flight test of a 
roughly 20-percent half-span model of 
an X-33 fore body with a single aerospike 
rocket engine at the rear. As shown in 
Figure 1, the test model was mounted on 
top of an SR-71 airplane. It was intended 
that the LASRE flight-test data would be 
used to define the aerospike-engine per-
formance under realistic flight condi-
tions and to determine interactions of 
the engine plume with the base and en-
gine cowl areas. 
In order to measure performance of 
the linear aerospike engine under a va-
riety of flight conditions, the model was 
mounted on the R-71 with a pylon that 
Figure 1. For the LASRE Experiment, a half-span 
model of an X-33 forebody with a single 
aerospike rocket engine at the rear was 
mounted on top of an SR-71 airplane. 
50 
was instrumented with 8 load cell ori-
ented to measure total force and mo-
ments in six degree of freedom. The 
model was also instrumented with sur-
face pressure ports on the fore body, 
boat tail, base, engine ramps, and lower 
engine fence. By numerically integrating 
the surface pressure distributions ob-
tained from measurements at these sur-
face pre ure ports, it wa po sible to cal-
culate the model profile drag. 
Baseline drag measurements on the 
LASRE configuration demon trated a 
large transonic-drag ri e that is signifi-
cantly larger than the wind-tunnel value 
predicted for the X-33. It is likely that the 
observed transonic-drag difference is an 
effect of the sting moun t used to support 
the X-33 wind-tunnel model. With in-
creasing mach number in the subsonic 
flight regime, base drag (referenced to 
the LASRE base area) was found to be 
relatively constant at a base-drag coeffi-
cient of approximately 0.38 until the di-
vergence-drag-rise mach number of ap-
proximately 0.90 is reached. 
It was found that after the divergence 
mach number is reached, com pres ibil-
ficient for the entire body of approxi-
mately 0.30. Thus, in the subsonic flight 
regime, the base drag was nearly 25 per-
cent larger than the total drag of the ve-
hicle.) Approximately 80 percent of the 
transonic-drag rise can be attributed to 
effects of com pre ibility on base drag. 
Baseline LASRE drag data clearly sup-
port the assertion that base drag domi-
nates the overall drag. If one is to reduce 
the overall drag of the vehicle, then the 
base area is clearly the place to tart. 
In the case of blunt-based objects that 
feature heavily separated base areas, a 
clear relationship between base drag and 
"viscous" fore body drag has been demon-
strated. Generally, as the fore body drag 
on such an object is increased, base drag 
tends to decrease. This reduction of base 
drag i a re ult of boundary-layer effects at 
the base. The shear layer generated by 
rubbing of the free-stream flow against 
the dead, separated air in the base region 
acts as a jet pump and serves to reduce 
the pressure coefficient in the base areas. 
The surface boundary layer acts as an "in-
sulator" between the external flow and 
the dead air at the base. As the forebody 
ity effects domina~ r------------------------------------, 
and the base-drag 
coefficient rises rap-
idly. Above mach 1, 
the base-drag coeffi-
cient decreases stead-
ily with increasing 
mach number. In 
the subsonic flight 
regime , base drag 
constitutes approxi-
mately 125 percent 
of the overall model 
drag. (In the sub-
sonic flight regime, 
there was consider-
able suction present 
on the model fore-
body. The fore body 
uction induced a 
negative fore body 
pre ure drag coeffi-
cient of approxi-
mately -0.075. The 
fore body suction re-
ults in a drag coef-
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Figure 2. Base Drag Was Reduced by roughening the forebody with grit. 
The measured reduction exceeded the reduction predicted for three dif-
ferent roughnesses of the order of magnitude of the actual roughness. 
All of the coefficient values plotted here are referenced to the LASRE 
base area. 
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drag is increased, the thickne of bound-
ary layer at the aft end of the forebody in-
creases, with a consequent reduction in 
the effectiveness of the pumping and a re-
duction in the base drag. For ubsonic 
flight condition , it has been demon-
traced that for objects with base drag co-
efficients greater than 0.30, the fore-
bod / base drag relation hlp is extremely 
sensitive. For these flow conditions, a 
mall increment in the forebody friction 
drag will result in a relatively large de-
crease in the base drag of t.he object. 
Since the subsonic lASRE base drag coef-
ficient is 0.38, it is expected that the 
lASRE base drag/ forebody drag relation-
ship hould exhibit a similar high sensitiv-
ity. Conceptually, if the increment in fore-
body kin drag is optimized with respect 
to the reduction in base drag, then it may 
be possible to reduce the overall drag of 
the configuration. 
In the lASRE drag-reduction experi-
ment, re earchers ought to increase the 
forebody skin friction and modify the 
boundary layer at the back end of the 
LASRE model. One of the most conven-
ient methods of increasing the forebody 
skin drag is to add roughness to the sur-
face. Such other methods as the use of 
vortex generators to energize the 
boundary layer would probably work 
more effectively, but the intrusion of 
vortex generator into the airflow pre-
cludes the use of them on hypersonic re-
entry vehicles. The benefits of using sur-
face roughness are nonintrusiveness 
(minimal heating) , small weight penalty, 
mechanical simplicity, and low co t. 
For the lASRE drag-reduction experi-
ment, # 24 silicon carbide [0.035 in. (0.9 
mm)] grit was glued to the skin by use of 
pray-on adhe ive, and the sw-fuce was 
sealed by use of a high-lensil~trength, 
heat-resistant, white enamel paint. The re-
sulting surfuce had an equivalent sand-
grain roughne that varied between a~ 
proximately 0.02 in. (0.5 rom) and 0.05 in. 
(1.3 mm). In an attempt to avoid inducing 
additional flow separation at the boat tail 
or along the forebody, only the flat sides of 
the lASRE model were gritted. The grit-
ted area covered approximately one-third 
of the forebody wetted area. 
Results of the experimem verified that 
urfuce roughne can be effective in re-
ducing base drag. Figure 2 hows the 
measured reduction in base drag, in com-
parison with the reductions in base drag 
predicted for surfuce roughnesses of 0.02 
in. (0.5 rom) , 0.05 in. (1.3 rom), and 0.10 
in. (2.5 rom). The predicted reduction 
in base drag ranged from 8 to 14 percent. 
The base-drag reduction calculated from 
flight data peaked at 15 percenL The 
base-drag reduction also persisted well 
out into the supersonic flight regime. 
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Since base drag of upersonic projectile 
had never before been correlated with 
viscous forebody drags, the izable reduc-
tion in supersonic base drag in this ex-
periment was a significant positive result. 
tence of an optimal coefficient of vi cous 
fore body drag must till be proven. 
nfonunately, flight-te t re ults for 
the rough-surfuce configuration did not 
demonstrate an overall net reduction of 
drag. The surface grit caused a rise in 
forebody pressure . Coupled with in-
creased fore body skin drag, the fore-
body pre ure rise offset benefits gained 
by reducing base drag. Clearly the tech-
nique used to apply the surfuce grit 
must be refined. In addition, the exis-
This WCJTk was done fly Stephen A. Whit-
?nOTe and Timothy R Moes ofDryden F1ight 
Research Center. For further information, 
access the Technical Support Package (TSP) 
free on-line at www.nasatem .rom under the 
Mechanics category. 
This inventilm is oWTled fly ~SA, and a 
patent applicatiun has been jil£d. Inquiries 
concerning nlmexciusivl' or exclusive license 
for its commercial development should be ad-
dressed to the Patent Counsel, Dryden Flight 
Research Center; (805) 258-3720. Refer to 
DRC-99-0I. 
IF YOU THINK YOU CAN'T SEAL IT, 
YOU HAVEN'T TRIED 
Pneuma-Seru® is an 
inflatable gasket that is 
pressurized with air. It 
fills the gaps between 
surfaces, even hard-to-seal 
uneven surfaces. When deflat-
ed, Pneuma-Seal quick-
ly retracts preventing 
interference when open-
ing and closing a door or 
cover. 
Use Pneuma-Seal as an 
effective barrier against pressure 
differentials and to seal out water, 
dust, gas, chemicals, noise and other 
contaminants. 
Typical applications include: 
Processing equipment: chemical, food, textile, pharma-
ceuticals, dryers, ovens and where rapid sealing and 
unsealing are required. 
Pollution co trol: sound attenuation, hopper seals. 
Laboratory facilities: test equipment, clean rooms. 
Transportation: military vehicles, aircraft, shipboard, mass transit doors and 
hatches. 
Construction: special purpose doors, flood protection. 
Pneuma-Seal is particularly suitable for: 
Large enclosures where it is uneconomical to machine the entire sealing sunace. 
Uneven fabrications where traditional compression gaskets or latches are 
ineffective. 
Horizontal or vertical sliding doors or covers that would tend to drag on and 
abrade conventional seals. 
Hinged doors where flush thresholds are required. 
To obtain our complimentary designer's handbook, engineering 
assistance or to have a Presray representative contact you, please 
call, fax, E-mail or reach us on the Worldwide Web: 
PRESRAY 
(914) 855-1220· Fax: (914) 855-1139 
West Coast: (714) 751-2993 
E-mail: info @presray.com 
http://www.presray.com 
Presray Corporation 
159 Charles Colman Boulevard 
Pawling, NY 12564-1193 
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0- Miniature Turbomolecular Pump for High Vacuum 
Pumping speed would be greater than that of a similarly sized ion pump. 
NASA ~ Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California 
A proposed miniature turbomolecular 
pump would be a prototype of high-vacuum 
sources for a forthcoming generation of minia-
ture, portable mass spectrometers and other 
scientific in truments. The miniature turbo-
molecular pump would be an attractive alter-
native to currently available high-vacuum 
sources (including most commercial off-the-
shelf turbomolecular pumps) , which are too 
bulky and power-hungry to be practical for use 
in portable instruments. 
The smallest currently available high-vac-
uum pumps are miniature ion pumps that 
operate at pumping speeds of <1 liter/ sec-
ond. Prior to the conception of the minia-
ture turbomolecular pump, there were 
plans to use two miniature ion pumps to 
12.25 in.~ 
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DC Molor 
This Miniature Turbomolecular Pump would operate at a pumping rate of 3 literslsecond. The rotor 
and stator blades would be fabricated by electrical-discharge machining. 
provide high vacuum to a developmental portable miniature 
quadrupole mass spectrometer. The miniature turbomolecu-
lar pump would be in tailed in p lace of the two ion pumps; its 
overall size would be similar to that of the combination of two 
ion pumps but with higher pumping speed. 
like other turbomolecular pumps, the miniature turbomolecu-
lar pump would contain row of rotor blades tacked in alterna-
tion with rows of stator blades, the spaces between the blades 
constituting passageways through which gas molecules would 
be pumped. The stator blades would be mirror images of the 
rotor blades. The rotor would be connected by a shaft to an off-
the-shelf dc brushless motor, which would drive the rotor at a 
blade-tip speed as close as possible to the thermal speeds of the 
gas molecules to be pumped. 
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The pump design must be synthesized in an iterative proce-
dure that involves consideration of blade angles, number of 
blades per row, hub diameter, and of gaps among rotor blades, 
stator blades, the hub, and the inner wall of the pump housing. 
The maximum pumping speed and compression ratio at smaller 
number of stages (pump size), predicted for a given combina-
tion of design parameters are evaluated with respect to the gas 
load or throughput. The resulting optimum parameters are 
then implemented towards the construction of the pump. 
As in other vacuum systems, the miniature turbo molecular 
pump would be connected in series with a fore pump that 
would exhaust to the atmosphere. This will not be necessary for 
the case of EVA (extra-vehicular-activity) applications and 
hence a much smaller pump would result. The lowe t pre ure 
achievable inside a vacuum chamber depends on the compres-
sion ratios of the turbomolecular pump and fore pump. 
The figure is a simplified representation of major compo-
nents of the miniature turbomolecular pump according to the 
de ign under consideration at the time of reporting the infor-
mation for this article. This design is optimized for operation 
in conjunction with a miniature diaphragm fore pump that 
provides an inlet pressure of about 1.5 torr (0.2 kPa) . The 
rotor would spin at a speed of 157 krpm. The total compres-
sion ratio for air would be 105, and the pumping speed would 
be 6 liters/ second. The peak power consumption is estimated 
at 8 W, decreasing to approximately 0.1 to 0.2 W at maximum 
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rotor speed. Its weight excluding the 
backing pump is estimated to be about 
11 oz (312 g). 
This 1.IXJric was don.e by Vachik Garkanian 
of Caltech fur NASA's Jet Propulsion Lab-
oratory. Fur further inJormation, access the 
Technical Suppurt Package (TSP) free on-
line at 'WUIUI.nasatech.com under the Ma-
chinery/Automation category_ NP0-20530 
The Leader in 
&@W~:[fO@@@ 
Composite 
0- Small Hybrid Rocket Engines Fabricated 
via X-Ray Lithography 
Training 
• Composite Laminate Design 
• Design and Analysis of 
Composite Structural Joints X-ray lithography would extend the lower limit on practical sizes. 
NASA s Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, California • Structural Analysis and Repair Design 
Small hybrid rocket engines of a pro-
posed type would burn specially shaped 
hollow cylinders of solid fuel containing 
slanted oxygen-injection channels, as 
shown in the figure. These engines 
would exploit a vortex flow phenome-
non associated with the radial inflow of 
the oxygen in the channels. The 
fuel/flow-channeler cylinders could be 
supplied in or as cartridges that could fit 
into reusable receptacles. 
The basic vortex-combustion engine 
concept, using poly(methyl methacry-
late) (PMMA) as the solid fuel, has been 
investigated previously. The novel aspect 
of the present proposal pertains to the 
size range and the means of fabrication. 
The proposed engines would be too 
small for conventional machining, mak-
ing it necessary to fabricate the engines 
(including the fuel/flow-channeler 
cylinders) by use of x-ray lithography. 
Small engines of the proposed type 
In a PMMA Vortex Engine. oxygen is injected 
through holes in the PMMA fuel cylinder 
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could be used in their own right as 
thrusters for small spacecraft or as ex-
perimental small-scale prototypes of 
larger thrusters. Mter further research 
to gain better understanding of the 
vortex flow in question. it might be-
come feasible to apply the vortex-com-
bustion engine concept to develop im-
proved combustion chambers in 
fossil-fuel power stations, boilers, re-
torts, gas-fired home furnaces, and tur-
bojet engines. 
This wurk was done by Victur White oj 
Caltech Jur NASA's Jet Propulsion Labo-
ratory. Fur further information, access the 
Technical Suppurt Package (TSP) free on-
line at 'WUIUI.nasatech.com under the Ma-
chinery/Automation category. NP0-20594 
• Advanced Composite 
Drawing interpretation 
• Ultrasonic Inspection of 
Advanced Composites 
Training at our facility or yours. 
Call for our complete 13-course catalog. 
Abarls Training Resources, Inc. 
5401 Longley lane, Suite 49 
Reno, NV 895U USA 
(775) 827-6568 • Fax: (775) 827-6599 
www.abarls.com·&-mall:scOabarls.com 
(800) 638-8441 
ABARIS 
1111 ••• dflili~ 
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Measurements 
to Any Scale 
TIme is finally on YOUR side! 
With the new RIFOCS DWDM turnkey test 
system, Available Right Now, - You can 
analyze multiplexers, demultiplexers, and 
other wavelength and polarization-depen-
dent components quickly and efficiently! 
are now 
this easy. 
~ The RIFOCS Rainbow DWDM Test System, driven by RIFOCS' fibelWORJ(S" software, dramatically reduces measurement time ISO 9001 to qualify all parameters of DWDM devices, and minimizes user- A error. Get the DWDM results YOU need - NOW! == 
-- RIFOCS Corp. 805/389-9800· Fax 8051389-9808 • sales@rifocs.com • www.rifocs.com 
See us at NFOEC; Chicago, Sept. 26-30, Booth #1019 
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(@ Exploiting Crossed Magnetic Antennas in a Natural Waveguide 
An electrical discharge could be located through observation from a single site. 
Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, Maryland 
A technique that involve the use of 
eros ed magnetic antennas in a natural 
waveguide has been proposed for 
tracking Martian dust storms from a 
single ob erving station; that is, with-
out having to triangulate from multi-
ple observing stations. The technique 
is applicable to tracking thunder-
storms on Earth. 
Waveform-Capturing System 
Analog-to-
Digital 
Converter 
Trigger 9 
Sensor t L----1~IL_T_ri_gg_e_r ---'I----' ~ig~:r ~ Circuit 
! 
An electromagnetic wave propagat-
ing in a waveguide exhibits dispersion; 
that is, the components of the wave at 
different frequencies propagate at dif-
ferent speeds and arrive at a receiving 
site at different times. Because the de-
gree of dispersion is cumulative with 
distance, a measurement of dispersion 
can be used to estimate the distance a 
wave has traveled . This Instrument Would Sample the Bx and B, Waveforms. The sample data would be processed to determine the range and azimuth of an electrical discharge. 
I give up ... I Displays 
www.iechome.com 
Tired of all the monkey business from the "other guys?" If you're looking for a true, ruggedized display that can 
withstand harsh environments, get serious and visit our web site or 
cali 714.758.4241 
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A highly electrically conductive ionosphere and the ground 
below it constitute a natural waveguide. Within this wave-
guide, powerful low-frequency electromagnetic signals, like 
those generated by intense electrical discharges (e.g., light-
ning strokes) can travel great distances. Provided that a suffi-
ciently sensitive radio spectrometer is used to measure the 
dispersion of a wave, the distance from a receiver to a light-
ning stroke or other source of the wave can be estimated 
fairly precisely from the measured dispersion, even if the dis-
tance is thousands of kilometers. Furthermore, by using two 
crossed magnetic antennas (search coils) to measure mutu-
ally perpendicular horizontal components of the magnetic 
field of the wave, one obtains the information needed to cal-
culate the azimuth of the source. Thus, the location of 
source, projected onto the ground surface, can be fully de-
termined. 
Electrical discharges are expected to occur on Mars. These 
discharges are expected to arise from dust storms, instead of 
from thunderstorms as on Earth and elsewhere in the Solar 
system. Electrically charged dust storms may act to transfer 
electrical currents across long filamentary paths and may 
thereby radiate at frequencies <10 kHz. By exploiting the 
propagation of such waves within the natural waveguide be-
tween the Martian ionosphere and ground surface, one 
would determine the locations of the discharge according to 
the principle described above and would thus be able to track 
the dust storms from one site on the surface. The range of de-
tectability for the instrument is determined, in part, by the 
ground conductivity (i.e., conductivity of lower boundary of 
the waveguide) with reduced attenuation associated with 
higher conductivities. Thus, an estimate of Martian subsur-
face conductivity can also be derived by the variation of dis-
charge signal strength with distance. 
An incoming electromagnetic wave would have magnetic 
vector components Ex and By where x and y denote mutually 
perpendicular coordinate axes aligned approximately with 
corresponding mutually perpendicular axes of sensitivity of 
two search coils. Measurements of the waveforms and analy-
ses of the spectra of both B.. and By would be needed to de-
termine the degree of dispersion and the azimuth. The re-
sults of the dispersion and azimuth calculations would be 
used, in turn, to estimate the distance and direction to the 
source of the wave. Waveform analysis would require sam-
pling of Ex and By at a rate of approximately 20 kS/s. 
The figure is a system-level block diagram of an instrument 
that would perform the necessary measurements and would 
not impo e excessive demand on telemetric resources. The 
instrument would include two search coils mounted with 
their axes of sensitivity orthogonal to each other in a hori-
zontal plane. The outputs of the coils would be fed to a wave-
form-capturing system (WCS). 
WCS would accumulate data continually in a circular 
buffer which would pass the data to a telemetry buffer on 
command. The command would be issued in response to a 
trigger signal generated by an external sensor whenever the 
sen or detected a di charge event. (The external sen or 
could be a photometer, vertical electric-field sensor, or other 
device that is particularly sen itive to broadband ignaIs from 
lighminglike discharges.) Thus, the only data returned by the 
in trument would be those obtained around the time of a dis-
charge, and the telemetric data rate averaged over long ob-
serving time would thereby be kept low. Each set of data thus 
returned would be used to compute the distance and direc-
tion to a source. 
This work was Mlle by W Farrell, M. Desch, M. Kaiser, and J. 
HOllser Of Goddard Space Flight Center. No further Mcumenta-
tiOll is available. GSC-13976 
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Flexible etched-foil heaters . Odd shapes, profiled or m~l­
tiple elements . Efficient heat transfer: Up to 110 Wfln 
• 200°C polyimide, 235°C rubber, 600°C mica, 120°C 
transparent insulations . Optional sensors & controllers 
Precise, reliable heating . Minimal space, mass, & design 
overhead . Medical diagnostic instruments . Aerospace 
devices . Commercial appliances . Packaging machinery 
• Scientific instruments . Electronics 
MIN CO PRODUCTS, INC. 
7300 Commerce Lane . Minneapolis, MN 55432-3177 U.S.A. 
Telephone: (612) 571-3121 . FAX: (612) 571-0927 
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NEW MASTER BOND ONE COMPONENT 
FLEXIBLE EPOXY ADHESIVE/SEALANT 
WITHSTANDS 450o-500°F 
Master Bond EP36 features high strength and a 114.7% elongation 
When it comes to combining flexibility with high tem-
perature resistance, Master Bond EP36 is truly in a class by 
itself. No other commercial epoxy resin system comes even 
close. This one component epoxy resin compound has elec-
trical and thermal properties to fully meet Class H insulation 
requirements and doesn't embrittle even when exposed to 
high temperatures for prolonged periods oftime. Additionally, 
it exhibits high mechanical strength properties plus outstand-
ing resistance to both mechanical impact and thermal shock 
from as high as +500°F to as low as -80°F! And if that isn't 
enough -consider that EP36 has excellent resistance to water 
vapor, water and a wide range of chemical reagents. Master 
Bond EP36 can be readily cured to a strong, tough elasto-
meric solid in the convenient 250°F-350°F temperature range 
in a matter of hours. Adhesion to many different substrates is 
very good indeed. Extensive tests also show that this desir-
able performance is retained over years of service. 
Master Bond Inc. 
Adhesives, Sealants & Coatings 
154 Hobart Street, Hackensack, New Jersey 07601 
Tel: (201) 343-8983 · Fax: (201) 343-2132 
www.masterbond.com 
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SPECIAL ADVERTISING SUPPLEMENT TO NASA TECH BRIEFS 
TRY 
Profiles Of Pathsetting Companies Serving The Engineering Field 
NAT/Ol\TAL 11VSTRUitIEl\T S 
ational In lTUments contin-
ues to revolutionize measure-
ment and automation. Engi-
neer and scienti ts work more 
quickly and efficiently when 
using hardware and software 
tools developed by ational 
In truments. Founded in 
1976, the company manufac-
tures integrated software and 
hardware products, which 
when combined with standard 
computers, replace and/ or 
communicate with traditional 
in trumentation to perform 
measurements and monitor 
and control proces es. 
ational Instruments' data 
acquisition and signal condi-
tioning hardware acquires and 
analyzes physical data, such as 
temperature, pressure, and 
vibration. The company's low-
co t DAQ boards u e 
Measurement-Read y 
technologie and plug-
and-play capability, 0 
users get accurate mea-
surements and ave 
time implementing 
application . The com-
bination of DAQ hard-
ware and software cre-
ates a "virtual in tru-
ment," replacing tradi-
tional instruments at a 
lower cost while gaining 
higher system perfor-
mance and productivity. and scientists use the award-
With the introduction of winning oftware to build 
LabVIEW'" in 19 6, ational measurement olutions for 
In truments pioneered virtual u e in a wide vadety of appli-
inslTUmentation. LabVIEW is a cations, including data acqui-
revolutionary graphical pro- ition and control, data analy-
gramming development envi- si, data pre entation, labora-
ronment. Today, engineers tory automation, proce s 
HARVARD THERJ.JIAL INC. 
TAS - Thermal Analysis System general-purpose thermal modeling 
TAS is a powerful 
and complete gen-
eral-purpo e ther-
mal modeling tool. 
TAS is used to 
model electronic 
components, PCBs, 
satellites, extrusion 
processe , cold 
plate , heat inks, 
and much more. 
Model are gener-
ated interactively 
with screen graph-
ic , eliminating the 
need to keep track 
of node and element number-
ing. The finite element style of 
model generation a1lm you 
to generate complex three-
dimensional models using 
plate, bdck, and tetrahedron 
elements to represent geome-
try. TAS provide many meth-
ods for generating elements 
including autome hing. Con-
vection, radiation, 
fluid flow, heat 
loads, and temper-
ature boundarie 
are easily added to 
complete the mod-
el. The finite dif-
ference solution 
allow typically dif-
ficult tasks such as 
temperature and 
time dependent 
properties and 
boundary condi-
tions, fluid flow, 
convection, and 
radiation to be easily handled. 
TAS include interfaces to 
other thermal tools like 
S~A/G, S~A/FLumNT, 
TRASYS, TSS, and RadCAD, as 
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monitoring, personal 
instrumentation, and 
more. 
As the world's lead-
ing developer of com-
puter-based measure-
ment and automation 
products, ational In-
struments is dedicated 
to providing innovative 
olutions that help 
engineers and scien-
ti ts achieve their goals. 
For more information, 
contact National Instruments, 
11500 N. Mopac Expressway, 
Austin, TX 78759-3504; Tel: 
512-338-9119; Fax: 512-683-
8411; e-mail: info@natinst.com; 
www.natinst.com 
Circle No. 443 
well as other FEA tools like 
ASTRAN, FEMAP, and 
ANSYS. Thi is all included in a 
single graphical user environ-
ment at an affordable price. 
For more information, contact 
Haroard Thermal Inc., 249 Ayer 
Road, Suite 201, Harvard, 
MA 01451-1133; Tel: 978-772-
3800; Fax: 978-772-9765; www. 
HarvardThermal.com 
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KI TGSTO~ TECII TOLOGY 
Flexibility may be one of the drive carriers for tern internal 
last things you think about removable to rage, or combine 
when purchasing torage, but it "ith the Data i10 to create 
the first thing you need when your m\TI rustom enclosure. 
I
' -------":..:------~--,I New: Data Silo DS350 
Rack Mount Expansion 
_"""!~,I ~a~ay external rack 
L. ____________ ---' mount enclosure with hon-
your storage requirements grow 
or change. Kingston's line o[ver-
satile torage products provides 
solutions specifically d igned 
to upport increased torage 
capacity and system flexibility. 
Our Data. Silo family of external 
expansion chassis, available in 
up to nine ba ,will accommo-
date your fixed storage needs. 
Use our Data Express removable 
zontal ba} ; 
• Rugged steel urlit that sup-
ports four haJ.f..height or two 
full-height SCSI devices; 
• Includes two 65-wau power 
supplies, three high-speed 
cooling fans, and all neces-
sary mounting hardware; 
• Supports arrow, Wide, 
Wide Ultra, or Wide Ultra2 
(LVD) SCSI applications. 
DIG/-KEY COR ORATIOl\T 
From its beginnings in 1972, 
Digi-Key has earned a reputa-
tion of leadership in the elec-
tronic distribution industry 
resulting from a unified com-
mitment to product avaiIability, 
service, and performance. Digi-
Key bridges the gap between 
uppliers and customers, deliver-
ing product and infonnation 
with efficiency and reliability. 
At the cornerstone of their 
marketing program is a 55O-plus--
page full-line catalog containing 
over 80,000 products from 195-
plus vendors. Approximately 4.5 
million customers and ub-
scribers receive tills catalog year-
ly with updates made every 90 
days to accommodate constant 
product-line expansion and 
accurate pricing infornlation. 
Digi-Key also offers a compre-
hensive electronic media pres-
ence on the World Wide Web. 
Recognized as one of the indus--
try's best sites, the link is open 24 
hours a day, seven days a week 
(www.digikey.com). Beyond the 
obvious convenience, you will 
notice great content, access 
speed, ease of navigation, online 
parts search capabilities, online 
ordering. and communication 
options. In-depth infonnation 
can be accessed through many 
industry links or an exact elec-
tronic copy of the latest catalog. 
Data Silo DS400 JBOD and 
DS500 RAID Enclosures 
• 9-bay external enclosures in 
rack mount or tower designs; 
• Durable housing for any 
combination of up to nine 
half-height or four fu\l-
height CSI devices; 
• nits come unwired - we 
offer the flexibility of choos-
ing among our wide selec-
tion of internal daisy<hain 
cable, upporting 50-pin 
SCSI2, 68-pin SCSI3, 68-pin 
Ultra, and OW 68-pin 
Ultra2 (LVD) interface. 
Data Express Removable 
Subsystems 
• Family of steel constructed 
removable drive carriers 
Find out for yourself why 
Digi-Key is the source for 
de ign engineers, managers, 
and purchasers. ISO 9002-
certified, committed to 
product availability, a 90-
plus--% fill rate, on-time 
delivery - from prototype 
to production - quality 
products, uperior service. 
and perfonnance. 
For more injonnaJion, cqn-
tact Digi-Key Corp., 701 Brooks 
Avenue Suuth, Thief River Falls, 
MN 56701; Tel: 800-344-
4539; Fax: 218-681-3380; 
wtIIW. digikey. com 
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E L\ TRVlJIENTS, IrvC. 
A World of Measurement Solutions 
Keithley In truments. Inc. 
develop highly accurate 
instruments and data acquisi-
tion products that measure low 
levels ofvoltage. resistance, cur-
rent, capacitance, and charge. 
along with complete system 
olution for high-volume pro-
duction and assembly te ring. 
As a world leader for over 50 
year in precision electri-
cal measurement solutions, 
Keithley pecialize in equip-
ment for research, design 
engineering, and production 
te t applications in a wide 
range of electronics industrie . 
Communications 
Keithley offers a broad line 
of fully integrated products for 
testing portable telecommuni-
cations device uch as cellular 
phones, pagers, mobile radio 
base tations, and digital 
switch systems used in product 
de ign, production, and QA/ 
Q lab. 
Semiconductors 
Keithley's products include 
insU1Jments and systems widely 
used in de ign and develop-
ment, as well as terns for 
parametric te ting. 
Electronic Components 
Keithley' growing line of 
high-throughput olutions for 
component testing encompass--
es the entire pectrum of con-
trol, connect, and ource-mea-
ure instrumentation. 
Recently, Keithley test and 
measurement innovations have 
included an expanded selec-
tion ofPCI-based data acquisi-
tion and digital input/output 
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and receiving frames; 
• Accommodate all 3.5" 
I de\.ices; 
• Equipped with ID select 
indicator, device carrier key 
lock, de\ice activity indica-
tor light, and anti tatic 
insertion guide rails; 
• Ideal for any application 
requiring hot swapping of 
device, data transfer/trans--
portation, data ecurity, 
archiving large files, JEOD, 
and RAID applications. 
For num! informatian, cantact 
Kingston Techno/ogJ; Tel: 800435-
0642; e-m.ail: storage@kinsgton. 
cmn; wtIIW.king.rton.cum/stmage 
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board. high-speed power 
supplies optimized for te ting 
battery-operated wirele de-
vice , and several additions to 
its already broad line of switch 
cards. 
With more than 550 employ-
ee, ubsidiaries in ten coun-
tries, and sales representatives 
in more than 40 coun tries, 
Keithley truly offers U A World of 
Measurement Solutions." 
For 11Um! infurrnation, rontact 
Keithley Instruments, Inc., 28775 
Aurora Road, Cleveland, OH 
44139; Tel: 888-534-8453; Fax: 
440-248-6168; wtIIW.keithley.cmn 
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STEREOGlttPHICS CORPORATIO 
Visualize a Whole New World with Stere03DTM 
tereoGraphics Corporation Z creen deliver high-<lefini-
is the world' leading upplier tion, tere03D image on all 
of tere03D'" visualization major UNIX and NT platforms, 
products. CrystalE e and and are upponed b man 
Monitor Z reen allow engi- profe ional oftware appLi-
neers, cientists, .... _~ cations u ed in 
medical profe - mechanical CAD, 
sionals, architects, product visualization 
and graphics pro- and imulation, 
fe ionals to vi u- molecular modeling, 
alize large, com- GI / mapping, and 
plex data ets nat- medical imaging. 
urally and interac- ry talEye i a 
tively. Today, over 70,000 users lightweight, wire Ie et of liq-
utilize tereoGraphics products uid crystal hutter eyewear for 
to reduce error , enhance Stere03D imaging. cientists, 
de ign reviews, and accelerate surgeons, and engineers have 
time-to-market. used CrystaLEyes to de ign next-
CrystaLEyes and the Monitor generation automobiles and 
airplane , perform gene-splic-
ing, interpret image gathered 
from deep pace, perform 
endo copic urgery, and even 
guide the Pathfinder mission 
on Mar. Cry-
talE e i activated 
by an infrared 
emitter that con-
nects to the user's 
workstation. 
Monitor ZScreen 
is a flat-panel over-
lay for workstation display mon-
itors that provides true 
Stere03D visualization capabili-
ties using a imple pair of polar-
ized glasses. An ideal tool for 
collaborative viewing and inter-
MICROCAL SOFTWARE, INC. 
Origin 6.0: The Fastest Path From Data to Presentation 
Origin's extensive analyti-
cal features and superior 
graphing capabilities have 
made it the software of 
choice for tens of thousands 
of scientists and engineers 
worldwide. With this exciting 
new version , Origin is better 
than ever. 
Origin 6.0 provides ease of 
use, power, and speed for 
technical graphics and data 
analysis software. This 32-bit 
Windows application feature 
powerful analysis and an intu-
itive graphical interface. 
Import data or directly open 
Excel workbooks. Quickly 
SYNRAD 
Headquartered just north of 
Seattle in Mukilteo, WA, 
Synrad was founded in 1984 by 
Peter Laakmann, a pioneer of 
the RF-excited C02 laser. 
Synrad quickly attained a rep-
utation as a de ign leader in 
the development and manu-
facture of innovative electro-
optics technologie . With over 
58 
create 2D and 3D graphs with 
a single click. Origin provides 
numerous built-in graph tem-
plates. Double-dick to cus-
15,000 laser delivered world-
wide, it remains the recog-
nized world leader in RF-excit-
ed C02 lasers. 
Available in power ranges 
from 10 to 600 W, Synrad 
lasers are ideal in applications 
involving cutting, marking, 
and drilling on teel, plastic, 
wood, paper, and fabrics, as 
well as many other 
organic materials. The 
durable, compact lasers 
easily integrate into 
gantry systems, XY 
table , and robotic 
arm . ince they' re 
ealed, there are no 
con umables required 
- the laser operate 
tomize any 
graph element. 
Analysis fea-
tures provide 
descriptive sta-
tistic , differen-
tiation, integra-
tion, flItering, 
FIT, curve-fit-
ting, and peak 
finding. 
Some of the 
new 6.0 fea-
tures include 
the ability to mask out data 
points, po itive and negative 
peak finding, an expanded 
symbol Library, and the ability 
maintenance-free for up to 
four continuous years. Synrad's 
patented "all-metal" technolo-
gy allows for mass production, 
enabling the company to offer 
superior quality sealed C02 
lasers at very affordable prices. 
Synrad also is a major sup-
plier of laser marking systems. 
The rugged and compact DH 
Series Marking Head contains 
the latest fiber-optic and digi-
tal technology, which delivers 
high re olution and accuracy 
in tough manufacturing envi-
ronments. Compatible with 
Synrad 's 10 to 125 W lasers, 
the DMH delivers crisp and 
permanent marks. Synrad has 
recently introduced WinMark 
www.nasatech .com 
preting multi-dimen io na l 
imag , the Monitor ZScreen 
significan tly enhance the 
technical proficienc of cien-
tific and industrial de ign 
profes ional 
working with 
large 3D-object 
database . 
Far l 1W I1I infar-
mation, contact 
Stereo Graphics 
Corporation, 2171 E. Francisco 
Blvd., San RaJael, CA 94901; Tel· 
800-783-2660; Fax: 415-459-
3020; e-mail: sales@S~ograPhics. 
com; WWUI. stereographics.com 
Circle No. 805 
to create custom color 
palettes. 
For more inJarmation, contact 
Microcal SoJtware, Inc., One 
Roundhouse Plaza, Northamp-
ton, MA 01060-4400; Tel: 800-
969-7720; Fax: 413-586-0126; 
e-mail: inJo@microcal. com; www. 
microcal. com 
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Pro, the first Windows-based 
laser marking software, which 
is ideal for marking alphanu-
merics, bar codes, and logos. 
WinMark Pro is ActiveX-com-
pliant, allowing the user to cre-
ate high-performance tand-
alone la er marking applica-
tions using the most powe r-
ful and up-to-date programs 
such as Microsoft Acce s, 
Office for Windows, Visual 
Basic , and others. 
Far more inJarmation, contact 
Synrad, 6500 Harbour Heights 
Parkway, Mukilteo, WA 98275; 
Tel: 425-349-3500; Fax: 425-
485-4882. 
Circle No. 803 
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FLUORAMICS, /l\e. 
ERGOTRO\' 
Ergotron provides innova-
tive computer management 
solutions for automating your 
facility. When your facility 
amomation plans require the 
installation of computers for 
"point of use" human inter-
face, call Ergotron. 
To increase productivity, 
reduce costs, and improve 
profitability, companies are 
investing millions of dollars to 
automate their factories, 
plants, and facilities. However, 
planning an automation pro-
ject involves more than just 
installing the late t oftware 
systems, hardware, and 
automation technologies. To 
Fluoramic i the company 
everyone call when their 
machinery is using too much 
down time and not running 
smoothly the re t of the time. 
They are the inventors, 
manufacturers, and distribu-
tor of Lhe "Tufoil'" product 
line, which includes industrial 
lublicants, grea es, oxygen-
afe ealants, and even custom 
lubricants when nece sary. 
In their 25-year history, 
Fluoramics has been no 
stranger to award . Several 
year ago, The Guinness Book of 
W01'ld Records cho e Tufoil as 
"The World's Mo t Efficient 
Lubricant" because of its out-
standing ability to reduce fric-
be effective, automation must mands of the industrial envi-
be brought to the "point of ronment, overcome space con-
use." That' where Ergotron straints, provide ergonomic 
completes the equation. adju tabi Ii ty, and maximize 
Utilizing pa- ,.....,.-------., 
tented suspen-
sion technology, 
Ergotron has been 
supplying innova-
tive ergonomic 
compllter mount-
ing olutions to 
companie for 
nearly 20 years. 
These products 
have been de-
igned specifically 
to withstand the 
operational de-
PF J: t)T CORPORATIOl\ 
Pneuma-Seale Solutions 
Presray specialize in the 
custom de ign and manufac-
ture of inflatable rubber prod-
ucts, eals, pecial mechanical 
rubber products, and tan-
dard as well as custom-
designed products for new 
and retrofit construction. 
Doors and other clo ure 
can be po itively ealed by 
using Pneuma-Seal. The eal is 
inflated with air or fluid by a 
pre ure-regulated supply 
tern. Then, when pre urized. 
the eal confonn to uneven 
urface and provide an effec-
tive. reliable barrier to dust. 
moisLUre, contaminants, noi e, 
ASA Tech Briefs, August 1999 
and pres ure differentials. 
Typical application in-
clude: 
• Horizontal or vertical slid-
ing doors 
• Hinged doors with flush 
thre holds for easy per-
onnel or equipment 
acce s 
• Large fabricated doors or 
other closures where it i 
impractical to machine 
the ealing urface to 
accommodate conYen-
tional seals and gaskets 
• Proce ing equipment 
wheJ I:! rapid sealing and 
un ealing is required 
• neven fabrication where 
traditional compres ion 
gaskets and latche are 
ineffective. 
\\~\w.nasatech .com 
tion and wear. Frank Reick, 
the im'entor of Tufoil and 
Pre ident of F1uoramics, was 
cho en "Inventor of the Year" 
in ew Jersey in 1990. 
It' worth Lhe trip to the 
www.tufoil.com web ite. You'll 
find the full data sheet and 
fSD on each award-winning 
product that you can print out 
and use at 'our convenience. 
For more infonnation, contact 
Fluoramics; Tel: 800-922-0075 
or 201-825-8110; Fax: 201-825-
7035; e-mail: fgreick@ix.ne/com. 
com; www.tllfoil.com 
Circl~ No. 801 
your industrial automation 
investment. 
Our customer list reads like a 
who' who in companies lead-
ing the way in industrial 
automation. Wherever there 
is a requirement for a com-
puter on the factory floor or 
in the warehouse, Ergotron is 
there with a solution for opti-
mizing "point of use" comput-
er interfaces. 
For more information, contact 
Ergotron, 1181 Trapp Road, 
St. Paul, MN 55121; Tel: 800-
888-8458 or 651-681-7634; 
www.trgotron.com 
Circl~ No. 804 
Pneuma- eal application 
are ideal in the powder and 
bulk proce ing equipment. 
electronic/wafers and emi-
conductor proce sing. paper 
machinery, conveyor, food pro-
ce ing equipment, marine, 
medical. transportation, aero-
pace, converting equipment, 
robotic, fluid sealing, flood pro-
tection. and nuclear industries. 
For Jur/hrr infannation, contact 
Presray Carporati1m; Tel: 914-855-
1220; Fax: 914-855-1139; 
e-mail: info@prl..smy.com; WWfLI. 
presray.com 
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Jl CR01J~), I TC. 
ince 19 2, Microway's 
products and technical up-
port have helped u ers get 
more done for Ie money. 
Starting with the concept that 
PCs could u e more numeric 
power, we built a product line 
and cu tomer base that i now 
worldwide . The mother-
board and workstations we 
design today u e Pentium-
and Alpha-based processor 
that deliver 20,000 times the 
throughput of the 8087s we 
started with in 1982. 
Microway has been build-
ing Linux Beowulf cluster 
since 1997. Our users employ 
either PVM or MPl to manage 
communications between 
proces ors in clusters from 8 
to 200 Pentium or Alpha 
CPU . We design system 
using 21264 dual Alpha 
motherboards, UP2000 dual 
motherboards, 21164-LX sin-
gle Alpha motherboards, or 
Pentium processors for all 
price points. 
Our experti e in parallel 
processing date back to the 
mid-80s when we were 
Inmos's largest cu tomer for 
tran puter . Following thi , 
Microway built mall uper-
computers that featured up 
to 20 Intel i 60 RI C proce -
or. The 750-MHz dual 
Alpha motherboard, which 
we currently feature in our 
high-end workstation , deliv-
er 2.6 gigaflop of through-
put. If you have an applica-
tion that is a big-time num-
ber-cruncher or a DSP appli-
cation that need 64 bits of 
preci ion, you should con id-
er our solution . 
Microway is known for giv-
ing excellent service. When 
you call us, you talk to a com-
petent person. Because we 
appreciate the critical nature 
of your work, every one of 
our products come with free 
tech support for two year . 
Our legendary tech support 
makes it possible for us to 
quote your favorite True 64, 
IX, and OpenVM y -
tern , yet al 0 deliver T and 
Linux. And we knm how to 
take care of pecial itua-
tion , including rack-mount-
ed industrial-grade ystem 
and RAID-controlled hard 
di k farm . 
Microway's current soft-
ware product line is anchored 
by DP Fortran, which is 
available for Pentiums and 
generate Alpha code for 
Linux. Compaq and Intel's 
ten-year agreement insures 
that the Alpha 21264 and 
21364 will continue to be per-
formance leaders in the high-
speed numerics market for 
year to come. Intel will man-
ufacture the Alpha, which 
Compaq engineers will 
design and market. This 
means that you can count on 
Microway to continue our tra-
dition of designing state-of-
the-art clusters, mother-
boards, and workstations. 
Microway hardware prod-
ucts have always been popular 
with government, industry, 
and universi ty re-
searchers. Our i860 
powered cards were 
used to search for oil , 
improve MRI resolu-
tion, do air flow tud-
ies on jet engine , 
and help the ASA 
SETl project earch 
for extraterrestrial 
life . Microway high-
end Alpha and 
Pentium workstations 
are currently in use 
throughout the US in 
major universities and 
re earch organizations 
like ASA, 1ST, 
IH, Lincoln Labora-
tory, Smith onian , 
and CDC. 
Comp any History 
Microway wa 
founded in 1982 to 
help scienti ts and 
engineer take advan-
tage of the IBM PC. 
Our first product was 
60 www.nasalech.com 
a library, which made it po i-
ble to u e an 0 7 in a PC. We 
bundled our librarie with 
087 and became one of 
Intel' large t customer. 
Our hardware product 
included PC accelerator , 
coproce or card , and moth-
erboards. In 19 6, we intro-
duced the first 32-bit Fortran 
to run on an Intel PC. The 
first PC to hit a megaflop 
u ed a Microway/Weitek 
coproce or driven by NDP 
Fortran. Over the year , NDP 
Fortran has been used to port 
hundreds of popular main-
frame application, including 
MATLAB and ASPE , to 
Intel-based P 
Microway' work tation 
have been purchased by uni-
versityand ASA laboratories 
since 1989. PC Computing 
Magazine named our Alpha 
system "the fastest Windows 
T workstation on the planet 
... the performance leader." 
For more information, contact 
Microway, Inc., Research Park, 
Box 79, Kingston, MA 02364; 
Tel: 508-746-7341; Fax: 508-
746-4678; e-mail: info@microway. 
com; www.microway.com 
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TO 
Founded in 1942, Penn 
Engineering & Manufacturing 
Corp. develops, manufactures, 
and markets PE self-clinch-
ing fasteners, S~ brand inserts 
for plastics, PEMSERTER· fas-
tener installation equiement, 
and the STICKSCREW auto-
matic crew insertion ystem. 
The company's Pittman Di-
vision designs and manufac-
tures dc motor solutions for a 
wide range of commercial and 
industrial applications. 
Self-Clinching Fasteners. 
PEM fasteners provide strong, 
quality threads in metal and PC 
boards too thin to be tapped. 
SI Inserts for Plastics. SI 
inserts are specified where 
strong, durable metal threads 
are required in plastic materials. 
PEM S E R TE R 
Presses. PEMSERT-
ER presses are de-
igned and built to 
easily and accurately 
install PEM self-
clinching fasteners. 
STICKSCREW 
System. The STICK-
CREW system is a 
unique small crew 
installation system 
that eliminates ex-
pensive screw han-
dling equipment and loose hard-
ware. The screws are tightened 
to an exact torque as determined 
by the stick/screw design. 
IIA DICC I D l.~ 'R EL'i 
As Hardigg Industries 
approaches its 50th year in 
business, the company contin-
ues to provide engineered 
packaging products to com-
mercial and military equip-
ment manufacturers. 
The company's earliest 
products were proprietary 
cushioning devices, and cus-
tom molded foam cushions. 
Jim Hardigg, founder and 
president of the company, pio-
neered many of the package 
cushioning formulas used in 
the industry today. 
In the 1970s, Hardigg 
designed the first airtight, 
watertight, rotationally mold-
T 
Value-Added Fastener Products 
Nylok TRUE BLUE- self-
locking nylon patches, pellets, 
and trips provide a strong. 
vibration-resistant hold in a 
wide range of manufacwring 
applications in all industries. 
The self-locking proces 
developed by Nylok prays a 
nylon patch, or embeds a trip 
or pellet, onto the threads of a 
fastener or nuL When the mat-
ing threads are engaged, the 
nylon material is compressed 
and establishes a counterforce. 
As the nylon trie to regain its 
original shape, a strong metal-
to-metal contact and positive 
locking force is c: tablished. 
The nylon material retains 
ABA Tech Briefs. August 1999 
ed shipping and storage con-
tainer. The rotational molding 
process allows for durable cor-
ners and edges, and permits 
the gasketed perimeter of the 
case to be molded into the 
container - a major improve-
ment over aluminum parting 
lines, which are prone to dent-
ing and burring. Hardigg is 
now the world's leading sup-
plier of rotationally molded 
containers. 
Hardigg offers everal hun-
dred sizes of standard COTS 
containers, including cush-
ioned transit style, and 19" 
EIA rackmount shipping 
enclosures. The company al 0 
manufactures highly custom 
container, including elas-
tomeric shock-mounted deck-
tyle containers, which are 
used to protect fragile U.S. 
Navy gyro copes. 
J1\ER CORPORATIOl\T 
NYLoK'- TRUE BLlfE' self-locking 
nylon pakMs, strips, and ptUru. 
its locking properties at high 
temperatures and is unaffected 
by gasoline, oil, or many other 
natural elements. It also pro-
vides excellent sealing proper-
tie because the locking device 
acts as a dam by preventing 
fluid leakage around the 
threads. ylok TRUE BLUE 
elf-locking fasteners can be 
reused a number of times with-
out losing effectiveness. 
ylok also offers an exten-
sive variety of coatings and 
chemical adhesives, including 
NYTE • a locking element 
that resists temperatures up to 
450°F; PRECOTEe chemical 
adhesives; NYCOTE-, a coating 
that masks threads against weld 
spatter and buildup from elec-
trodepo ited primer and paint; 
and !YSEAL·, d self-sealing 
coating that creates a gasket-
type seal. 
www.nasatech.com 
Pittman Motors. The compa-
ny's Pitonan Division products 
include a variety of dc motor 
solutions. These include brush 
and brushless motors and gear-
motors. 
Fur 17IO'Il1 injomuztilm, rontact 
Penn Engineering & Manufac-
turing Cmp., 5190 OldEasum Rd., 
Danboro, PA 18916-1000; Tel: 
215-766-8853; Fax: 215-766-
0143; e-mail: pem@Pemnet.com; 
www.pemnet.com 
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With a fleet of modern 
molding machines, in-
cluding one of the largest 
multi-stage rotational 
molding machines in the 
industry, Hardigg can 
quickly manufacture con-
tainers in sizes ranging 
from less than 12" to over 
17' in length. 
For mOTe irifurmation, 
contact H ardigg Cases, 147 
North Main Street, South 
Deerfield, MA 01373; TeL' 800-
542-7344 OT 413-665-8061; 
e-maiL' cases@hardigg.com; www. 
hardigg. com 
Cird .. No. 806 
Coatings, locking, and sealing 
products. 
Fur more information, contact 
ylok Fastener Corporation, 
15260 Ha/lTTUJril. Drive, Macomb, 
Ml 48042-4007; TeL' 800-791-
7101 ur 810-78rro1oo; Fax: 810-
78rro598; www.nylok.com 
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ADVERTISEMENT 
Drop Test Analysis Performed with MES Software 
Determines Limits of ELF Oil Rig Protection Net 
This artist's rendering shows the main oil platform and two satellite drilling 
rigs currently under development in the North Sea. (Inset shows construc-
tion site in Scotland.) Pipelines on the ocean floor will transport oil to the 
main platform via oil-carrying risers within the platform legs. The oil will be 
processed and then carried ashore via separate export lines. ALGOR's 
Mechanical Event Simulation software was used to determine the limits of 
protection nets, which will be positioned at the top of two legs to prevent 
objects from falling into the leg trusses and damaging oil-carrying risers. 
Advances in computer-aided engi-
neering technology are enabling 
engineers of all disciplines to create 
more complex, detailed finite ele-
ment models that realistically simu-
late the behavior of interacting sys-
tems. Recently, engineers at 
Selantic lndustrier A.S. in Agotnes, 
orway used Accupak/ VE 
Mechanical Event Simulation 
(MES) software from Pittsburgh-
based ALGOR, Inc. to simulate 
a steel container impacting a 
dropped object protection net-a 
virtual prototype test that previous-
ly could only be performed physi-
cally in a laboratory. 
Selantic engineers were asked 
by Technip-Geoproduction of 
France (Tech nip) and McDermott 
of the UK in partnership with ELF 
Exploration UK PLC to develop a 
new protection net for a 'Jack-up" 
oil rig. This type of platform is con-
structed on hore a one complete 
unit and then towed into position 
at sea where its leg are lowered. 
On contact with the eabed, its 
deck is jacked-up above sea level. 
The ELF platform is currently 
under development in the orth 
Sea off of the East Coast of the UK. 
A protection net will be ituated 
within the trusse of two of the plat-
form' three triangular-shaped legs. 
Each net will be attached to a circu-
lar steel ring positioned just above 
the leg. 
Loading cranes located directly 
above the legs will transport ship-
ping containers carrying supplies 
between the platform and ships 
daily. The protection net will pre-
vent falling containers from dam-
aging oil-carrying risers, which are 
mounted in ide the legs and trans-
port oil from the ocean floor. The 
engineers needed to restrict the 
net's maximum deflection to pro-
tect the riser while ensuring the 
net will with tand stres es created 
upon impact by a container. 
The MES Approach 
Lars Bjoland, technical manager of 
elantic lndustrier and an ALGOR 
customer for over seven years, is no 
tranger to ALGOR's finite element 
analy is (FEA) oftware; however, 
the protection net project was his 
first attempt at u ing ALGOR' 
Accupak/ VE ME capabilities. 
www.nasatech.com 
"In the beginning of the pro-
ject, m colleague performed orne 
rough hand calculation to deter-
mine the be t approach for the net 
design," Bjoland aid. "We could 
not make any olid conclu ion 
from hi work because it wa too 
vague. Performing the calculation 
manually would be impo ible." 
The next logical tep was to 
turn to FEA. Bjoland originally 
modeled the net u ing Super-
draw III, ALGOR's preci ion finite 
element modeling tool, and 
replaced the falling object with 
nodal forces acting directly on the 
net. Bjoland was unsati fied with 
this for two rea ons; calculating 
the correct loading was complicat-
ed and time consuming and repli-
cating the real-world behavior of 
the net impacted by a container 
was impossible. 
Modeling the container and 
applying known phy ical properties 
such as its dimensions, mass and 
the height from which the contain-
er falls enabled Bjoland to realisti-
cally simulate the interaction of the 
container and the net within a 
short time frame. 
To set up the MES, Bjoland 
added a container model to the 
existing protection net model. The 
net model was made of truss ele-
ments with three degrees of free-
dom. A rope would exhibit resis-
tance only when pulled outward like 
a cable when the object strikes the 
net; thus, Bjoland did not consider 
bending moments. 
Bjoland po itioned the 5,OOO-kg 
steel container model, measuring 2 
by 2 m, approximately 12.6 m 
above the net. The net had three 
sides, each 16-m long, and was ter-
minated in each of the three cor-
ner with fully con trained bound-
ary condition . He specified gravity 
for the container. Bjoland designat-
ed contact elements between the 
container surfaces and the net to 
enable complete interaction, 
including the transfer of inertia 
from one object to the other. 
Then Bjoland pecified the 
duration of the MES because he 
wanted to simulate the y tern's 
behavior over time. After pecifying 
material properties of steel for the 
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container and of aramid, a synthet-
ic fiber, for the ropes, Bjoland 
proces ed the nonlinear elastic 
material model with Accupak/VE. 
Analysis Results and Modifications 
According to Bjoland, the initial 
deflections exceeded Technip's 
failure criteria of 2.6 m, the dis-
tance to oil-carrying risers beneath 
the net. Bjoland performed everal 
variation of the analy is, dropping 
the container at the center, at one 
comer and along the edge of the 
net, to confirm the results. 
"After the first set of analyses, 
we were able to determine that the 
current net design would fail under 
the extreme foading from the 
impact," Bjoland said. 'Without 
Accupak/ VE, we would have been 
required to make a prototype to get 
the same conclusion." 
Technip revised the require-
ments and asked Bjoland to per-
form a modified set of analyses. The 
new net design included ropes 
made of a high-performance fiber 
HMPE (High Molecular 
Polyethylene), a lightweight fiber 
material that is stronger and 
exhibits the best elasticity and 
breaking strength. In addition, the 
new design called for nine termina-
tion points at the comers and along 
the ed~es compared to the previous 
de ign s three points. Three of the 
points will be adjustable in order to 
pre-tension the net 
The modified set of analyses 
revealed much more reasonable 
deflections throughout the net and 
satisfactory material dimension . 
Stres es at the termination points 
were higher, but within acceptable 
limits, according to Bjoland. In 
addition, the MES showed that the 
net would tretch permanently 
under maximum loading. This was 
not a concern because a net will be 
replaced after each drop incident. 
To present the results to his client, 
Bjoland created .aui files from the 
ME u ing ALGOR and converted 
them to VHS video format. 
Physical Prototype Testing 
Bjoland anticipates conducting 
mall-scale physical prototype te ts 
to confirm the MES. This testing 
will replace full-scale testing that 
would have been nece ary if he 
had not used Accupak/VE. This 
translate into Ie time and mate-
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rial costs for prototype te ting as 
well as decreased time-to-markel. 
"Had we not used Accupak/VE, 
we would have needed to do full-
scale testing to find deflection and 
termination force ," Bjoland said. 
"We al 0 would have been re-
quired to perform additional 
physical testing to determine the 
design modifications that we made 
after the initial Mechanical Event 
Simulation." 
This small-scale physical proto-
type testing is planned for 1999 
with the platform becoming opera-
tional in the year 2000. Bjoland 
expects to use Accupak/VE for 
future projects. "Engineers always 
need to be open to new ways of 
olving problems to get the best 
results,' Bjoland said. "If we 
hadn't been open to a new method 
of modeling in this case, we would 
not have been able to how the 
behavior of the net as quickly or 
inexpensively. " 
Algor, Inc. 
150 Beta Drive 
Plftsburgh, PA 15238-2932 
Phone: +1 412-967-2700 
Fax: +1412-967-2781 
E-mail: Info@algor.com 
Internet: www.algor.com 
ALGOR has been a leader in the engi-
neering software industry since intro-
ducing FEA for PCs in 1984 and inter-
facing with CAD systems in 1985. For 
20 years, ALGOR has provided finite 
element users with innovative, afford-
able and easy-to-use software products 
and superior educational support and 
customer .service. More than 16,000 
engineers of all disciplines in 60 coun-
tries use ALGOR to create safe, efficient, 
cosr -effective designs. 
ALGOR's FEA-based AccupakIVE 
Mechanical Event Simulation (MES) 
software analyzes motion and flexing in 
mechanical events, replacing physical 
protoryping with virtual prototyping. 
New kinematic element technology 
makes MES with CAD solid models and 
assemblies more praccicai by reducing 
run times. 
ALGOR offers a range of FEA 
capabilities including linear and nonlin-
ear stress, vibration and natural frequen-
cies, heat rransfer. electrostatics, fluid 
flow, piping design and composite mate-
rials. Algor's entire range of modeling 
and analysis tools works wirhin and 
alongside CAD systems. Algor has 
strategic relationships with major CAD 
companies and offers InCADPI .. plug-ins 
for Pro/Engineer, SolidWorks, Solid 
Edge, Autodesk and others. 
For more information Circle No. 452 
The Mechanical Event Simulation predicted the deflections and stresses 
caused when a container, such as the one shown in the inset, falls from a 
height of 12.6 m. The analysis verified that maximum deflections would be 
under 2.6 m, the distance to critical oil-carrying risers beneath the net 
Because virtual prototypes of the net were created using Mechanical Event 
Simulation, Selantic will not need to conduct full-scale laboratory tests, 
decreasing the time and cost of physical prototype testing. 
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STAIIL SPECIALTY COlllPAl ry 
tahl pecialty Compan i 
a leader in the aluminum 
foundry indu try and has 
been making casting from me 
tilt-pour permanent mold 
proce ince 1946. ppli-
cation uch as automotive, 
agricultural, heavy truck, 
marine, and food ervice are 
ome of me markets erved. 
tahl has been making parts 
for the automotive industry 
ince 1978. One area of appli-
cation for automobile that 
Stahl has expertise in i us-
pension parts such as control 
arms. Stahl has upplied con-
trol arms to me automobile 
indu try since 1993. 
The main reason for con-
verting u pen ion parts to 
aluminum from other materi-
al such as iron castings and 
teel tampings is weight sav-
ings. Thi tran late into lower 
vehicle weight and better fuel 
economy. One important side 
benefit discovered after me 
implementation of aluminum 
control arm was an improve-
ment in unsprung weight of 
each wheel, which refers to 
the amount of mass of each 
wheel that is available to be 
"thrown around" as me vehi-
cle encounters road imperfec-
tion such as bumps and pot-
holes. Additionally, aluminum 
control arms dampen the 
impact better than steel 
ASTRO-MED, INC. 
Astro·Med, Inc. is a leading 
supplier of pecialty printers and 
data acquisition systems to cus-
tomers around the world. Astro-
Med customers include leading 
aircraft manufacturers, automo-
tive product manufacturers, 
telecommunications companies, 
electrical utilities, steel compa-
nies, and paper manufacturers. 
Astro-Med specialty printers 
are total systems that display, 
monitor, analyze, and print 
data for aerospace, industrial, 
and cientific applications. The 
machines, computer electron-
ics, software, and consumables 
all are developed and manu-
factured by the company. 
Examples of Astro-Med 
products include the MT95K2, 
which has become the world 
standard in chart recorders, 
especially in telemetry applica-
tions. Other data acquisition 
recorders from Astro-Med 
include the "Dash" line of 
portable units, which range 
from 2 to 30 channel . The 
recently introduced Dash 16u 
is a 16-channel data acquisition 
recorder with universal inputs 
that features a lOA-inch color 
LCD monitor, high-5peed RAM 
for capturing data, 200 KHz per 
channel sample rate, and a 100-
Megabyte removable Zip drive 
for data transfer and archiving. 
RESEARCH SYSTEMS INC. 
Research Systems, Inc. is 
dedicated to creating the best 
analysis, visualization, and 
application development tools 
to help scientists and engi-
neers minimize programming 
and gain deeper insight into 
their data. 
IDL, the Interactive Data 
Language, is the ideal soft-
ware for data an-
alysis, visualiza-
tion, and appli-
cation develop-
rrent. IDL's fea-
tures include: 
advanced im-
age processing, 
interactive 2D 
and 3D graph-
ics, volume visu-
alization, in te-
grated mathe-
matics and sta-
tistics, flexible 
tamped con-
trol arm, re-
ulting in Ie 
vibration tran-
mitted through 
the car. 
control arm 
are fairly new to the automo-
tive indu try, but they are 
becoming more wide pread 
each model year as the confi-
dence level increase in their 
ability to perform in many 
different vehicle applica-
tion . Superior mechanical 
properties and ca ting 
soundnes are a must for the 
aluminum control arm to be 
succes ful. A sound casting, 
Other Astro-Med products 
include portable paperJes 
data acquisition systems. The 
AstroDAQ is a complete, ready-
to-u e system that can record 
up to 30 channels. The 
AstroDAQ 2 is a very compact 
and lightweight version, espe-
cially suitable for portable field 
application . 
data I/O, a cross-platform 
CUI toolkit, and versatile pro-
gram linking tool - all 
accessed via a fourth-genera-
tion programming language. 
10 , IDL On the et, is a 
sophisticated yet simple-to-
implement system that brings 
the power of IDL to the 
Internet. 10 uses the late t 
Java and Internet technology 
to deliver efficient data analy-
sis and visualization capabili-
ties to Web client application . 
Integrating IDL wim the Web 
gives you rapid application 
development, fast data analy-
is, and advanced graphics in a 
language tailored to your 
needs, plus the open standards 
64 www.nasatech.com 
combined with a custom tai-
lored heat treat, will yield a 
casting with exceptional 
mechanical propertie . 
For more infarmation, contact 
Stahl Specialty Company, 111 
East Pacific, PO Box 6, 
Kingsville, MO 64061-0006; Tet: 
800-821-7852; Fax: 816-597-
3485; www.stahlspecialty.com 
Circle No. 802 
Astro-Med is a growm-orient-
ed company that believes in vig-
orous new product develop-
ment, in high-{}uality products, 
and in total customer satisfac-
tion. Astro-Med 's executive 
offices, R&D, and manufactur-
ing facilities are located in West 
Warwick, Rl and Braintree, MA. 
For more infarmation, contact 
AstrrrMed, Inc., AstrrrMed Indus-
trial Park, West Warwick, Rl 
02893; Tel: 800-343-4039; Fax: 
401-822-2430; e-mail: astrcrmed@ 
astrrrmed.com; WWW.astrrrmed.com 
Circle No. 453 
ofWel:rbased, distributed com-
puting. 10 's data and appli-
cation sharing via the Internet 
repre ents the future for local 
and global collaboration with 
your colleagues. 
For more information, contact 
Research Systems, Inc., 4990 Pearl 
East Circle, Boulder; CO 80301; 
Tel: 303-786-9900; Fax: 303-
786-9909; e-mail: info@rsinc.com; 
www.Trinc.com. 
Circle No. 455 
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Tiny 
Steps 
for a 
For the 
Big 
Job NASA Next 
Generation Space 
Telescope's primary 
mirror, Burleigh's specially 
designed INCHWORM® 
motor will provide nanometer 
resolution. 
O ne of the most ambitiou pace projects on ASA' agenda for the coming years is the ext Generation 
pace Telescope ( GST). Its goal i to 
ob erve the universe 's compo ition 
more than 12 billion years ago, when 
tar and galaxie were starting to form . 
The light dating from the mo t distant 
and olde t structures of our universe 
cannot be imaged by visible-light tele-
scopes, such as Hubble or ground-based 
ob ervatories, because it is red- hifted 
into wavelength in the far infrared. 
Detecting tho e wavelengths will be the 
job of the NGST. 
But there are hurdles in the path to 
the G T's ucce . It will have a large 
egmented primary mirror that mu t be 
deployed and aligned in deep pace 
u ing hundred of computer-controlled 
actuator. The telescope has to be fold-
ed for launch into pace and will operate 
far from Earth . 0 astronauts will be 
aboard to make adjustments, 0 the pre-
ci ion, reliability, and stability of the 
motors that will align the reflective sur-
face are critical to the mi ion . 
Furthermore, cryogenically cooling the 
tele cope to temperatures as low as 20 K 
(approximately -400 OF) is required in 
order to minimize internal infrared 
noise that might interfere with the tar-
geted radiation. That i where Burleigh 
In truments of Fi her, NY, ince 1974 a 
prominent manufacturer of high-preci-
lib 
ion piezoelectric (PZT) nanopo ition-
ing products, comes in. 
Earlier this year, Burleigh announced 
that, after the succe ful completion of a 
Phase I contract last fall , the company 
received a fre h re earch and develop-
ment contract from ASA' Langley 
Re earch Center. The Phase II agree-
ment calls for Burleigh to develop a new 
I CHWORM® nanopo itioning motor 
to precisely position the mirror' many 
egments. Worth almo t 600,000, the 
agreement was made under the federal 
government's Small Bu ine Innovation 
Research (SBIR) program. Burleigh 
expects to complete work on thi con-
tract by 2001. The development of 
G T flight hardware is planned to tart 
in 2003, with an anticipated launch date 
of 2007 or 2008. 
Burleigh's I CHWORM motor, man-
ufactured for 25 year, is a patented 
stepping motor with nanometer re olu-
tion and many millimeter of travel. Its 
high precision makes it uitable for 
demanding positioning application in 
aero pace and defen e. Its compact PZT 
ceramic actuators are electromechanical 
device that undergo dimen ional 
changes when voltage i applied to 
them. The conversion of electrical ener-
gy into mechanical motion take place 
without generating any significant mag-
netic field or the need for moving elec-
trical contacts. Dimen ional change are 
proportional to the applied voltage and 
can therefore be adju ted with extreme-
ly high resolution. 
The principle of operation of the INCH-
WORM is hown in Figure 1, and the 
photo hows the Phase I prototype. Based 
on a clamp-extend-clarnp-contract cycle, 
the de ign routinely produces more than 
15 of axial force at peeds greater than 
1.5 mm/ sec. The olid tate movement has 
zero backlash and very high ti1fne . The 
www.nasalech.com 
con truction materi-
al are inherendy 
nonmagnetic and 
vacuum-compatible. 
But the clas ic 
I HWORM will 
not work for the 
G T, for two rea-
son. The first i 
that the operating 
temperature range 
is limited to 0-70 'C, because the clamp 
and haft material have different ther-
mal expan ion coefficients. As tempera-
ture drop into the cryogenic region, the 
haft-to-clarnp fit gets tighter and the 
clamp will break. (At higher tempera-
ture the fit gets 100 er and the motor 
will top operating.) In addition, the 
piezoelectric material lose 80 percent 
of its train and thu its capacity for 
movement at 20 K.. Continued 
Clamp 
Element 1 
Extond 
Eloment2 
Clamp 
Element 3 
Unelomp 
Element t 
Contract 
Elemonl2 
Clomp 
Elemenll 
Unclomp 
EIemonl3 
Figure I. SequentIal clamping, unclamping, exten-
.'on, and contraction of the PZT elements create a 
smooth IIneor motion prof/Ie. 
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( High Accuracy Actuators from THK ) . ...:.;..;.;.;;=:;...-.:>..-- ---J 
To request literature, contact 
THK America, Inc. 
200 E. Commerce Dr. 
Schaumburg, IL 60173 
1 (800) 763-5459 
Atlanta: (770) 840-7990 
Chicago: (847) 310-1111 
Los Angeles: (714) 891-6752 
New Jersey: (201) 529-1950 
San Francisco: (925) 455-8948 
Toronto: (905) 712-2922 
Web: http://www.thk.com 
LMSYSTEM 
Boasting exceptional accuracy and rigidity, our compact 
Type KR Actuator is the envy of the industry. 
With its precision ball screw and steel frame construction, the 
Type KR offers outstanding accuracy and rigidity against heavy 
loads and moments. What's more, the Type KR's use of circular 
arc raceways in the LM guide allows for equal load ratings In 
all directions, and virtually limitless installation positions. 
Our Type KR is available In four sizes, inc:uding miniature. 
Choose from four precision grades, all of which can be pre-
loaded according to your specific application. Motor and 
sensor packages are available. 
To learn more about how our actuator can enhance your 
designs, give us a call . 
THK offers custom-engineered products to meet your 
specific O.E.M. application requirements. 
See Us At Detroit Apex '99, Booth #1506 
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Inactive Clamp 
Aexure and 
Frame 
ActIve Clamp 
Aexures 
Extension 
Aexure Block 
Preload Spring 
Figure 2. Exploded vIew of the prototype NGST INCHWORM assembly (PZT stocks not shown). 
The econd reason is that off-power 
holding force is not stable, because the 
clamp are honed to match the haft 
with a small interference fit at zero volts 
(off power). This fit changes with tem-
perature and wear, and this changes the 
off-power holding force , which typically 
approaches zero over the life of the 
motor. Additionally, removing power 
from the motor cau es the exten ion 
stack to change length, which change 
the shaft position by a few micrometer . 
ASA's requirements for the NCST' 
mirror actuators (Type 2) are summarized 
in Table 1. The most challenging require-
ments are the resolution, the operating 
temperature, and the heat dissipation. 
Though the number of actuators to be 
u ed has not been et, it could range from 
240 to 3000. Even the lower quantity will 
require that the drive electronics be mul-
tiplexed between many actuators. The 
ideal actuator will not change axial po i-
tion more than two nanometers when the 
multiplexed witching remove power. 
The CST actuator must also be compat-
ible with ultrahigh vacuum, and have a 
clamp-extend·damp cycle life of at least 
50 million, with a low-frequency duty cycle 
« 25 Hz) . 
The NGST Concept 
The C T I CHWORM concept u es 
an "in ide-out" de ign with pring-
loaded clamp. Only one clamp channel 
and one exten ion channel are needed, 
in contra t to the three channels 
required by the clas ical Inchworm. The 
clamp upport the load when activated 
(extended ) and the exten ion tack 
moves the load forward or backward. 
2b 
When the clamp is deactivated the inac-
tive frame supports the load. 
Compressive pring preload eliminate 
tensile stre e in the clamp and create a 
reliable holding force when power is 
removed and the clamps are discharged 
to zero volts. The output force is propor-
tional to the preload force , and the spring 
loading inherently compensate for tem-
perature change and wear. Another sig-
nificant advantage of thi approach i 
that, because the inactive frame supports 
the load when power i removed, PZT 
creep is eliminated as an error ource. 
But everal technical challenges must be 
overcome before the concept can become 
reality. An efficient spring preload mecha-
nism and guide for the rails must be con-
tructed. The mechanism must keep the 
clamp surface coplanar within 0.5 \ffi1 as 
the actuator is cooled to 20 K. And the 
clamp "glitch"- the axial motion forward 
and backward when a clamp occurs that 
nominally sums to zero--must be reduced 
to a few nanometers. 
But the bigge t challenge, according 
to David Henderson , director of posi-
tioning products at Burleigh, i demon-
trating a cryogenic de ign that compen-
sates for change in size and 10 of per-
formance of PZT materials at low tem-
perature . "We plan to use a new type of 
PZT material that has more train per 
volt than conventional materials," 
Hender on says. "Our approach can 
work continuously from room tempera-
ture to cold temperature , which give u 
a significant advantage over alternate 
technologies. This mean that the ame 
hardware can be ground te ted at room 
temperature and flown in space." 
www.nasatech.com 
Distance Traveled in 
One Cycle 
InnerCiamps 
OutsrFrame 
Figure 3. Operating sequence of the prototype 
NGST INCHWORM. 
Phase I Prototype Development 
Figure 2 shows an exploded view of the 
CST I CHWORM prototype, and 
Figure 3 its operating cycle. The clamps 
are now one-sided and upported by par-
allelogram flexures. The clamp pres 
against a stainle s steel crossed roller-
bearing rail that moves in the direction 
of travel and i connected to the external 
load. U-shaped preload springs compre s 
a stationary bearing rail that presse 
again t the moving rail through cro ed 
rollers. The length of the moving rail 
determines the amount of travel. A criti-
cal requirement of the prings i uffi-
cient strength and flexibility to maintain 
adequate preload as the mechani m i 
cooled from room temperature to 20 K. 
All four clamp are identical to insure 
they change in height by the same amount 
during cool-<iown. The outer clamp are 
inactive but till have PZT tacks and flex-
ure to insure thermal symmetry. 
To deal with clamp glitch , the PZT 
tack in the C T i mounted in a flex-
ure that has very high tiffness in the 
direction of travel (axis) and low stiffness 
Motion Control Tech BrielS, August 1999 
We Build More than 
Precision Slides. 
We Build Solutions. 
Your job Is to solve 
problems, not create 
them. That's why it's 
crucial to select the 
appropriate slide for 
your projects. Not 
just any slide, 
Accuride slides. 
Durable ball bearing 
slides that set the 
standard for smooth, 
precise movement 
and innovative design. 
fts the world's largest manufacturer of 
precision ball bearing slides, Accuride 
has the right solution for virtually any 
project Whether you're working on 
industrial storage, data processing or 
specialized mechanical design 
y 
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applications, you can count on 
Accuride for every size, mounting 
option and load rating you'll ever need. 
Model 9301 is a classic example. This 
heavy duty, tull extension slide has a 
500-pound load rating and is available 
in lengths up to 60 inches long. Of 
course, it's just one of many solutions 
Accuride provides. 
Call 562.903.0200 now for your solution. 
~ccuride® 
Accuride Intemationallnc. 
12311 Shoemaker Avenue . Santa Fe Springs, CA 90670 
562.903,0200 • fax: 562.902.0208 
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in the damping direction. Thi arrange-
ment maintain a compre ive load on 
the PZT stack. w1der all operating condi-
tion without re tricting the clamp 
motion. The high axial stiffne s limits 
axial movement as the damp is extended 
and retracted and prevents hear loads 
from damaging the PZT stack.. 
Table 1. NGST Type 2 Actuator Requirements 
Property Goal 
Resolution (nm) ........................................ <10 
Lifecycles .......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ........ >100 000 
troke (mm) . . ......................................... >10 
Operating Temperature Range (Kelvin) ...................... 20-300 
Calibration Mode Heat Dis ipation (mW) .................... <0.5 
As for the PZT material problem, 
additional material is added to the 
clamp and the extension mechanism 
to in ure that at least 2 pm of movemen t 
are available after cool-<lown. The result 
is a ubstantially larger and heavier 
motor than would be needed for room-
temperature operation only. Thi addi-
tional PZT material also adds extra 
capacitance and electrical losses that 
increase thermal dissipation. 
Operation Mode Heat Dissipation (mW) ..................... <0.005 
Ma (graTI1S) ... ............................•........... <20 
Outside Diameter (cm) ................................... <1 
Creep, Operating Mode (nm/day) ........................ .. <0.01 
Thermal Stability, Operating Mode (nm/K) ..... ... ........... <20 
Axial Force, Set & Hold, Operating Mode ( ) ................. >1 
Axial Stiffness ( /1lID) . .. ... ... .... . . . .......... . ... . . ... >1 
Power Consumption, Calibration Mode (W) .................. <0.1 
Bandwidtl1 ............................................. <25 Hz 
Plans for Phase Two 
Development 
The results described above and the 
figures show the first-generation proto-
type, which was developed in 1998 
under the Phase I SBIR grant. These 
first prototypes are being used to vali-
date the critical design con'cepts for the 
ready for cryogenic testing late this year 
or in early 2000. The second-generation 
prototypes will use a simpler mechanism 
design that is less sensitive to thermal 
changes and manufacturing tolerances. 
Even more significant is the use of 
new ferroelectric single-crystal actuators, 
supplied by TRS Ceramics Inc. of State 
College, PA, that offer up to five times 
more movement than conventional 
polycrystalline PZTs. By using this new 
material, the size and mass of the actua-
tors and the INCHWORM motor can be 
CST unit: cryogenic operation and 
repeatable off-power holding capability. 
Burleigh is currently developing a sec-
ond-generation prototype that will be 
With Newport you'll never 
worry about making false 
moves. That's because we 
make the world's most 
accurate precision motion 
control, vibration isolation 
and non-contact metrology 
equipment. 
Our linear and rotational 
stages deliver repeatable 
precision in every position 
and axis, and come in all 
sizes. We also have con-
trollers designed specifi-
cally for integration into 
your test and measurement 
equipment. 
For critical measurement 
and inspection tasks, our 
non-contact metrology sys-
tems give you accuracy, 
performance and ease of 
use those other hombres 
just can't beat. 
Even high-amplitude sub-
hertz vi brations head for 
the hills. Because they're 
no match for the stabi I ity 
and protection that our iso-
lation systems provide. 
So don't let your media, 
heads and drive assemblies 
be ambushed by unseen 
forces. Keep your process, 
and your drives, up and 
running with stages, con-
trollers, isolators and 
metrology systems from 
Newport and RAM Optical. 
Your source for precision 
solutions. 
4b For More Information Circle No. 606 
reduced by at least a factor of five. "We 
are extremely excited by the potential of 
integrating ferroelectric single-crystal 
actuators with Burleigh's proven INCH-
WORM technology," Henderson said. 
"We feel this approach offers the best 
solution for the CST." 
Far 1TWT1! information on the NGST INCH-
WORM program, contact David Henderson 
of Burleigh Instruments, Burleigh Park, 7647 
Main Street, Fishers, NY 14453; (716) 924-
9355;fax: (716) 924-9072; e-mail: dhender-
son@burleigh.com; UfWW. bureligh. com. 
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Introducing the biggest, yet smallest 
breakthrough in Galvanometers 
Actual size 
Our new Model 6200 closed-loop galvanometer provides the high level of performance you 
expect from Cambridge Technology-with one noticeable difference, the size . 
Contact us today to discuss your scanning applications. 
Cambridge 
Technology 
Cambridge Technology: Tel. 617- 441-0600 • Fax 617-497·8800 • E-mail: scanners@camtech.com • http://www.camtech.com 
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Variable-Speed Motor Drives with Digital Control 
An innovative electronic motor drive for single-phase motors reduces energy consumption. 
Anacon 'Yste-ms, Mountain View, California 
Energy efficiency i a 
continuing focu of the 
power electronic indu try. 
Motors con ume the mo t 
electricity in commercial 
and industrial application 
(followed at a di tant ec-
ond by lighting) . More 
than 5 percent of electJ;c 
motor are ingle-pha e 
motors that are in talled in 
numerou application-
fan, pumps, com pre -
or -that would benefit 
from variable peed con-
trol. Traditional approach-
es have been to complicate 
the motor design by tap-
ping the motor windings 
and using electromechani-
cal witches to change the number of 
windings, thus changing speed. 
Electronic approaches have focused 
on using triac bridges that are phase-
controlled. The e systems generate 
significant power 10 es and conduct-
ed noi e, making them limited in 
application. The drive industry has 
therefore been pu hing for conver-
ion of new system to full three-phase 
motors with sophisticated three-phase 
drives. Such drives require not only a 
more expensive motor but also an elec-
tronic drive that is both complex and 
expen ive. As these drive need to be et 
up by professionals, many 
u er hy away from them. 
Anacon Systems has 
taken the underlying tech-
nology of three-pha e 
motor drive and applied it 
to ingle-phase motors. 
ing the late tIC technol-
ogy-RlSC-based proce-
sor -Anacon ha devel-
oped a controller IC that 
meets the tringent perfor-
mance requirements along 
with the lowered cost tar-
get. The ASIC use an 8-bit 
RI C microcontroller with 
128,000 RAM, an 8-x-8-bit 
multiplier, analog-to-digital 
converter, four 100bit pul e 
width modulators (PWMs), 
a 12-bit timer and a com-
parator to monitor faults 
and perform tern hut-
down. De ign innovation 
al 0 provide customization 
The ASIC al 0 include an 8-kbyte 
EPROM and an SPI or PC erial port to 
allow for external programmability. The 
ASIC has digital outputs that can be 
u ed to ignal operating or fault condi-
tion using LEDs. 
The re ulting motor controller is cre-
ated using this ASIC ( ee the figure). A 
power electronics design using all 
through-hole mount technique re ults 
in a low-cost hardware platform that is 
easy to customize for unique market 
applications. The motor control uses an 
H-bridge power stage configuration con-
taining power MOSFETs or IGBT: witch-
PO 7-PO 0 
through programmability. Block diagram of the Motor Controller'S ASIC. 
6b www.nasalech.com 
ing at 1 kHz to keep 
witching noi e above the 
audible range. The driver 
tage interface with the 
A I and translate the 
PWM waveform into H-
bridge on/ off signal . 
Aside from the controller 
the only other function 
needed i a bias upply, 
providing the 12- and 5-
volt power feeding off the 
input AC line, eliminating 
a low-frequency trans-
former or high-frequency 
power upply. With these 
few blocks - bias upply, 
controller, H-bridge, and 
driver tage-the motor 
controller can be realized. 
The resulting product is: 
• programmable through external oft-
ware change ; 
• rugged and flexible; 
• energy efficient, becau e a heating-
system blower working at 70 percent 
of full speed uses 50 percent Ie ener-
gy and al 0 provides more comfon 
through continuous air flow and 
de tratification. 
The finished drive is not complicated 
to control. Firm\vare can be provided 
that sets the shape of the V / f tradeoffs. 
Trip points for idle speed and maximum 
speed can be set externally. Trip points 
Pl .7-PIO P2.3-P20 
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New, Hollow Shaft 
Gearing SHF Series 
Featuring a through-bore up to 70 mm in diameter. 
the SHF Series component sets and gearheads 
enable the design engineer to pass shafting, wire 
bundles, or other components directly through the 
center of the gear. The new SHF Series provides 
high accuracy in a compact design. This unit 
design is both axially shorter and lower in weight. 
as compared to conventional harmonic drive 
gearing. This is accomplished by using HD 
Systems patented ·S" tooth profile. Rated torques 
up to 6590 in-Ib and positional accuracy better 
than 2 arc-min can be achieved. Gear reduction 
ratios of 50:1 through 160:1 are available in a 
single stage. 
HD Systems, Inc. - (800)231-HDSI 
Circle No. 604 
Hollow Shaft DC 
Brushless Actuators 
The FHA Series of actuators feature a through-
bore up to 45 mm in diameter and provide high 
torque and exceptional positioning accuracy. This 
performance is achieved in a compact design 
using a patented ·S· tooth harmonic drive gear 
coupled to a DC brushless pancake roo or with 
integral electroniC commutation and a high 
resolution encoder. Rated torques up to 1730 in-Ib 
and positional accuracy better than 1 arc-minute 
can be achieved. The FHA Series is available in 
five frame sizes. ranging from 128 to 300 mm In 
diameter. and 116 to 248 mm in length. 
HQ Systems, Inc. - (800)231-HDSI 
Circle No. 603 
ADVERTISEMENT 
Miniature DC Servo 
Actuators Mini RH Series 
HD Systems offers a line of miniature DC servo 
actuators for use in applications such as robotics. 
instrumentation. and factory automation where 
precise motion control is required. The actuators 
combine zero backlash harmonic drive gearing 
wiith rare-earth magnet DC servo motors to 
provide both high torque and positional accuracy better than 2 arc-minutes. Rated torques ol2.6 thru 56 in-
Ib and rated speed of 15 thru 60 rpm are available depending on frame size and gear ratio. The smallest 
actuator measures just 20 mm in d'tarneter. Encoders and/or tachometers are available as an integral part of 
the actuator. HD Systems, Inc. - (800)231-HDSI 
CIrcle No. 605 
New YorK USA 
800-231-HDSI 
Tel: 516-231-6630 
Fax: 516-231~03 
www.HDSystemslnc.com 
HD .,. .. _11 
harmonic drive 
usa tooth profile. 
higher torque higher 
and longer fife, all 11 a 
vwhile maintainIng accuracy 
We Have the SOIutlt.tW'1 
For More Information Circle No. 602 
The only system you'll 
neeif to ma e accurate 
process control and 
ments. K~DA is micro-
processor based and software rnrmallr:onrp 
thickness, perform limit detections, even interchange 
sensors and targets. We support you with free down-
r-mllfldstt!" softWare upgrades on1tne. Get" 
Call our engineers or log on for a full data sheet. 
For More Information Circle No. 608 
ALL SPRINGS 
ARE NOT EQUAL 
{'---~OrRC~ rr 
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EQUAL 
DEFLECTION 
AND FORCE 
385 Gilman Ave., Wheeling. IL 60090 · Fax: (847) 537·7698 · Phone: (847) 537·7600 
8b For More Information Circle No. 609 
for y tern protection can al 0 be et externally. Thu , for a 
given application like a blower control , a imple DC voltage 
(0-5 ) can be used to control the motor peed while eve r-
al potentiometers can provide the customer flexibility to set 
the critical trip points. 
Far num injunnation, contactAnacon Systems Inc. l- corporate head-
quarters at 1043 SIwreliTUI Blvd., o. 202, Mountain VIeW, CA 94043; 
plwne toll free 888456-3398 (sales and applications center, Austin, TX); 
E-maiL' injo@anaconsystems.cIJm; www.anaconsystems.com. 
Motor Feedback Systems Raise 
Performance Level 
They provide all the signals needed to operate 
a drive at levels that far exceed resolvers and 
conventional incremental encoders. 
Stegmann Inc., Dayton, Ohio 
Servomotor drive manufacturers agree that the perfor-
mance of today's digital drive is largely determined by the per-
formance of its feedback device. Clearly, previous feedback 
solutions, such as resolver technology and conventional 
encoders, no longer meet the increasing market demands for 
higher accuracy and resolution, lower P factors, and easily 
adjustable commutation information- all of which must be 
available in a single small, easily mountable package. An inno-
vative approach by Stegmann Inc. for its Hiperface™ compat-
ible feedback systems meets and exceeds these demands. 
The Sin/ Cos by Stegmann is a Hiperface compatible feedback 
device developed for the drive market, offering better resolution 
and improved performance over traditional encoder technology. 
Benefits over an incremental encoder include a resolution of 4-8 
million counts, well above the 20,000 count of most encoders. 
Accuracy is ±2-3 arcsec, compared to ±2 arcmin for incremental 
A Schematic of Hiperface, an eight·wire interface standard that makes it 
possible to get commutation, speed regulation. and position information 
fr~m a single device. 
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encoders. At 50 rom in diameter, the 
Sin/Cos is the maJlest multiturn absolute 
encoder in the world when compared 
with devices that have similar perfor-
mance ratings. It has an optional mechan-
ical gearing system that lets it keep track 
of up to 4096 shaft revolutions. 
Hiperface is an eight-wire interface 
standard that makes it possible to get 
commutation, speed regulation, and 
position information from a single 
device. The physical interface includes 
two wires for an RS-485 link, four wires 
for sine and co ine signals, and two wires 
for the power supply, a reduction from as 
many as 19 leads in traditional systems. 
These innovative systems combine the 
functions of both incremental and 
absolute encoders. The absolute value in 
these systems is calculated only when the 
device is initially turned on, and is then 
transmitted via the RS-485 interface to a 
counter in the drive. The drive in turn 
uses this initial absolute value for the 
commutation of the motor and also as a 
pointer to identify the exact period of 
the sine/co ine signals that it is current-
ly evaluating. The drive then increases 
the base resolution of the sin/cos signal 
by interpolating these signals in the drive 
with an A/D converter. The final result 
after 12-bit interpolation, when using a 
feedback system with lO24 periods per 
turn, is more than 4 million counts. 
An advantage of using sine and cosine 
signals to transmit the position informa-
tion is that a very low-frequency signal can 
be used to provide extremely high resolu-
tions. This is because the incremental sig-
nal is not transmitted in the common dig-
ital data format of A-quad-B. as with con-
ventional encoders, but rather as analog 
sine-cosine voltage over the process data 
channel. This signal is then interpolated 
insi.de the drive unit's input circuitry to 
get the increased resolution. This low-fre-
quency signal can be transmitted without 
difficulty over considerable distances. 
The resulting benefit is that the drive 
circuitry can be designed to handle only 
as much bandwidth as is required; this 
range in actual practice depends on the 
shaft speed at which the feedback de\ice 
will operate. For instance, a servomotor 
using digital signals at speeds of up to 
6000 rpm, and a desired resolution of 
20,000 pulses per revolution, needs a 
bandwidth of 2 MHz. If a Sin/Co motor 
feedback system from Stegmann is used, a 
bandwidth of only 102.4 kHz is required. 
Hiperface compatible motor feedback 
systems also outperform existing feed-
back device in accuracy. Motor feed-
back systems provide signal linearity of 
the sine/co ine signals down to ±5 arc-
sec, resulting in total system inaccuracies 
(including mechanical mounting of the 
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encoder and A/D conversion in the 
drive) of less than ±30 arcsec. This is at 
minimum a tenfold increase in accuracy 
over today's conventional incremental 
encoders and resolvers. 
By integrating a nonvolatile memory 
device into the system, important data 
can be stored in the feedback device and 
accessed over the RS-485 link by the 
drive when needed. As an example, the 
electronic label of the motor can be 
stored during manufacture, then 
accessed by the drive during system ini-
tialization and used to automatically 
configure the drive, eliminating the 
need for keyboard entry of this data. 
Other information, such as routine diag-
nostic information and internal device 
temperature, can also be accessed. 
These feature add another dimension 
to drive systems that incremental A-
quad-B encoders or resolvers cannot 
hope to match. 
Other Hiperface products are avail-
able for differing applications and 
mounting arrangements. 
For more information contact Andrew 
Monnin, the author of this brief and sales 
and marketing mana~ for Stegmann, Inc., 
7496 Webster St., PO Box 13596, Dayton, 
OH 45413-13596; 800-811-9110; fax 937-
454-1955; Frtnail: amonnin@stegmann.com. 
Sixteen axes of synchronized 
motion on one board? 
-
Aerotech's UNIDE)(® motion controllers are field-
proven In thousands of applications worldwide. 
Advanced features Include: 
• High-performance servo loop update to 16 kHz with 
advanced auto-tuning 
• Point-to-point, interpolated, synchronized and cam-profiled 
motion with on-the-fly trajectory adjustment and high-speed 
position capture 
• Ultra-precise, position-synchronized output option 
• 3D error mapping, orthogonality correction, backlash 
compensation and gantry algorithms 
AEROTECH, INC. 
101 Zeta Drive 
Pittsburgh, PA 15238 
Phone: (412) 963-7470 
Fax: (412) 963-7459 
Visit our web site at 
www.aerotechlnc.com 
For More Information Circle No. 610 
AI0399A·2 
9b 
Integrate stepper motor 
control Into measurement 
applications - choose 
NatIonal Instruments motion 
hMIware .... softwarel 
VaIueMotIon- Stepper Boards 
• 1 to 4 stepper axes/board 
• Onboard processor for 
real-time control 
• Muitiaxis coordinated control 
• Full. half. and microstepping 
• Step and direction or 
CW /CCW outputS 
• Quadrature encoder 
feedback 
• Position breakpoints 
• For CompactPCl. pxr. 
PCI. or ISA 
Easy-to-Uee Commands 
a 
~ 
POint-ta-point 
position mode 
Velocity profiling 
IY=-I Unear 20/30 vector 
interpolation mode 
Graphical Motion Software 
• LabVIEW" 
• BridgeVIEW" 
www.natinst.comlmotion 
(8001 327·9894 
Tel: (512) 794{)100 • Fax: (512) 683-9300 
InfoOnabnstcom 
For More Information Circle No. 611 
Apparatus for Attaching Two Spacecraft 
Under Remote Control 
Toroidal bladders are inflated to grasp a 
rocket nozzle from the inside. 
Lyndon B. Johnson pace Center; Houston, Texas 
An apparatus called a "pneumatic 
tinger" has been developed to enable a 
fir t spacecraft. operating under remote 
control. to grasp a econd spacecraft 
that is in orbit or other unpowered 
flight. The pneumatic ringer. which i 
mounted on the fir t pacecraft, i 
in erted in a rocket-engine nozzle of the 
econd pacecraft, then actuated to 
grasp the nozzle from the inside, as 
Soft 
lite-type pacecraft with a structural ur-
face of this type. In the case of satellite-
type pacecraft that could be equipped 
with uch nuctural urface, the ur-
face were required to be of specific 
shape and de ign. In contrast, the 
pneumatic tinger is fully automated in 
that it can be operated without interven-
tion by an astronaut, functions without 
need for precise initial alignment, and 
Pressurization Cartridges 
Containing CO2 or Other Suitable Gas 
/ / 
Hollow Structural Tube Containing 
Pneumatic Tubes for Inflating Bladders 
Valves and Small Pressure Regulators 
Actuation Avionics for Opening Valves 
Figure 1. The Pneumatic Stinger Protrudes from a first spacecraft. ready for insertion in the rocket 
nozzle of a second spacecraft. 
explained below. Both ASA and the 
Department of Defense could u e this 
apparatus for servicing satellites. The 
design of the pneumatic ringer might 
also be adaptable to soft-docking mecha-
nisms or grappling mechanisms for use 
on Earth. 
The pneumatic stinger offers advan-
tages over an older stinger-type appara-
tus used to attach a first spacecraft to a 
rocket nozzle on a econd pacecraft. In 
operation of the 
/ 
Combustion 
Chamber 
can be used without expensive tructural 
modification of the spacecraft to be 
grasped. 
Figure 1 shows the pneumatic stinger 
in its preactivation tate. A soft bumper 
on the insertion end of the stinger pre-
vents damage to the combustion cham-
ber associated with the nozzle. A pair of 
bladders (two are used for protective 
redundancy) is located near the inser-
tion end. After insertion of the tinger in 
STING INSERTED 
older apparatus, an 
astronaut on the 
first spacecraft had 
to po ilion the 
stinger mechanism 
in alignment with 
the nozzle on the 
second spacecraft, 
then actuate a trig-
ger mechanism to 
initiate attachment. 
In addition, it was 
necessary for the 
second pace craft 
to be equipped with 
a structural surface, 
adjacent to the noz-
zle, that mated with 
an interface ring on 
the stinger and that 
carried loads. Of-
ten, it was not po i-
ble to equip a atel-
BLADDERS INFLATED AFTER INSERTION 
Figure 2. The Bladders Are Inflated after insertion of the stinger, so that 
the stinger grasps the nozzle and combustion chamber firmly yet gently 
from the inside. 
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the nozzle and combustion cbamber, these bladders are inflated into contact with 
the interior wall of the combustion cbamber, thereby capturing the second pace-
craft. Two larger bladders are located about midway along the stinger (the exact loca-
tion depending on the ize of the nozzle) ; these bladders are inflated (see Figure 2) 
to center the stinger and react loads through the nozzle to the structure that attach-
es the nozzle to the second spacecraft. The gas for inflation is upplied from redun-
dant pressurization cartridges through valves and regulators controlled by electron-
ic circuits. 
New catalog presents API Motion's 
comprehensive range of motion 
control solutions. Included are 
application infonnation and 
L--"" ..... __ ....J technology briefs, plus product 
overviews for intelligent brushless drives, microstep-
ping indexers and drives, h igh·torque step and 
servo motors, certified explosion-proof servo 
motors, mini DC and brushless motors, encoders. 
resolvers. brakes, clutches. and mOlor gearboxes. 
API Motion Inc., 45 Hazelwood Drive. Amherst., NY 
14228-2096; 8()()'5f»5274 or 71&691-9100; fax: 716-
691·9181; URL: ",,"w.apimotion.com. 
The inflated inner and outer bladders trap the throat between them. The axial 
reaction of the inner (combustion-chamber) bladders is balanced by the oppo-
site reaction of the outer (nozzle) bladders; this balance serves to preload the 
stinger into controllable contact with the nozzle. The contact between the blad-
ders and the nozzle is soft; il does not damage the nozzle because the bladders 
hold the nozzle at relatively uniform pressure, which the nozzle is designed to 
withstand. Moreover, the preload is applied in all directions, so that axial loads 1-_..f!~~!!"';!!!!:5!!!:!!!lt!.2!l£!!5!!l!2.:..!.lL_ 
and moments can be applied to and through the stinger and nozzle to control 
the orientation of the second spacecraft. 
In addition to the advantages mentioned above, the pneumatic stinger offers two 
other advantages over the stinger in the older docking apparatus: 
• After insertion of the stinger, the only action required is opening of pressuriza-
tion valves. Consequently, it is easy to fully aUlomate the operation of the pneu-
matic stinger. 
• Use of the pneumatic stinger is relatively inexpensive. 
This work was done by William C. Schneider of Johnson Space Center. For further 
information, access the Technical Support Package (TSP) free em-line at www.nasatech.com 
under the Mechanics category. 
This invention has been patented by NASA (US. Patent No. 5,735,488). Inquiries con-
cerning nonexclusive or exclusive license for its commercial development should be addressed to 
the Patent Counsel,johnson SPace Center, (281) 483-4871. Refer to MSC-22745. 
Finding a Solution for Bellows 
Coupling Failure 
Careful analysis of the problem leads 
to a custom solution. 
Servometer Corporation, Cedar Grove, New Jersey 
When a problem such as breaking bellows couplings 
threaten to halt a machinery production line, it is necessary 
to look beyond the obvious. In an application in which the 
coupling works on a Heidenhain encoder for an X-V table 
that positions circuit boards, representatives of the user 
company and of Servometer determined that it was a flexing 
type failure rather than a torquing failure. There were two 
couplings per handling machine, and calculation showed 
that the peak torque transmitted through the coupling was 
0.22 in.-oz. After a thorough analysis, it was clear that the 
exi ring bellows coupling was failing because of offset, since 
the failure was in the first convolution closest to the end 
piece. 
The engineers followed up by determining the maximum 
offset, and a Servometer bellows coupling wa chosen that 
could handle the offset, the small amount of pos ible bend-
ing, and the small mount of torque . The choice was con-
firmed by another division of the same company, which had 
been using the recommended coupling without encounter-
ing a problem. Servometer says the company is using the 
coupling for new handling-machine production. 
Thit vmrk WflS donf at Servometer Inc. For mOTe information, 
contact Tom Guarino, Engineering Sales jI,,[anager, 501 Little 
Falls Rd., Cedar Grove, Nj 07009-1291; (973) 785-4630, ext. 
243; fax: 800-785-0756 or 973-785-0756. 
FREE! GAUL'S 1999 
MOTION CONTROL 
CATALOG 
Galil's 1999 catalog details its full 
Hne of motion controllers. including 
the high-performance, multiaxis 
Optima Series and single-axis Ecol1o 
Series. Conlrollers are available in 1-8 axes for !SA. 
PC/ 104. PCI, CompactPCI, VME, RS-232/ 422. and 
USB. and are configurahle (or steppers and servos on 
any combination of axes. Also supportS DOS, QNX. 
Win 3.1, 95, 98. and NTA2o-page technical reference 
on motion control S)'Stems is included. Calil Motion 
Control Inc., 203 Ravendale Drive, Mountain View. 
CA94043; 800-377-6329;£oc 650-967-1751; www.gaIilmc. 
com; contact: Usa Wade, VP Sales and Marketing. 
Galil Motion Control Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 613 
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Sharpen your technical edge ... 
get expert advke to grow your bwiness ... 
learn proven marketing techniques from the pros. 
Plan now to attend NASA Tech Briefs-sponsored 
short courses during ... 
I I 
September 20-22 
Boston's Hynes Convention Center 
www.techeast.net 
Your registration includes admission to cutting-edge exhibits at four concurrent Tech East events: the 
New England Design & Mfg. Expo. Photonics East. Electronic Imaging IntI.. and Applied Machine Vision '99. 
Save up to 30% - Register in advance at www.techeast.net 
How to Develop a Successful 
Business or Product 
Engineers and other technical professionals are be-
coming increasingly Important as business drivers. 
Most. however. know few of the skJlls required to 
tum a good idea into a successful business. This 
course will focus on the knowledge. skills, and be-
haviors needed to "Make it Happen:' It will deal pri-
marily with nontechnical issues. as most projects fail 
due to "people issues." 
BENEFITS 
You will learn: 
• how to recognize an opportunity 
• how to sell and market an idea 
• how to effectively manage enterprise projects 
• how to assemble, motivate, and manage a team 
• how to prepare a business plan 
• fatal flaws that kill projects 
• a roadmap for a successful project 
Most Importantly. you will get an understanding of 
how people really work together. what motivates 
them. and how the use of simple people skills can 
make you more effiCient and effective. 
WHO SHOULD ATIEND 
The course will address the needs of both those 
who run major development projects within an or-
ganization (intrepreneurs) and those who want to 
do It on their own (entrepreneurs). 
INSTRUcrOR 
Leslie M. Gray, an entrepreneur and engineer, 
started Airflow Research and Manufacturing Corp. In 
1980 to market qUiet cooling fans for automobiles; 
ten years later, when he and hIS partners sold Airflow 
to the Robert Bosch Corp .. It had grown to $55 mil-
lion In annual sales. He continues to consult to Bosch 
while teaching entrepreneurship and serving on the 
boards of several startup firms. 
SC IOO $150 prereg/$195 on-site 
Mon .• Sept. 20: 9:00 am to 12:30 pm 
Introduction to Rapid 
Prototyping and Tooling 
Technolopes 
As product design and manufacturing cycles have 
become more and more compressed, new timesav-
ing tools have emerged to help engineers meet their 
production challenges. This course will provide an 
overview of the latest technologies in the areas of 
rapid prototyping. rapid tooling. and high-speed ma-
chining; illustrate practical examples of how these 
technologies can save time and increase productivity; 
and discuss which of the technologies make sense 
for various product design and tooling applications. 
TopiCS will include: 
• 3D CAD - the starting point 
• traditional prototyplng vs. rapid prototyping: 
• reverse engineenng 
• rapid prototyplng methodologies (Stereolithogra-
phy. Solid Ground Cunng. laminated Object Man-
ufacturing. Selective Laser Sintering. Fused DepoSi-
tion Modeling. etc.) 
• 3D pnnting 
• rapid desktop and office modelers 
• Introduction to rapid prototyplng applications 
• plastic and metal rapid prototyplng 
• sheet metal fabncatlon 
• high-speed machining vs. rapid prototyping 
• RP service bureaus 
BENEFITS 
In this course you will learn: 
• how to slash time and drive down product 
development costs 
• the range of rapid prototyplng and tooling 
technologies available today. how they work, and 
their cost 
• the advantages and limitations of each technology 
• which technologies are appropriate for your 
applications 
• new advances on the honzon. 
WHO SHOULD ATIEND 
Engineers and managers Involved In product design, 
prototyping. and development individuals involved in 
making decisions on incorporating rapid prototyping 
technology into existing design and manufacturing 
processes; anyone interested in gaining comprehen-
Sive knowledge of these emerging technologies. 
INSTRUcrOR 
A pioneer In the rapid prototyping Industry. Merlin 
C. Warner has more than 15 years experience in 
engineering and manufacturing. and has worked for 
companies involved In tooling design, rapid proto-
typing. and rapid manufacturing. He IS president of 
Wamer Technologies, Waterford, MI. and is an inter-
nationally renowned expert, consultant. and speaker 
In the field of rapid prototyping. high-speed machin-
Ing. and their applications. 
SC 101 $175 prereg/$225 on-site 
Mon. Sept. 20: 9:00 am to I :00 pm 
Technology Commercializa-
tion Strategies/Finding 
Niche Markets 
Whether your product or service IS JUst an idea. 
recently patented. emerging or mature. thiS 
workshop Will help you evaluate the potential 
opportunities and risks and find the most prof-
Itable niche commercial markets. 
BENEFITS 
You Will learn through diSCUSSion and brief 
exercises: 
• how to evaluate new product ideas and mini-
mize your rISk 
• what key factor has the most Influence In the 
acceptance of technology In the com me. cial 
marketplace 
• the "new" metrics In commercialization success 
• speCific techniques for targeting your best 
opportunities 
• cost-effective ways to find the commercial 
value of your product 
• how to launch products on tght budgets 
• how to prepare a commercialization plan that 
gets attention. 
WHO SHOULD ATIEND 
Engineers and other technICal professionals. bUSI-
ness managers/owners. entrepreneurs and oth-
ers Involved in marketing and selling technolo-
gies. products and services. 
INSTRUCTOR 
W illiam J. Dorman IS PreSident of Dorman 
Associates Inc., lambertville. NJ. Dorman Associ-
ates Inc. IS a marketing strategies. management 
engineering, consulting and research company 
established in 1976. 
SC I 02 $150 prereg/$195 on-site 
Mon., Sept. 20: I :10 pm to 5:00 p m 
Fast and easy 
online registration: 
www.techeast.net 
Speeding the Innovation 
Process: How to Impl'OV8 
the Perfonnance of 
Engineering Systems 
This course will reView product and process analysis 
to correctly define and solve product concept deSign 
problems. Attendees will examine the resource limi-
tations that Impede innovation. how the world's 
patent collection can be applied to Improve product 
development, and how to predict novel solutions. 
BENEFITS 
During thiS course. you will learn: 
• how to avoid design mistakes made by other 
companies 
• how to apply the laws and trends that govern 
englneenng systems to your own projects 
• how evolutionary practices can predict innovation 
to be used to improve current systems 
• how to use these trends to guarantee success In 
product design Initiatives. 
WHO SHOULD ATIEND 
Design and R&D engineers. product development 
managers. leaders of major development projects 
WIthin organizations 
INSTRUCTOR 
Dr. Sergei lkovenko, Director ofT raining and Ser-
ViCes for Boston-based Invention Machine Corp.. has 
conducted more than 300 courses on design Inno-
vation and technology optllnization. In addruon to 
wori<Jng with Fortune 500 companies worldwide. 
Dr: lkovenko has taught selTllnars at MIT. Harvard. 
Carnegie-Mellon. and other leading engineering 
schools. Dr.lkovenko has receIVed 76 patents In var-
IOUS field of englneenng and authored more than 30 
soentific papers. 
SCI04 $150 prereg/$195 on-site 
Tues., Sept. 21 : 9:00 am to 12:30 pm 
Course registration includes work-
book, complimentary tickets for cof-
fee and dessert breaks, and entry to 
all exhibits. For questions or infor-
mation on group discount rates, call 
Melissa Hinnen at (212) 490-3999; 
melissa@abptuf.org 
SBIR as a Business 
Development Resource: 
A workshop for SBIR-active 
and interested firms 
With over $1 .2 bilflOr1 In anruaJ fundll'l& from TEN 
federal agencies. the Small Business Innovation Re-
search Program IS the 1argest U.S. source of early-
stage technology deve10pment financing. Over 9.500 
firms have been funded for almost 50,000 projects In 
e:.If!ry field of endeavor. and some 4.500 new pro-
jeds are selected each year InvolVing several hun-
dred new firms as well as previous Winners. 
With strong emphasis on bnngtng technology to full 
use-condrtJon, SBIR must now be understood as In-
volVing far more than SImply haVIng a good Idea and 
gettJng an award.The scale and scope of federal par-
tiapatlon itself has changed In Important ways. as has 
the expectation of what awardees must subse-
quently address to be Judged "successful." 
For SBIR awardees and newcomers alike, this all-day. 
highly InteractJve, workshop will provide InfonnatJon. 
analysis. tools and inSight into effective SBIR partiCi-
pation and long-term buSiness achievement 
BENEFITS 
Featuring leading federal procurement and business 
de:.lf!lopment experts. the workshop Will cover' 
• SBIR's changing dynamics (and the opportunities 
thereln~ 
• how the program REALLY works .. . and making it 
work for YOU 
• effective project design and proposal development 
• understanding the govemment as a customer 
• factoring to current (changed) business 
Circumstances 
• IdentJ1Ying and valuing technology assets 
, cntical ISSUes in bringing technology to market-use 
condition 
• tools and strategies for explOiting your 
technologies 
WHO SHOULD ATIEND 
Those WIth a well-established SBIR presence as well 
as those just getting started will profit from this 
workshop, as Will ANY company seeking to bring 
technology from lab to market 
• The morning session Will address Issues highly 
relevant to both SBiR veterans and newcomers: 
• Two afternoon tracks will target respectively: the 
practical needs of SBIR Involvement and appropri-
ate and profitable market penetration. 
IMPORTANT BONUS 
An online InteractNe roundtable Will support post-
conference contJnuing discUSSIon and materials ex-
change (access Included In the workshop fee). 
INSTRUCTORS 
Ann Eskesen will lead a tearn of respected. expe-
nenced experts from Industry. buslness and govern-
ment Since 1983. Ms. Eskesen has been President of 
InJ<:no..watJon Development Institute. She IS a dy-
I"IJl'UC publIC speaker WIth a substantial reputatJon as 
an SBiR acMxate. 
SCI01 $195 prereg/$245 onsite 
Tues., Sept. 21:8:30 am - 5:00 pm 
Marlceting For Survival: 
Creating Opportunities and 
Solving Problems through 
the POWER of Marketing 
Marl<enng rsnl a chOKe. We all do It e..-ery day. To 
SUrvNe in today's fast-pac:ed world. we need to con-
\IInce management to support. IIl\Ie5tOf'S to nsk. and 
customers to buy. As professaonals in other OISO-
plines with little time to spare. we need praCtIcal. 
proven mar1<eung tools that get the Job done nght 
BENERTS 
• Clarity: About who our"customers" are and why 
they buy. fund, and IJlIIE!St 
• Value: The abijrty to define the value of our prod-
ucts and serviCes to each customer segment 
• Discipline: Mental tools that help maintain a 
focus on sabs1}-1ng customers In a competitive 
enVIronment 
• Confidence: When Interacting with our cus-
tomers. management and Investors 
• Power: Abilities to use the dISCiplines and proces-
ses of markebng to reach goals and manage change 
• The Book: "Marl<etlng for SurvMII" 
WHO SHOULD ATIEND 
Anyone serving "customers" with technologtes. 
products. serviCes. projects. Investment opportuni-
ties, or time as employees In professaonal diSCIplines 
INSTRUCTOR 
Dr. Gary Lundquist transitioned rom soentist to 
marketer while converting a service company IntO 
an INC 500 software company. He helps high-tech 
companies and R&D labs nationWIde to manage 
change with marketing. He has marketed technolo-
gies, products, and services ranging in price rom one 
hundred to half a billion dollars. 
SC I 05 $150 prereg/$ 195 on-site 
Wed., Sept. 22: 9:00 am to 12:30 pm 
Intellectual Property: 
PI otection, Ucensing, and 
Govemment Technology 
Transfer Issues 
This course will provide an rNerilew of three critical 
areas of concern when bnnglng technology to the 
marketplace: protecting intellectual property; dealing 
with the government in technology transfer matters: 
and licenSing technology. 
BENEFITS 
This easy-to-understand course will bnng you up to 
speed on: 
• trade secret, patent, copyright, and trademark 
protection and their relevance to commercializ-
Ing technology 
• the Federal Technology Transfer Act and Coop-
erative Research & Development Agreements 
(CRADAs). one of the pnmary mechanisms for g0-
vernment -Industry partnerships and tech transfers 
• intellectual property issues when dealing with the 
government - pitfalls to avoid and proven paths 
to success 
• licenSing agreements. In partJcular the key differ-
ences between licensing from the government and 
from the prwate sector 
• how to determine royalties. 
WHO SHOULD ATIEND 
Industry. government and uruversrty technology 
managers; engtneers: SCIentists; and entrepreneurs 
who want to leam how to effectively protect and h-
cense their Ideas. 
INSTRUCTOR 
Jacob N. Uesse) Erlich, a partner with Perkins, 
SmIth. & COOen UP speCI<! Izes In Intellectual prop-
erty matters. PreVIously. attorney Erlich served as 
Chief Patent Advisor for the U.S. Air Force. He 
holds a BS ,n Mechanical Engineering from 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute and a JUriS Doctor 
degree from Georgetown Law School. A Past-
President of the Boston Patent Law Association. 
Erlich recently coauthored a book entrtled "Tech-
nology Development and Transfer - the Transac-
tiona) and Legal EnVironment:' 
SCI06 $150 prereg/$195 on-site 
Wed: 9:00 am to 12:30 pm 
Zero-Backlash 
Plastic Nut 
Ball rews - Actuators 
(BSA) Inc .• San Jose. CA, 
makes available its XC Series of patenled plastic 
antibacklash nut assemblies. BSA' ActiveCAM" design 
utilizes a rigid lainl leel cam that automatically 
rotates and produces higher ax:ial rigidi!), withoUl sacri-
ficing life, torque. or positional accuracy. h automati-
cally compensates for wear, and produces zero backlash 
and consisteOl minimal drag LOrque up LO the nut's 
rated load capaci!)'. BSA sa that it delivers exception-
al repeatabili!)' throughout the life of the nul. The XC 
ries load capacities range from 10 lb. maximum for 
the quaner-inch diameter up to 250 lb. for the three-
quaner-inch diameter, with leads from 0.012 in. to 2.00 
in. The series i available in thread or flange mounts. 
For More Information Circle No. 761 
Solenoid-Operated 
Dispensing Pumps 
Valcor Scientific, pringlield, 
l'U, says that its SV600 Series 
solenoid-operated dispen-
ing pumps employ an exclu-
sive O-ring pumping system 
that seals the piston while 
allowing the pump chamber 
to refill. The piston is retract-
ed when the solenoid i energized, allowing liquid to 
enler the volume above the O-ring. A return spring 
pushes the piston back down when the coil is de-
energized. The rugged SV600 Series is capable of 
operating through several million cycles without 
mainlenance, according to the company. Valcor says 
repeatability is within 2 percent. 
For More Information Circle No. 764 
Aerotech Inc. 
Linear Brushless 
DC Motors 
Axs)" Technologie 
lnc., Englewood ClilE , 
NJ. introduces a new 
line of linear brushl 
DC motors. The com-
pan says that its ALM family uses a new modular coil 
design (pateOl applied for), which maximize wind-
ing den ity and increase linear mOLOr force . It uti-
lizes a full complemeOl of field magnets on both 
ides of the coil. The ELM family of low-cost motors 
use the same coil design with a single row of field 
magnets. The company attributes its motors' mooth 
performance to these haped commutation magnets, 
which when coupled to linear Hall sensors provide a 
inusoidal outpuL 
For More Information Circle No. 762 
TMicroelectronics Inc., 
Lexington, MA, intro-
duces the ST92J41, which 
it calls a high-performance 8/ I6-bit microcontroller 
designed to implify the control of three-phase induc-
tion motors. The unit has a dedicated induction motor 
contrOl (IMC) peripheral cell that minimizes both soft-
ware complexity and processor overhead. The cell's 25-
MHz operating frequency allows switching frequencies 
above the audible range, while the dedicated tacho-
generator and six pulse width modulation outputs 
reduce the external inlerface requirements. The 
sinewaves generated to drive the motor windings have 
1024 resolution levels, which the company says reduces 
curreOl ripple and harmonic losses. 
For More Information Circle No. 765 
ADVERTISEMENT 
In 1999, Aerotech com-
pletes 29 years as a leading 
users and OEM world-
wide. Our bru hless 
rotary motor and 
drive offer the indus-
try' highest torque-to-
inertia ratio and pro-
vide peed and acceler-
Ethernet Standalone 
Controller 
Gali! Motion ContrOl Inc., 
Mountain lew. CA, offers the 
DMC2100 tandalone motion con-
troUer that uses the Ethernet com-
munication protocol The seri is 
available in 1- through 8-axis for-
mats, enabling control of both step 
and servo motors on any combination of axe . h comes 
standard with the 1OBa.se-T baseband signal that is 
common for the Ethernet, but it is also available with 
the lOBa.se-F fiber optic option for noisy industrial 
environments. Other features include sinusoidal com-
mutation for brushless motors, twO encoder inputs for 
each axis, 64 conligurable I/O, and optoisolated for-
ward and reverse limits and home inputS for each axis. 
For More Information Circle No. 763 
- -
- - . . 
Programmable 
DC Power 
Supplies 
Soren en Division 
of Elgar, an 
Diego, CA, adds 
37 new models to its DHP series of DC power up-
plies, bringing the IOtal number of model to 141. 
The series, which comes in a thin rack-mouOl pro-
file (2U to 6Uj, provides DC output power from 
2 kW to 30 kW. A new feature in models with 80 V 
or more is Down Programming, which will pro-
gram the output voltage from 100 percent to 10 
percent (no load condition) in less than one sec-
ond. The new models allow the user to store and 
recall all programmable voltage, curreOl, and 
auto-sequence settings. 
For More Information Circle No. 766 
imaging, laser machining, and 
general po itioning applica-
tion . The e systems provide 
the ubmicron accuracy and 
tight velocity control critical to 
demanding proce e. 
upplier of motion control 
and positioning ystem to 
industry, re earch, education-
al, and government cu-
tomers. The breadth of the 
company's product line, from 
plano air-bearing terns to 
brushle Hnear er\'o motor 
and drives [0 advanced multi-
axi motion controllers and 
laser interferometer po ition 
tran ducers, make Aerotech 
unique among motion control 
manufacturers. 
ation capabilities un-
available from equivalently 
ized DC brush-type drive . 
Aerotech 's -channel and flat 
brushles linear ervomotors 
feature the indu try' highe t 
output force per volume ratio, 
and we offer the broade t 
array of tandard U-channel 
model ize and power range . 
trollers are available for appli-
cations from one to 16 axe 
and more. Aerotech devote 
Cu tom motors, drives, po i-
tioning y tern , and compo-
nents for OEMs and end users 
are offered. 
Aerotech motor and drive 
are utilized in our own posi-
tioning systems and by end 
14b 
Aerotech' PC-bu -based 
and tandalone motion con-
ub tantial resources to the 
development and upport of 
appHcation oftware and pro-
gramming tool . 
Aerotech ' Iinear-motor-
based mechanical and air-bear-
ing sy tern are used in semi-
conductor, flat-panel di play, 
For 1TWT!? information please con-
tact Aerol£ch Tnc., 101 Zeta Drive, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15238; I£L' (412) 
963-7470; fax: (412) %3-7459; 
e-mail: aerotech@aerotechinc.com; 
UIWW. aerol£chinc. com. 
CIrcle No. 454 
www.nasalech.com Motion Control Tech Briefs, AUgusll999 
Newon 
DISK 
Pipe Stress Analysis 
COADE, Houston, TX, has 
released Version 4.]0 of CAE-
SAR II Windows 95/ 9B/ NT 
software for pipe tress analysis 
and design. Enhancements in-
clude recent piping-code 
updates. the Briti h TD/ 12 
transmi ion piping code with 
fatigue analysis, and an online 
user's guide. The software is designed to increase by 200 percem the 
limit on the number of thermal, pressure, and force sets. It also 
expands categories for input review and edit; increases load cases 
from 20 Lo 99; and adds more reports for fatigue analysis and cumu-
lative damage. CAESAR n encompasses pipe stress analysis, compo-
nem evaluation and databases, and automatic underground pipe 
modeling. Circle No. 700 
Analysis Software 
ANSI'S/ Professional'" analysis toolkit for structural and thermal 
simulation and analysis has been introduced by ANSYS, Canonsburg, 
PA. It is de igned for users who are faced with intermediate analysis 
projects, but lack experience with the ANSYS product line. The 
Mechanical TooJbar, a streamlined graphical user interface (GUI) 
component, provides an entry poim into ANSI'S for basic analysis 
tasks. The equential tabbed menus and drop-down boxe are 
designed to make setting up and running an analysis as accessible as 
using familiar Windows applications. Circle No. 701 
Data Acquisition! 
Process Control 
LABTECH Corp., Ando-
ver, MA, offers Window 
T / Windows 2000 ver ions 
of LABTECH NOTEBOOK"', 
OTEBOOKpro'", CO-
TROL "', and CONTROLpro'" 
instrumentation and control 
software. Features include 
mulLiprocessing capabiliLies, priority-based scheduling, and a new 
open-architecture de ign. The rnultiproce ing feature allows multi-
ple copies of OTEBOOK and CONTROL to run on the same sys-
tem. Prioril)~based scheduling is et up to provide a deterministic 
de ign delivering predictable performance at the application and 
I/O level. By utilizing Microsoft's COM technology, the software 
offers an open tandard allowing interoperability with a wide yari-
ety of I/O de~;ces. Circle No. 704 
Graphical Programming Tool 
GEDAE'" Ver ion 3.0 from Lockheed Martin Advanced Technology 
Laboratories, Camden, NJ. is an advanced graphical programming 
and aUlomated code generation tool designed for multiproce or 
application. 'ew control feature include ''Valves" for efficient data 
flow; "Eva!" and "Trigger" for proce ing parameters rather than data 
terns; a GUI primitive library supporting GUI building as part of an 
application; and an Application Interface Builder to simplifY the inter-
fact: lu t:xteJ nal control software. Also available is an Algorithm 
Development Version of GEDAE, designed to enable engineers to 
develop algorithms using the full primitive library and to execute the 
algorithm on a single workstation. Circle No. 705 
NASA Tech Briefs. August 1999 
Tufoil® 
Industrial Lubricants 
have the uncanny ability 
to keep your machinery running 
at peak performance 
www.tufoil.com 
(It's worth the trip) 
1-800-922-0075 
For More Information Circle No. 423 
For More Information Circle No. 424 65 
IGARASHI 
Introduces a New High Torque 
Micro Motor 
' 17_6 
<B 
-
.. 5 
• Neodymium Magnets 
• Stall up to 2 oz. - in. 
Options 
• RFI - Varistor, Chokes 
and Capacitors 
• Stainless Steel Sbaft 
~O. 15 
Igarashi Motor Sales USA 
612 Stetson Ave., St. Charles, IL 60174 
Phone: 630-587-1177; Fax: 630-587-7797 
For More Information Circle No. 425 
IF YOUR COMPRNY'S PRODUCTS ARE ON THIS ~IST 
YOU SHOU~D EXHIBIT AT AMCE '99 OR 
IF YOU USE THE PRODUCTS ON THIS ~IST IN THE 
DESIGN RND MANUFRCTURE OF YOUR COMPANY'S 
PRODUCTS YOU SHOU~D RTTEND AMCE '99 
Sponsored by AM - Appliance Manufacturer magazine. Appliance Manufacturer 
Conference & Expo is the only expo devoted exclusively to providing ideas for the 
solution of problems and the concems of the Cross-Functional Design (CFD) teams 
in the Global Consumer, Commercial, Business and Medical Appliance IndustJy 
Fer mare ~ ~ ClHtLIIIIIIIIIfiI-~ •• '" lilt SIll 111 Des . L IiII1I • 147.2S7JS71 • 147.m.D (-mail. UIIIoff":lrlOl.com • YIsIIMIIeII SIe __ II_ a. 
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NeWonthe 
MARKET. 
Ultrasonic Vibration Meter 
The 40 from Philtec, 
Annapoli, MO, i an ultrasonic 
vibration meter for production 
testing of ultrasonic equipmenL Its 
reflectance-compensated fiber-
optic di placement ensor enable 
the gage to operate without cali-
bration to specific target material . 
Feature and capabilitie include 
fiber-{)ptic transducer, analog display, 100 microns FS; 1 micron re 0-
lution; caling for 20 KHz and 40 KHz; 0.25-mm tandoffto target; and 
0.25-mm linear operating range. Circle No. 708 
Contact Springs 
Flexible, miniature bellows con-
tact springs from Servometer 
Corp ., Cedar Grove, G, are 
intended for critical applications 
requiring contact with a delicate 
component or material. The con-
tacts are designed to have low 
insertion forces/ losses, and low 
D.C. re istance. The contact spring are manufactured from elec-
trodeposited nickel, and are gold-plated for improved conductivity. 
Most end cups fit over standard-sized pins or into recesses, so that they 
connect to other components without soldering. Contacts are avail-
able in stock diameter down to 0.037" (1 mm) . Parts can be designed 
to customer specifications. Circle No_ 719 
Silicone Sheeting 
B-stage ilicone adhe ive system from 
NuSil Tecbnology, Carpinteria, CA, is 
available in sheet form and with a wide 
variety of physical properties. Ther-
mally conductive and electrically con-
ductive sheets are available for di ipa-
tion of heat or electrical current; opti-
cally dear heets are available for adhe-
sion of glass to variou ubstrates such 
as kapton, aluminum, and other metals. The materials cure at room 
temperature and can be beat-accelerated for faster assembly. The 
adhesives can replace Liquid silicone in many applications, eliminat-
ing mixing and de-airing. Circle No. 717 
CCDs for 
Scientific Imaging 
Hamamatsu Corp., Bridge-
water, NJ, offers the S717(}' 
0909 and S7171-0009 series of 
back-thinned FFT-CCDs that 
feature greater than 90% 
quantum efficiency (QE). 
The CCO are designed for scientific applications such as measuring 
instruments, optical analyzers, and UV imaging. The CCO feature sta-
ble spectral re PODse curves over the 200-nm to llO(}.nm spectral 
response range. Dynamic range of the Multi Pin Phase (MPP) mode 
CCOs is 37,500 to 1 in area-scanning mode. Both CCO are mounted 
in a 24-pin ceramic package measuring 50 x 22.9 x 7.7 mm. A sapphire 
window proleCts the active area. Circle No. 710 
ASA Tech Briefs, August 1999 
Time Measurement Module 
Highland Technology, San Fran-
cisco, CA, offen the Model V900 16-
channel, time-to-digital converter, which 
is designed to record the time of occur-
rence of 16 independent electrical-pulse 
inputs. Each is measured relative to a sin-
gle, common user~t reference input, 
up to 6,800 seconds before or after the common trigger, or 0 to +13,700 
seconds after nigger. In addition, it can be used as a 17-dlannel inde-
pendent time stamper, with a measurement rnnge 0[0 to 13,700 seconds. 
Jitter typically is below 40 ps RMS. The converter also is suitable for time 
in terval counting in radar, lidar, laser rnnge-finding, hoel,wave analysis, 
and X-ray crystallography applications. Circle No. 714 
FireWire .... Data Acquisition 
The DAQPad"'-6070E from a-
tional Instruments, Austin, TX. is a 
data acquisition devi.ce (DAQ) for 
the IEEE-1394 serial bus, or FLTeWLTe. 
This multifunction I/ O device con-
nects directly to Windows 98 PCS 
equipped with an IEEE-1394 erial 
port or PCI-to-1394 adapter. The device is designed to provide a portable 
solution for computer-based measurement applications. The device is 
hot-pluggable and comes with NJ-DAQ~ driver software. Other features 
include 1.25 MS/s sampling rate, 12-bil A/D resolution, 16 analog 
inputs, 2 analog outputs, 8 digital 110 line, two 24-bit counter timers, 
and mass termination or BNC-equipped option. Circle No. 71S 
Dual-Channel Process Meter 
OMEGA Engineering, Stam-
ford, cr, has introduced the 
DP3300 Series of dual-channel 
proces meters, which provide 
pulse or square wave inputs on one 
channel and an analog ignal on 
the other. The device is designed to 
monitor analog signals such as 4-20 rnA loop current, volts, millivolts, 
or temperature signals from thermocouples, IITDs. or thermiston. On 
channel one, analog ignals are linearized and displayed in degrees 
Celsius or FahrenbeiL VOltage and milliamp signals are displayed in 
engineering units corresponding to the process being monitored. 
Channel two is designed to erve as four monitors in one: up/down 
counter, rate, RPM, or frequency. Circle No. 716 
Miniature Force Transducers 
Strainsert, West Conshohocken, PA, 
offers miniature force transducers 
designed and manufactured with the 
company's patented Internally Gaged 
Technology. The transducers include clevis 
pins down to 1/4" diameter with capacities 
from 20 to 500 Ibs.; bolts and studs down to 1/4" diameter and smaller, 
and custom miniature tension links. Internal gaging is designed to pro-
vide increased measurement accuracy. The gages are bonded to the 
transducer neutral axis, thereby mitigating me effeas of bt!lldiJ.~ dl.d 
torsional extraneous loading on the desired measurement. Applications 
include corrosive. hanh. or high-pressure environments; aerospace; 
antenna and clamp bandjoints; and engine attachments. Circle No. 718 
ASA Tech BriefS, August 1999 
ITFliMa l6[Q)1K ® INC. e-· , "
Ifyou have an edge ... We have a trim! 
i ......................................... ············ .. ······· .. ·· ~ tr~ M 
Trim-Lok's Rubber Seals ® 
Rubber Seals come 
in a var iety o f 
specially des igned 
s hapes. made from 
a custom formulated 
s po n g e r u b b e r 
compound, and also 
av ailable wit h a 
press ure sensitive ~ •••••••••••••• I adhes ive tape. 
For over 25 years, the leader in 
flexible plastic and rubber extrusions! 
Come see us on-line at http:www.trimJok.com 
NOW 
ACCEPTING: 1~11~[jJ l 
71 4-562-0600 fax 
6855 Hermosa Circle · Buena Park, CA 90622-6180 
For More Information Circle No. 427 
r;] hipping cases never seem 
~ too important until 
equipment arrives damaged 
or in non-worlcing condition 
causing extensive down 
time, repair or replacement. 
AIJ containers, in conjunction 
with the proper interior 
design, assure your s !pmeDts 
will arrive safe each ond 
every lime. A&J ••• 
I.t u. tvrn you on! 
• 
Call Us No.wl (800) 537·4000 
"Don't Be Afraid" 
A&J Cases. 11121 Hindry Ave. , CA 90045 
www.ajcases.com • Phone: (310) 216-2170 · FAX: (310) 216-2694 
For More Information Circle No. 428 67 
$ Special Coverage: Wireless Communications 
Wireless Networks: 
Confusion and Promise 
There' a revolution brewing in wire-Ie networks - a revolution that promises a wide variety of netw·ork 
options: different peed, operating ys-
terns, range, and number of network 
node . The ultimate goal - wirele net-
working 0 ubiquitous and eamJe that 
aJ] you have to do to connect is to bring 
your laptop, palmtop, or data collection 
appliance into the room - i still elusive. 
IBM's Air transceiver compared in size to a 
US quarter. The range is 15 feet under normal 
conditions. 
orne device aim for interoperability 
by formatting data into Intemet-compat-
ible packets. Intel has its Wired for Man-
agement (WfM) initiative, a hardware 
tandard that allows any Window "man-
agement" oftware (Excel, Word, Word-
Perfect, etc.) to communicate with a 
WfM-enabled P . 
The next tep is the much-discu ed 
Bluetooth, which is expected to tart de-
livering products by mid-2000. There are 
more than 00 companie in the Blue-
tooth IG ( pedal Intere t Group), 
which aims at delivering a royalty-free 
open \vireJe pecification. The idea is to 
embed tiny hort-range tran ceivers into 
just about any mobile device. The trans-
ceivers may co t 20 to tart, but the 
price will oon fall to about 5. Data 
68 
Steven S. Ross 
throughput i a ()-c 0 721 kilobits per ec-
ond, along with three voice channel 
(voice and data u e the same equip-
ment). The transceivers use the unli-
censed 2.45-GHz radio band and require 
1/ 10 watt to tran mit (at 8 to 30 mil-
liamp). tandby power con umption 
hould be as little as 1/ 1000 of that. Thi 
should make it po sible to add Bluetooth 
to cameras, palm computer, pocket 
phone and other basic equip-
ment (www.bluetooth.com). 
Proxim' "ymphony" devices 
u ing that band (PCMCIA card, 
network ba e tation, and so 
forth) already are on the market. 
Typical throughput is 1.6 meg-
abits per econd with range up to 
150 feet. 
For shorter range and higher 
data throughput, there's infrared. 
Microsoft has pretty much run 
the tandard there; its IrDA 1.2 
driver kit i u ed by mo t vendor. 
Even 0, you will find two ver ion 
of infrared transmi sion technol-
ogy. There's Fast IR, which i on 
mo t of the newer laptops and on 
many printers. It tran mits at up 
to 4 megabits per second. The 
older tandard, erial JR, at 115 
kilobits/ econd, is till in use as well. 
The range is about two feet, and the 
IrDA transceiver have to be lined up 
carefully. IrDA, the Infrared Data od-
ation, doe con i t of many companie 
aside from Micro oft. 
IrDA' next tandard i Advanced In-
frared, or AIr. It promi es infrared con-
nectivity up to 15 feet. The AIr ports 
can be off: et by up to 120 degree , far 
more than the 30 degree allowed by 
the older tandard. That's good, be-
cau e you don't have to be as fus y 
about aligning the IrDA ports. It could 
be bad, because many transmitter can 
be " en ed" by one receiver, but oft-
ware logic reduces or eliminate the po-
tential for interference. The data trans-
mis ion peed, for Fast IR, is 4 megabits 
www.nasatech.com 
per econd. IBM i already eUing AIr 
module - tran ceiver, ingle-chip con-
troller, controller macro, and oftware 
( www.chips.ibm.com/ products/ infrared ) . 
The oftware i as impre ive as the 
hardware. With an AIr-equipped laptop, 
u ers can download a file to a palmtop 
via infrared while al 0 re ponding to 
hardwire network reque ts. 
What's Next in Wireless 
Thi year's PC Expo in ew York also 
underlined the work of hardware and 
software developer who intend to u e 
the e new wirele technologies for data 
collection, internet connection, and 
other function that once required hard-
wire in tallation . 
ovatel Wtrele of San Diego has a wide 
range of products based on CDPD -
Cellular Digital Packet Data - also 
known as Wireles !P. CDPD use the ex-
i ting cellular phone network (strictly 
speaking, it is a network overlay that co-
exi ts with regular "AMP " cellular) to 
tran mit small packets of data. If you 
10 e the connection during a es ion, a 
CDPD "modem" automatically recon-
nects. Each one comes with its own IP 
addre ; ervice is available in mo t met-
ropolitan areas. The "modem" i really a 
network interface connector. 
ierra Wireless introduced its CDPD Air-
Card 300 for Wmdows CE, 95, 98, and NT 
The new AirCard from Sierra Wireless is 
PCMClA Type II. 
, ABA Tech Brief , August 1999 
at PC Expo. It, too, is really a net-
work interface card, not a 
modem. ~ben used in a note-
book computer, it automatically 
connects to the cellular network 
when the notebook is turned on. 
Sierra WIreless also has encryption 
software for its wireless devices 
(www.ierrawireless.com) . 
Qualcomm use CDMA 
(Code Division Multiple Access 
for PCS cellular) for a range of 
wirele "phones" for home and 
office. Just plug them into a power 
outlet - no phone needed 
(www.qualcomm.com/cdma) . 
ovatel has wireless modem 
on Type II P MCIA cards (its 
Puma's code editor helps create thin·dient forms easily. 
Merlin line), and for Palm and Window 
CE machines (the Minstrel line). The 
Minstrel E-15 wireless IP Modem i 
trictly for the Casio E-15 Palm PC. Its 
lightweight "Expedite" modem module 
can be embedded into OEM equip-
ment. A larger version, the RM-6812 
line, can operate under a wider range of 
temperatures and voltage . Typically, de-
vices using the Wtreless IP network can ex-
pect throughput around 19.6 kilobits per 
second - adequate for most e-mail 
and data collection needs (www. 
novatelwireless. com) . 
Xircom also has CompactFlash-size 
modems for Windows CE and will soon 
release wireles GSM "cellular" modem 
(www.xircom.com). Want to stick to eth-
ernet? Win et ell 100-megabit-per-sec-
ond wireless fast ethernet cards 
(www.winnetmc.com). Socket Commu-
nication offers one-stop shopping for 
"battery-friendly," low-power wirele 
networking cards and other devices 
(www.ocketcom.com). 
Palm Computing's Palm VII Orga-
nizer comes with Internet access right 
out of the box. It started eUing in 
the ew York City area, with sale 
rolling out nationally through 1999. 
The wirele s network service are pro-
vided by Open ky, a joint venture of 
Palm's maker, 3Com, and Aether 
Technologie . The company is mar-
keting network ervices to Windows 
E device a well. At PC Expo, 3Com 
ran a convincing demon tration for 
the pre ,with Palm device commu-
nicating via network and by beaming 
me age from machine to machine 
through infrared. 
The Palm ha a \\;de variety of data 
acquisition options. The more widely 
u ed Palm III and Palm ITIx, as alread . 
noted, can be equipped with a modem 
or cellular mudem. There are also bar 
code reader and other devices that fit 
into the Palm's CompactFlash slot 
(www.palm.com). If you only need mes-
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saging and paging, look at the Black-
berry from RIM (Research in Mo-
tion) and various paging devices 
such as eLink from American Mobile 
(www.blackberry.net; www.ammobile.com). 
On the e-mail side, and if you need to 
connect to printer via wireless infrared, 
look at Hewlett-Packard' CapShare 910 
"information appliance," a Windows CE 
device. IBM's Lotus clivi ion has devel-
oped a pager gateway that extends 
Domino and otes servers to handheld 
device. 
The Software Question 
If palm-size devices are to be used 
collecting data in the plant or in the 
field, as wireless networkers expect will 
increasingly be the case, orne changes 
will have to be made in software archi-
tecture. The key to using mall com-
puters for collecting information is to 
have as little oftware on them as possi-
ble. Mo t of the work is done at the 
The completed Puma form, running on a Palm 
Pilot Professional. 
www.oasatech.com 
server instead, with the palm-
top or similar device han-
dling only the fill-in form. To 
put it another way, the Palm 
Pilot IIIx, with 4 MB of RAM, 
is as "thin" a client as can be 
easily imagined by modern 
programmers. 
Cardiff Software inadver-
tently iUu trated the problem. Its 
TELEform PDF+Forms allow de-
veloper to create fill-in-the-
blank forms in the Adobe Acro-
bat 4.0 format. The forms can be 
programmed to sense incorrect 
or inappropriate data. Validated 
data i sent automatically to a Mi-
crosoft Access 2000 database or 
Excel 2000 spreadsheet for analysis or 
further processing. The software is flexi-
ble, stable, and easy to use. But if you in-
stall it on a mobile platform, the platform 
has to be running Windows and have 
plenty of disk space (www.carcliff.com). 
In contrast, Abaco, which exhibited in 
the Microsoft "partner pavilion" at PC 
Expo, has ten years' experience with 
thin client terminal software for small 
devices. It offers some devices of its own, 
along with many software tools 
(www.abacoinc.com) . 
Another company with offerings in 
this area i AvantGo, which sells software 
running on the Palm OS and Windows 
CEo It networks using Internet protocols. 
As an example, it works well with Nova-
tel's Min trel wireless devices. AvantGo 
has licensed Certicom's security technol-
ogy for mobile enterprise customers 
with Windows CE and Palm Computing 
handhelds (www.avantgo.com). 
Extended Systems has what it calls En-
terprise Hannony '99 for synchronizing 
data among windows, Windows CE, and 
Palm devices - and even the Casio Pocket 
Viewer (www.extendedsystems.com). 
Puma Technologies, with its Intelli-
sync line of synchronization software 
and its atellite Forms software for Palm 
OS device , aI 0 has made a splash 
(www.pumatech.com). 
With all the e tiny devices connected 
only by thin air to an ming, you proba-
bly are worrying about the consequences 
of gravity. After all, who would want to 
risk dropping a 300 Palm Pilot as you 
collect data? Oddly enough, we found 
only one vendor working on the prob-
lem. Concept IGtchen sells a wrap-
around rubber bumper that surrounds 
and cu hion the Pilot's edges (www. 
conceptkitchen.com). 
Steven S. Rim is an a.ssocillJe prof~ at Colum-
bia T.JnWern1)':r GmdWJle ScJwol of jou:mtJlism in 
IVew Yori!. With an undergraduaJe tIegrte in PIrysics, 
he has written several books on product design. 
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INDUSTRIAL 
COMPUTER: 
COMPLETE SOLUTION 
FOR EXTREME 
ENVIRONMENTS 
The compact, low-profile Pro-
Panel from AzorUx is fully sealed 
and hielded again t hock, ,ibration, dust, liquids, 
and EMI/RFI. Low-power temperature design, inte-
gral heat sinks ensure longer MrBF. Features include 
dual-u e I AlP 1 card lots; Pentium proces or; 
TCP I lP-readiness; 15" integral displa , and self.adjust-
ing hi-brite. ProPanel is designed for applications in 
harsh, hazardou emironmellls. Buy off-the-shelf or 
adaptively engineered. Azonix; Tel: 00-365-1663; 
www.azonix.com 
Azonix 
FREE 1999 PC & 
PCMCIA 
SOLUTIONS 
HANDBOOK 
Quatech 's new 1999 product 
handbook details our exten-
sive line of quality communi-
cation, data acquisition, and 
signal conditioning products 
for PCMCIA, I A, PCI , and USB. lew for 1999 are 
2 port R.S-232 and RS-422/485 PCI serial adapters 
and 2 & 4 pon R.S-232 U B serial adapter. Product 
overviews, photos, and complete technical pedfi-
cations are provided. For your free copy call I 00-
553-1 170, e-mail sales@quatech.com. or visit our 
Web site at www.quatech.com. 
Quatech, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No_ 623 
NOW ONLINE! 
A CLASSIC 
HANDBOOK FOR 
THE NEXT 
CENTURY ... THE 
BOOK OF BOOKS® 
UPDATE 
OMEGA Engineering now sells from its Web site -
at www.books1.com - al l technical , engineering, 
and electronics books and videos in its 200-page 
Book oj Books Update. The online handbook covers 
16 subject areas, with books from 15 leading pub-
lishers. OMEGA Engineering; One Omega Dr., P.O. 
Box 4047; Stamford, cr 06907-4047; Tel : 203-359-
1660; 800 TCOMEGA; Fax: 203-359-7700: e-mail: 
info@omega.com; www.omegacom 
OMEGA Engineering 
For More Information Circle No. 626 
VIEW LIVE 
WEBCAST 
DEMONSTRATIONS 
See an actual live demonstra-
tion of Algor's FEA-based 
Mechanical Event imulation 
oftware. Each demonstration 
answers often-asked questions 
about Algor software. You can 
e-mail sofc...-are que tion , ";ew 
repla of Algor live webcasts, and also get a sched-
ule of upcoming live webcasts from www.algor.com 
or order your FREE CD which contains a version of 
Algor's web ite. Addre : 150 Beta Dr., Pittsburgh, 
PA 15238; +1 (412) 967-2700; info@algor.com; or 
Fax: +1 (412) 967-2781. 
Algor, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 629 
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The World of Qamping cata-
log cm'er DE-STA-CO' line 
of approximately 500 toggle 
clamp , and feamres expand-
ed dimensional and applica-
tion information. DE- TA-
O's toggle clamp line 
include hold-down, latch, straight-line, and 
squeeze-action clamp. The catalog als contain 
DE T -CO's pneumatic and hydraulic clamping 
system, and line of pacing products. (Catalog 197 
REV I ). DE- TA-CO Indu tries , 2121 ole t., 
Birmingham, Ml 4 009; Tel: 24 594-5600; e-mail: 
cust.ser\"@de taco.com; hup:1 www.detaco.com 
DE-STA-CO Industries 
For More Information Circle No. 621 
SEASTROM 
MACHINING 
DIVISION 
EXPANDS 
Seastrom Machining Di-
vision ha expanded their capabilities to include 
short- to long-run machined products utilizing 
\";ss & automatic screw machines, C C lathes, and 
C C vertical milling 4-axis. astrom is capable of 
turning precision metallic and non-metallic prod-
ucts from .010" to 1.000" diameters on production 
screw machine equipment; from I" to 14" diameters 
on production C lathe equipment; and up to 20" 
x 40" production 4-axis vertical millwork. astrom 
Mfg. Co., I nc.; Tel: 800-634-2356; Fax: 208-734-7222; 
e-mail: eaeng@micron.net 
Seastrom Mfg. Co. Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 624 
SPIRAL RETAINING 
RING CATALOG 
NO. RR-98 
Our newly released 56-page 
Catalog No. RR-98 offers more 
than 2000 standard retaining 
rings, stocked in diameters from 
1/2" to 16" (12mm to 280mm), 
in both English and metric sizes and in carbon and 
stainless steel. Also included are a Ring election 
Guide; comprehensive Engineering Design Formulas; 
and data for materials, shear, bending, RPM, installa-
tion stress and groove design. Special rings are easy, 
too! Our nC>-tooling«> t Edgewinding process enables 
IWO-Week deliveries for most sizes. maIley teel Ring 
Co., 385 Gilman Ave., Wheeling, fL 60090; Tel: 84 7-
537-7600; Fax: 847-537-7698; www. malley.com 
Smalley Steel Ring Co. 
For More Information Circle No. 627 
'Il0l _ 
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LEARN ABOUT 
MULTI PHYSICS 
FROM 
WWW.ALGOR.COM 
Multiphy ics combines capabil-
ities of Algor's stress, thermal, 
fluid flow, and electrostatic 
products to model and analyze 
parts. Discover the different 
type of analyses Algor software can perform. View 
replays of Algor live webcasts and also get a sched-
ule of upcoming live webcasts from www.algor.com 
or order your FREE CD which contain a 'ersion of 
Algor's web site. Address: 150 Beta Dr. , Pittsburgh, 
PA 15238; +1 (412) 967-2700; info@algor.com; or 
Fax: +1 (412) 967-27 I. 
Algor, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 630 
www.nasatech.com 
VACUUM 
PUMP 
~-.rJ VIBRATION 
~=~Irm .... ~~?~T~~~on 
isolators effectively 
remove turbo-molecular and cryo-pump vibra-
tions. Two model are available in elastomer and 
air-i olated ver ions. They are HV compatible, 
have short insertion lengths, and high conduc-
tance. wide variet of flanges are available. 
ational Electrostatic orp., 7540 Graber Rd ., 
Box 620310, Middleton, WI 53562'{)310; Tel: 60 
31-7600; Fax: 60 -256-4 I 03; h up:! Iwww. 
pelletron.com; e-mail: nec@pelletron.com 
National Electrostatics Corp. 
For More Information Circle No. 622 
ELECTRONICS 
TOOLS, KITS, 
CASES, AND TEST 
EQUIPMENT 
PC's free 1999 catalog fea-
tures 3 4 pages of installa-
tion, fiel<kelVice, and repair 
tools, tool kits, cases, and test 
equipment. More than 100 
tandard tool kits are available, along with modified and 
custom kits. Electronic test equipment includes DMMs, 
datacom testers, oscilloscopes, power-analysis equiJ>-
ment, and more. The catalog ofTers produ t photo, 
descriptions, specifications, pri.ce breaks, and immediate 
delivery. pecialized Produ ts Co., 1100 S. Kimball Ave., 
Southlake, TX 76092; Tel: 800866-5353; Fax: 800-234-
8286; e-mail: PC@speciali7.ed.net; www.specialized.net 
Specialized Products Co. 
For More Information Circle No. 625 
FIBRE CHANNEL 
COMMUNICATIONS 
The FibreXpress. I etwork 
and implex Link'" System are 
designed to maximize the 
high-speed connection capa-
bilities of Fibre Channel. With 
sustained data rate up to 105 
MB/sec, the FibreXpress 
etwork is the ideal connec-
tion solution for all types of high-throughput imag-
ing and D P applications. Ask for your FREE copy 
of our updated, 62-page Fibre Channel Technical 
Overview! ystran Corp.; 4 I 26 Linden Ave., Dayton, 
OH, 454.32; Sales: 00-252-5601; Tel: 937-252-5601; 
Fax: 937-258-2729; e-mail: info@systran.com; 
www.systran.com 
Systran Corporation 
For More Information Circle No. 628 
PERFORM 
MECHANICAL 
EVENT SIMULATION 
(MES) USING A CAD 
SOLID MODEL 
Generate an FEA mesh from a 
CAD solid model or assembly. 
Use kinematic elements for the 
bulk of ,our model with regular elements in areas of 
engineering concern, saving proc ing time. Analyze 
the model to create a "virtual experiment." View 
replays of Algor Ii,e webcasts and also get a schedule 
of upcoming live webcasts from www.algor.com or 
order a FREE CD of our web site. Address: 150 Beta 
Dr., Pittsburgh, PA 1523 ; +1 (412) 967-2700; 
info@algor.com;or Fax: +1 (412) 967-27 I. 
Algor, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 631 
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IT!, the leader in remote "iew-
ing, offers more than 2,000 stan-
dard R\'l's for inspecting 
engines, air frames, or compo-
nents in inaccessible areas. 
Products include new Camera 
Dedicated Borescopes and patented PRO'Tl:CH .... 
Fiberscopes and Videoscope . Custom and OEM 
scopes are a specialty. All component parts carry a 
one-year warranty from date of purchase. 
Instrument Technology, Inc., PO Box 381. 33 
Airport Rd., Westfield, MA 01086-0381; Tel: 413-
562-3606; Fax: 413-568-9809; e-mail: iti@scopes.com; 
www.scopes.com 
Instrument Technology, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 632 
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BUILDING AN 
INTERACTIVE 
WEB PAGE 
Learn how you can create an 
interactive Web page with which 
users can view data acquired at a 
remote site without the common 
problems of a client-server application. Use the 
ComponeotWorks DataSocket contrOl and Microsoft 
VISual Basic to create a software component that you 
can insert in a Web page to read, write. or share data 
with other applications across the Internet. Call for 
a FREE application note: "Building an interactive 
Web Page with Data Socket"! National InsU1Jments; 
Tel: 512-794-0100; 800-661-6063 (U.S. and Canada); 
Fax: 512-683-9300; e-mail: info@natinsLcom; 
www.natinsl.com/cworks 
National Instruments 
For More Information Circle No. 635 
Hiram Jones Elec-
tronics, Inc'; A Di-
vision of the Sea-
strom Hardware 
Group manufac-
ture. a complete 
line of standard 
miniature and sub-
miniature terminals 
including: insulated 
test jacks, assembled 
stando/Is and press-
type terminals. All 
standard catalog 
items are availahle 
for immediate pncing and delivery. Call today for 
your free 27-page catalog: 800-6U2356. 
Hiram Jones Electronics, Inc. 
For More Information Ci rcle No. 638 
THE SOURCE 
FOR 
ELECTRONIC & 
MECHANICAL 
HARDWARE 
Seastrom taltes pride 
in o/Iering one of the 
widest selections of 
standard electronic 
and assembly hard-
ware available from 
slOck. Seastrom'5 6&A 
Catalog provides a complete source for over 
45.000 produclS. For a free 550-page catalog, call 
800-654-2356. 
Seastrom Manufacturing Co. Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 641 
1999 PCMCIA 
PRODUCTS CATALOG 
The new 1999 Em-oy Data PCM-
ClA source catalog features the 
latest PCMClA drives USB, PCI, 
and SCSI. 
• Rechargeable SRAM Cards, 
Linear Flash Cards for Routers. 
Solid State Flash Drives 
• mart Card Readers, Serial PCMClA 
• I/O ProduclS, Fax/Data, Ethernet Cards 
o Digital Photography and PDA Packages 
o Technical Application NoteS 
Envoy Data Corp .. 6 East Palo Verde. Sle. 3. Gilbert, 
AZ 85296; Tel: 800-368-6971; 480-892-0954; Fax: 
4 0-892-0029; e-mail: info@envoydata.com; 
www.envo).data.com 
Envoy Data Corporation 
For More Infonnation Circle No. 633 
MACHINE VISION 
EVALUATION 
SOFTWARE 
Accelerate machine vision 
developmem with National 
[nstruments' IMAQ'" Vision 
software. Learn how you can 
use IMAQTN Vision with 
LabVIEW. Visual Basic, 01' C 
for mechanical assembly verification. container 
inspection, pharmaceutical inspection. and other 
industrial automation applications with Our new 
machine vision evaluation software. atiooal 
InstrUments; Tel: 512-794-0100; 800-327-9894 (U.S. 
and Canada); Fax: 512-683-9300; e-rnail: 
info@natiflSl.com; www.natinsl.com/imaq 
National Instruments 
For More Information Circle No. 636 
SILICON DELAY LINES 
These all-silicon delay lines use 
low-power CMOS technology. 
Inputs/outputs are TIL compati-
ble, combining the reliability and 
quality of semiconductors with the 
stability and accuracy of hybrid 
lines. Other features include: 
o High reliability 
o Voltage/temperature compensation 
o Operating frequency (up to 200 MHz) 
o Delay tolerance of ) % available 
o Dip. gull-wing, and SOl packages 
o Tapped, multiple. and programmable units available 
o Low COSt and delivery from stod. 
Data Delay Devices, Inc., 3 Mt. Prospect A"e., 
Clifton, NJ 07013; Tel: 973-773-2299; Fax: 973-773-
9672; www.datadelay.com 
Data Delay Devices, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 639 
NEW CATALOG 
FROM CERAC 
The oew 1999 CERAC 
catalog is now available 
in print and 00 the 
Web, featuring CERACs 
fuji line of spuuering 
targets, evaporation 
materials, and specialty 
inorganic •. Updated 
target listings include 
lead times, densities, 
and fabrication methods for hundreds of stock 
items. For the latest indllStIy news, technical product. 
data, and our online catalog, visit www.cerac.coro.. 
Call 414-289-9800 to request a printed copy. 
CERAC, Inc., Milwaukee, WI 
CERAC, Inc 
For More Information Circle No. 634 
INTELLIGENT DATA 
ACQUISITION 
On board Intelligence 
provides 
o Real-Time Processing 
o Network Access 
• DSP Commands 
o Control Loops <l ms with 
o External Expansion 
0 19" Indusuial Racks 
o High-Speed riO 
o Standard PC Gills 
Call now for your free catalog! Microstar 
Laboratories, Inc., Tel: 888-MSTARLABS (678-
2752) or 425-453-2345; Fax: 425-453-3199; e-mail: 
info@mstarlabs.com; www.mstarlabs.com 
Microstar Laboratories, Inc. 
For More Information Circle No. 637 
THERMO-
COUPLES, 
MAKE YOUR 
OWN 
The HOTSPOT allows 
thermocouple wire to 
be formed into free-
standing junctions, or 
welded to metal sur-
faces. It provides a sim-
ple means of fabricat-
ing thermocouples "when needed and where need-
ed.· Brochure and specification sheel available. 
Address: 7300 North Crescent Blvd., Pennsauken, 
a 08110. Tel: 609-662-7272; Fax: 609-662-7862; 
htcp://www.thomasregister.com/dcc 
DCC Corp. 
For More Intormatlon Circle No. 640 
Ne",,! 
---Apollo 11 ---
Conunernorat:ive T-Shirt: 
Celebrate the 30th anniversary of the historic 
moon landing in style. Striking full-color 
emblem on quality white cotton shirt. Available 
while supplies last in adult sizes S, M, l, XL, 
XXL; youth sizes 6-8, 10-12, or 14-16. Also 
offered in a white sweatshirt (adult sizes only). 
$15.95 T-shirtj$23.95 sweatshirt. Add $5.00 to 
order for postage/handling. Mail payment to: 
Associated Business Publications, Dept. f., 317 
Madison Avenue, Suite 1900, New York, NY 10017. 
Call (212) 490-3999 for credit card orders. 
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